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SUMMARX 

Pressure sores constitute a major problem in geriatrics, rehabilita

tion and orthopaedics. Althouqh it is known that they have a mecha

nica! cause they cannot always be prevented. One of the reasons tor 

this is the lack of knowledqe about the direct consequence a load has 

on tissues. In the present thesis it is emphasized that research with 

respect to the fundamental consequences of a mechanica! load on human 

tissue is necessary. 

Mechanica! modelling, which enables calculation of internal stresses, 

strains and f lows when the external load is known, has a primary role 

in these investiqations. The just mentioned objective properties are 

useful for the development of test criteria for the danqer of damaqe. 

In the present thesis a theoretica!, mechanica! model for skin and 

subcutaneous fat and a number of experiments to verify this model, 

are described. The model is based on the hypothesis that the above 
mentioned tissues behave as sponqe-like materials, consistinq of a 

poreus solid with a fluid in it. With reqard to the constitutive 

behaviour it is assumed that the solid phase consists of an intrinsi

cally incompressible non-linearly elastic material and that the fluid 

is incompressible and behaves Newtonian. 

Further the fluid experiences a resistance which is strain-dependent. 

The basic equations are solved by means of the Finite Element Method, 

usinq a Galerkin weiqhted residual formulation. 

In-vitro compression tests, one-dimensional tests on small disk 

shaped tissue samples as well as two-dimensional tests, where cylin

drical indentors were pushed into a layer of fat and skin on a riqid 

foundation, confirm the mixture hypothesis. 

In-vivo compression tests on piqs, where the reqio scapularis was 

loaded with cylindrical indentors also support the above-mentioned 

hypothesis. 



Especially when the tissues are under compression a mixture approach 

offers much perspective for a mechanica! description of skin and fat. 

It might be possible that the explicit information derived from such 

a model about interstitial fluid flow and pressure is essential in 

pressure sore research. It is the task of investiqators with more •e

dical leaninqs to give decisive answers in this matter. 



SAMENYATTING 

Drukwonden komen veel voor in de qeriatrie, revalidatie en orthopae

die. Ofschoon bekend is dat ze veroorzaakt worden door een mechani

sche belasting kunnen ze niet altijd voorkomen worden. Dit wordt mede 

veroorzaakt doordat weinig bekend is over de directe invloed die de 

belasting heeft op het weefsel. In dit proefschrift wordt qepleit 

voor onderzoek naar de fundamentele gevolgen van een mechanische 

belasting voor menselijke weefsels. 

Centraal hierin staat mechanische modelvorming, waardoor inwendige 

spanninqen, vervorminqen en strominqen kunnen worden berekend als de 

uitwendiqe belasting bekend is. Deze objectieve grootheden zijn 

bruikbaar bij de ontwikkeling van toetsingscriteria voor het qevaar 
voor beschadiging. 

In dit proefschrift worden een theoretisch, mechanisch model voor 

huid en subcutaan vetweefsel en een aantal experimenten ter verifica

tie van dit model beschreven. Het model is qebaseerd op de hypothese 

dat bovengenoemde weefsels zich gedragen als sponsachtige materialen, 

bestaande uit een poreuze vaste stof met daarin een vloeistof. 

Als aannamen voor het constitutieve gedrag worden gebruikt, dat de 

vaste fase bestaat uit een intrinsiek incompressibele, niet-lineair 

elastische stof en dat de vloeistof incompressibel en Newtons is. 

Verder ondervindt de vloeistof een strominqsweerstand die vervor

mingsafhankelijk is. 

De basisverqelijkinqen worden opgelost met behulp van de Eindiqe Ele

menten Methode, gebruikmakend van een Galerkin gewogen residuen for

mulering. 

In-vitro compressieproeven, zowel één-dimensionale proeven op kleine 

schijfvormige weefselpreparaten als twee-dimensionale met cylinder

vormiqe stempels die in een laag vet met huid op een starre onder

steuning worden qedrukt, bevestiqen de mengselhypothese. 



In-vivo compressieproeven op varkens, waarbij cylindrische stempels 

in het weefsel van de reqio scapularis worden qedrukt ondersteunen 

eveneens bovengenoemde hypothese. 

Met name bij het qedraq onder compressie biedt een mengselbenaderinq 

veel perspectief voor de mechanische beschrijving van huid en vet. 

Het is niet ondenkbaar dat de expliciete informatie die een derqelijk 

model levert over interstitiële vloeistofstroming en -druk van essen

tieel belang is bij drukwondenonderzoek. Het is de taak van de ae

disch qeoriënteerde disciplines om hieromtrent uitsluitsel te geven. 
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CHAPTER 1; INTRQDQCTION 

A pressure sore can be defined as: A degeneration of skin and/or un

derlying tissues, which is caused by a prolonged mechanica! load. 

The word prolonged is added because injuries caused by impacts that 

directly disrupt the tissues are usually excluded. The medica! ter• 

for pressure sores is decubitus. The term is derived from the Latin 

word "decumbere• which means "lying down•. When Wohlleben in 1777 in

troduced the word gangraena per decubitum he referred to patients 

lying in bed. However, pressure sores are a much more genera! problem 

in rehabilitation, geriatrics and orthopaedics. They occur in all 

kinds of situations were people are subjected to some kind of pro

longed aechanical load. This can be when lying in bed or on an opera

ting table, when sitting in a wheelchair, but also when wearing some 

kind of prosthesis, orthesis or when using tight bandages. Pressure 

sores, especially in the early stages, can be very painful; they are 

depressing for the patient and lengthen the time necessary for treat

ment considerably. 

Sometimes pressure sores may lead to complications that are the di

rect cause of death of a patient. In the last decade several reports 

appeared of surveys with regard to the incidence of these wounds. 

A much cited report by Petersen (1976) concerns research in the 

county of Arhus in Jutland under a population of 517000 which can be 

considered representative of Denmark as a whole. In each group of 

100000 inhabitants he found 43.1 patients with sores, whereas the to

tal nuaber of sores in that group amounted to 61.5 sores. Figure 1.1 

gives an anatomical distribution of the sores. Figure 1.2 shows the 

age and sex distribution among the patients. 

In children he occasionally found cases among babies in incubators. 

Patients between 15 and 30 years of age were usually traumatic 

paraplegics. Between 30 and 50 usually disabled neurological patients 

were found, priaarily with multiple sclerosis. Allong sliqhtly older 

patients advanced stages of different medica! conditions were found 

like: cardiac failure, renal failure, rheumatism, diabetes and 
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Ear 5 

Shoulder 1 

Scapulo 3 

Spinous process 2 

lliac crest 3 

Elbow 1 

~-~~--- Ant sup. spioe 3 

W'_..,"'1--~~-- Sacrum 134 (43%) 

Trochanter 39 ( 12%) 

Lateral edge Media\ Big toe 1 

of loot 8 malleolus 4 

Amputot1on stump 4 

Other 1oca11sot1ons 5 

lsch1um 30 (9%) 

Fig. 1.1. (Source of ref.: Petersen, 1976) 
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Fig. 1.2. (Source of ref.: Petersen, 1976) 
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cancer. In the oldest qroup arteriosclerosis and cerebral 

hae•orrhaqe predominated. 
Robinson et al. (1976) undertook a survey amonq 163 parapleqic 

patients at the G.F. Strong Rehabilitation centre in Vancouver and 

found that 48\ of the group that responded had at least one major de

cubitus ulcer. These data agree with a result of an older study by 

the Veterans Adainistration Prosthetic Centre in New York (1968). 

Based upon an average cost of pressure sore treatment between 

$ 20.000 and $ 30.000 per patient, Krouskop (1983) estimates that ae

dical costs associated with curing pressure sores in the u.s.A. ex

ceed $ 2.000.000.000 a year. From the above it is clear that pressure 

sores are an enoraous problem, which, despite the fact that it al

ready bas been described in 1777, still exists. 

It is beyond the scope of the present thesis to give an extensive 

treataent of the clinical characteristics of decubitus. For this the 

reader is referred to the aore aedically oriented literature in this 

area (Groth, 1942; De Jonq, 1965; Guttmann, 1976; Schut, 1982). To 

enable the reader to understand the seriousness of these sores we use 

the classification given by Guttmann: 

1. Transient disturbance of the circulation manifested by reversible 

erythema (= eruption) of the skin with soae oedema (= excessive 

fluid accumulation). 

2. Definite skin daaage. At the mildest level erytheaa and congestion 

will occur with discoloration and induration of the skin. After 

that the superficial skin will be damaged. Blister development may 

occur. Ata later stage the deeper skin layers damage resulting in 

necrosis (= mortification) and ulcer foraation. 
3. Deep penetrating necrosis. The destruction also involves fascia 

(aeabrane of connective tissue covering the auscle), muscle and 

bone. Usually deep lying ulcers are found on auscle and fascia. 

4. Sinus sores communicating with bursae. Spherical holes, deeply un

dermining the superficial tissue. They can be connected to each 

other beneath undaaaged superficial tissue. 

5. Closed ischial bursae. A specific form usually caused by trans-

fering a patient. 

6. Cancerous degeneration. Is very rare. 

Several other types of classification are possible (see: Barton, 

1976; Brand, 1976). 
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Althouqh it was already known in the 18th century that a mechanical 

load is the primary factor in pressure sore development, even at the 

present time these sores appear frequently and are an enormous pro

blem. Numerous ways of prevention and treatllent have been published 

but still the problem is not solved. One of the reasons probably is, 

that no one is able to tell how long a load of certain magnitude may 

be applied to tissue before it gets damaged. Coherent with this fact 

is, that very little is known about the internal stresses and strains 

caused by an external load, and how the tissue reacts to these inter

nal aechanical quantities. 

It appears from the foregoing discussion that mechanics plays a cen

tral role in the just mentioned aspects. Therefore in 1981 a research 

project has been started in the engineering mechanics group of the 

TWente University of Technology, which should contribute to the fun

damental knowledge about pressure-sore development. Because of the 

aulti-disciplinary character of the subject this research was carried 

out in cooperation with the Anatomical Department and the Rehabilita

tion Unit of the University of Groningen. 
Before giving any detailed information about the objective of the 

project it is necessary to give a historical review of pressure sore 

research in the last decades. This will be done in the next section. 

In this section a review is given of literature with regard to 

the etiology (= study of the causes) of pressure sores and parameters 

which influence their development. Most of the literature on pressure 

sores concerns the diagnosis, the treataent and preventive programs 

in hospitals, rehabilitation centres etc. We have limited ourselves 

to the literature which was aiaed at the primary causes. The review 

starts with the thesis by Groth (1942). At that time it was known 

already that a mechanical load is important (Quesnay, 1749), that the 

nervous system may play a role (literature from the 19th century), 

that the circulation is important and that pressure sores can be 

cured in principle. 

Groth was the first who published an extensive systematic study on 

the primary causes of decubitus using histological techniques. For a 
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review of the literature before 1942 the interested reader is re

ferred to his thesis. Groth observed huaans as well as animals. He 

tried to find out what load can be applied before damaqe occurs and 

did this by indentinq the qluteus muscles of rabbits with various in

dentor forces and for different time periods. After some period of 

observation, usually lasting a few days, he carried out a post-mortem 

and did a histological examination. With reference to these experi

ments on healthy rabbits he states the following: 

• A local pressure of certain strenqth on the qluteus muscle after 

some time produces regular degenerative muscle changes with capillary 

bleedinqs which are visible with the naked eye. These chanqes lead to 

resorption of muscle fibers, replaced by granulating tissue and scar 

foraation. When the magnitude and application time of the load is de

creased also degenerative changes occur, but in isolated fibers and 
only visible by microscope•. 

So according to Groth any load causes degenerative changes, but there 

is a point where these changes become irreversible. He defined as a 

threshold the point were changes became macroscopically visible and 

thus was able to define a load/time curve (fig. 1.2.1). Above the 

curve there was danger to damaqe, below it there was not . 
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Fiq. 1.2.1. (Source of ref.: Groth, 1942). 
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Between 1958 and 1961 Kosiak et al. published a series of articles on 

the subject of pressure-sores. In 1959 they describe three concepts 

with reqard to the etioloqy: ischemie (= shortaqe of blood), neuro

trophic (= dysfunction of nervous system) and metabolic, but there 

was no aqreement with reqard to their relative importance. 

Kosiak perf ormed the same kind of test on dogs as Groth did on rab

bi ts. He also found that intense pressures of short duration are as 

injurious to tissues as low pressures applied for longer periods. Ko

siak (1961) also described experiments on rats. He applied a constant 

load and equal amounts of intermittent loads and found a higher sus

ceptibility of tissue to the constant load. The degenerative changes 

he observed were: 

- loss of cross-striations and myofibrils of muscle. 

- hyalinization (waxy degeneration) of fibers. 
infiltration by macrophages and neutrophils, i.e. cels that are 

able to take up small particles and consume them (phagocytosis). 

Several investigations of this type have been published since then. 

Lindan (1961) compressed rabbit ears and found that pressures of 

12 kPa during a period of 13 hours resulted in tissue necrosis. 
Reichel (1958) was probably the first who pointed out the danger of 

shear stress. From anatomical observations he concluded that shear 

occludes blood vessels more easily than a normal stress. That is why 

Dinsdale (1974) applied loads, combined with friction on pigs and at 

the same time studied blood flow cessation due to this load. On the 

one hand he found that a normal load combined with friction is more 

danqerous to tissue, but also that it was not an ischemie mechanism 

by which friction increased the production of ulcers, at least not in 

his experiaental set-up. Accordinq to Dinsdale (1973) friction tears 

apart the top layers of the skin (especially the stratum corneum, see 

chapter 2). 

Nola and Vistness (1978) applied pressures to rats at locations were 

skin is directly overlying bone and at places were muscle separates 

skin and bone. Their work was motivated by the increasing use of 

ausculocutaneous flaps for surgical repair of pressure wounds instead 

of skin flaps. One of their conclusions was that muscle is highly 

susceptible to pressure and an unsuitable coverage for a pressure 

bearing area. Unfortunately they did not incorporate in their 
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evaluation the possibly better circulation in the musculocutaneous 

flaps, because most larger bloodvessels that supply the skin with 

blood pass through the muscle and subcutaneous fat. 

Manley and Darby (1980) applied a repetitive mechanica! stress to the 

feet of rats. They concluded that normal levels of repetitive mecha

nica! stress can cause ulceration and that this occurs more readily 

in the denervated foot. 

Daniels et al. (1981) applied pressures on the greater femoral tro

chanter of pigs and found an inverse relationship between the safe 

pressure and time. They also found the muscle to be more sensitive 

than skin to the effects of pressure .. Further they hypothesized that 

noraal tissue is far more resistive to pressure induced ischemia than 
previously considered and that the threshold is lowered dramatically 

due to paraplegia, infections or repeated trau•a. Their first hypo

thesis seems to be true when looking at their P/T-curve which lies 

much higher than those of other investigators, but it may be disputed 

on mechanica! grounds (geometrical differences). 

The relation between pressure and blockinq of the circulation has 

been studied by many investigators, because it is believed that this 

is a primary factor in pressure sore development. Brooks (1922) at

tempted to deteraine the difference between arterial and venous oc

clusion. Be found significantly more damage when occluding a vein 

compared to arterial occlusion. A striking fact was found by Husain 

(1953) who noted that localised pressures obliterated more vessels in 

the skin and subcutaneous tissue than in the auscle, while the last 

was severely damaqed and the skin and subcutis were not. He also 

found that the treshold tolerance to pressure and to duration of 
ischeaia is reduced by a previous vascular insult, which originally 

had not caused necrosis. 

Willms-Kretschmer and Majno (1969) have shown that skin can withstand 

ischaemia for up to eight hours before irreversible damage takes 

place. 

Cherry and Ryan (1976), studying the effect of ischeaia on the skin, 

found that occlusion of the vessel by clotting was not so much an ia

mediate effect of ischemia but followed shedding of the damaged endo

thelium (cell layer which covers the inner wall of the vessel) and 

reperfusion. 
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0 

These findings are in keeping with the investigations of Brane11ark 

(1976). He studied microscopically what happens when blood flow 

through skin is reduced. When capillaries are distended for example 

by blocking the venous flow, erythrocytes (red blood cels) may become 

attached to the endothelium by diapedesis (penetrating the wall) into 

pores in the wall. These cells usually return to the circulation when 

normal pressures are established. However, when the local environment 

changes due to injury or to long-standing occlusions the erythrocytes 

may release ADP, precipitate fibrine and cause definite blockage. He 

also reported the occlusion of skin folds in men for 7 hours. Upon 

release circulation was re-established in a majority of the microves

sels and was maintained. Thus even a long-standing complete blockage 

of blood flow does not mean permanent derangement of the microcircu

lation. This seems to contrast to the knowledge that a pressure-sore 
may occur after two hours on an operating table (Petersen, 1976; Gen
dron, 1981). 

Several investigators studied the effect of pressure loading on the 

blood flow rate in human skin. Daly et al. (1976) showed that flow is 
reduced by pressures up to 1.3 kPa. Then the flow is constant up to 4 

kPa. For higher pressures the flow monotonically decreases to zero as 

systolic pressure is approached. 

The area between 1.3 and 4 kPa points at an autoregulatory mechanism 

of skin blood flow. Larsen et al. (1979) showed that a strong 

correlation exists between blood pressure and blocking of the 

circulation by an external load. 

Krouskop et al. (1978) reacted on the fact that tissue can remain 

viable for extended lengths of time with a blocked circulation. Pres

sure wounds can develop much faster. Because an accumulation of meta
bolic waste products can lead to cellular necrosis, they hypothesized 

that mechanical loads impair the function of the lymphatic system. In 

198.1 Reddy added the possible influence of interstitial fluid flow to 

the risk factors. These last two publications are a selection from a 

large élllount of literature on the factors that enlarge the danqer of 

daaage. Since the work of Groth, Kosiak and others, investigators be

gan to appreciate the idea that tissue breakdown probably is a multi

dimensional process. In the last two decades a lot of effort bas been 
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put in taking stock of all possible parameters inf luencing the deve

lopment of a sore. For example the h1111idity in the contact area plays 

an important role (Wildnauer et al., 1971; Lowthian, 1976). That is 

why incontinent patients are at a high risk. This risk is increased 

because acids, urine and faeces can injure the skin chemically. 

Sex and race (Williams, 1972) can have influence. It is possible that 

the temperature of skin and underlying tissue are important because 

this affects the metabolism and thus the oxygen need (Schut, 1982; 
0 

Stewart et al., 1980; Roaf, 1976; Brattgard et al., 1976). Because of 

the time during which the load is applied, mobility, sensibility and 

mental state of the patient are of importance. This loading time is 

also affected by the nursing of the patient. Because of the frequency 

of occurrence with paraplegie patients much emphasis has been laid on 

neurological factors (literature from the 19th century; Kosiak, 1961; 

Manley and Darby, 1980). 

Most of the work which is presented above was of biomedical nature. 

However, since 1940 many investigators began to realize that more de

tailed information about mechanical properties inside the tissue was 

necessary, to obtain fundamental knowledge of the primary causes of 

pressure sores. Groth (1942) manufactured a rubber model to study the 

deforaation of a soft layer which is loaded by means of a curved in

dentor. He found that in the deep layers near a proximal bone larger 

strains may occur compared to more superficial layers. This might ex

plain the observation that pressure sores often develop in deeper 

layers. 

After 1960 more biomechanical programs were started. Bennet (1971) 
published a series of articles concerning the transfer of a load to 

flesh. He used simple constitutive laws for the tissues and solved 

some contact problems analytically. 

In Glasgow at the University of Strathclyde an extensive program 

started around 1965, which was aimed at obtaining knowledge about me

chanical properties of biological tissues (Kenedi et al., 1975; Bar

benel et al., 1978). This work was partly motivated by the pressure 

sore problem. Besides obtaining information about material properties 

they took a lot of effort in analysing leads at the supporting 

surfaces, of the mechanical properties of supporting surfaces and how 

alterations in these properties alter the conditions at the 
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interfaces. Fernie (1973) collected a lot of data at the bedside and 

found that a significant redistribution of pressures could be 

achieved by minor movements of the patient. An important result from 

the group in Glasgow is the development of design criteria for the 

measurement of pressure at body/support interfaces (Ferguson-Pell, 

1980). They recognised the need of mechanical models because of the 

disturbance the transducer causes in the measuring area. 

One of the first finite element studies with regard to decubitus was 

published by Chow and Odell (1978). Motivated by the need fora 

better design of wheelchair cushions he studied the stress 

distribution in a loaded buttock. He used surface friction, 

hydrostatic pressures and von Mises stresses as judgement criteria. 

As a constitutive law he chose for a linear relationship between the 

incremental stress and the incremental strain, thus being able to 

handle large deformations. Like Groth he found that the largest 

distortion is found at internal locations rather than near the 

surface. 

At Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York also finite 

element analyses have been performed. The studies at R.P.I. were mo

tivated by the fact that previous studies by Groth, Kosiak, Daniels 

etc. were only expressed in terms of specific experimental boundary 

conditions not easily to apply to analysis of patient support pro

blems. They follow Kenedi et al. (1975) in suggesting that 

information about the actual surface and internal tissue stresses and 

strains associated with pressure sore formation is required, to be 

able to compare anima! experiments and clinical conditions under 

which pressure sores develop. This requires methods for measuring or 

calculating internal stresses and strains in soft tissues in viVQ. In 

the introduction of his thesis Shock (1981) concluded that no work 

had been done at that time, where biomedical input (physiology, 

histology, anatomy) on the one hand and mechanical input on the other 

hand had been combined, to obtain a correlation between objective 

mechanical quantities and the incidence of sores. They succeeded in 

developing a computer model and combining their results with in-vitro 

experiments. The model was suitable for large deformations but they 

used a linear elastic constitutive law and did not include time 

dependent behaviour. 
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The aotivation for our research bas been the saae as that of Shock. 

We have included more realistic material models and tiae-dependent 

behaviour in our theory. In the next section the objective and scope 

of our investigations will be given. 

In the previous section it bas already been mentioned that pres

sure sore development is a multi-dimensional problem. An enormous 

aaount of inf luence factors deluqe the investiqators and it is hard 

to restore order in this mess. The approach used in the dynaaics and 

control of multi-variable systems may help to analyse the proble• as 

a whole. A multi-variable systea is a system with many input varia

bles and/or many output variables. Such a syste• is characterized by 

its state. The state of a system at some time t 0 is a set of data, 

which together with the input siqnals on the interval (t0,t) uniquely 

determines the output at time t. 

It is possible to regard the loaded tissue part as a complex systea 

with many input variables. Althouqh we are not able to describe the 

complete physioloqical system mathematically, still it is possible to 

use the systea dynamics approach. This results in the scheme of fiq. 

1.3.1. Ina normal situation the physiological system is in soae 

equilibrium, the homeostasis. This homeostasis can be compared to the 

stationary state of the system and is determined by the input varia

bles and the state variables. In a healthy person the autorequlatory 

system of the body is able to keep the system state at an acceptable 

equilibrium, despite all kinds of external disturbances actinq on the 
systea. 

The elements of the set of state variables can be expressed in global 

terms like: circulation, tissue temperature, chemical reactions, pro
duction and removal of waste products, neurology, lymph circulation 

and nutritional state. These physioloqical parameters are not a ran

dom choice, but all in some way are connected to the development of 

pressure sores. Because of this it is advisable to add some mechani

cal properties to the state variables like internal tissue stress, 

strain and flow. 
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Fiq. 1.3.1. Input and state variables for loaded tissue. 
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When a mechanica! load is added to the normal input of the syste•, 

the combination of input variables can be of a nature that the auto
regulatory system is no lonqer able to maintain the homeostasis at an 

acceptable equilibrium. So the tissue state changes and may becoae 

unstable, resulting in a tissue breakdown. 

The input variables responsible for this disturbance can be divided 

in environmental variables and those connected to the patient. The 

environment includes the humidity and temperature of the surroundinq 

area, the type of contact area and other influences, like nursing and 

nutrition. The patient variables are used in so called .Early fressure 

~ore ratios to recognise hiqh risk patients (Vasile and Chaitin, 

1972; Williams, 1972; Exton-Smith, 1976). They include race, sex, 

age, mobility, sensibility, •ental state, incontinence and 
pathogenesis. we have added the posture of the patient and the 

geometry of the loaded area for mechanica! reasons. A number of these 

variables can be collected in a set of mechanica! input variables, 

suitable for aathematical manipulation. The others we call 

physiological parameters. 

A common practice in the control of systems is to use detailed infor

mation about the system dynamics to define a measurable output, which 

under certain conditions can be used to reconstruct the state of the 

system or apart of the state (observer). This reconstruction, to

gether with the known input, is used by a controling unit which aain

tains the state at a desired level or farces it to follow a previous

ly chosen path through time. 

We wish to maintain our system state at an acceptable equilibriu• and 

do this by adding an extra control to the autoregulatory system of 

the body. The controls that were used in the past were very simple. 

They were all aiaed at a decrease of the applied load. Unfortunately 

these solutions are aften very expensive and there are many situa

tions were decreasing the load to an acceptable level is not possi

ble. 

Let us look again at the work of Groth (1942), Kosiak (1961) and Da

niels et al. (1981). They loaded an anima! by an indentor with 

various indentor farces and for different time periods. In this way 
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they were able to find "risk" curves as shown in fig. 1.3.2. In this 

figure a curve is added from Reswick and Rogers (1976) deduced from 

patient experience by: subjective comments by physicians, nurses 

etc., actual pressure measurements in situations were patients showed 

clinical signs of tissue breakdown and controlled tests on 

volunteers. 
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Fig. 1.3.2. Risk curves with regard to pressure-sores. 

It is clear that each curve can only be applied to the experiment 

that it is derived of. If we look at the scheme in fig. 1.3.1 we see 

that each experimentalist looked at only two input variables and at 

the result of the instability, a aacroscopic tissue breakdown. It is 

like trying to control an already unstable system. Through a trial 

and error process they succeeded in deriving a "risk"-curve with a 

very limited practical use. We do not want to question the value of 
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these studies because they have tauqht us a lot. However, durinq the 

last two decades it has become clear that the multi-diaensional 

character of the pressure sore problea does exist, so a different ap

proach is necessary at this moment. 

For a real understandinq of the system it is necessary to learn aore 

about the state variables and how they are affected by the input. In 

the last two decades a lot has been done in this respect, with eapha-
o 

sis on the microcirculation (Branemark, 1976; Romanus, 1976), but al-

so on tissue temperature (Schut, 1982; Stewart et al., 1980; Barton, 

1976; Mahanty and Roeaer, 1980), lymph circulation (Reddy, 1975) and 

nutritional state (Keuzekamp, 1982). 

In the author's opinion a breakthrouqh in the prevention of pressure 

sores can only be reached by an analysis of the state variables and 

their relation to the defined input. Such an analysis should enable 

us to define proper measurable output variables which can be used to 

control the system. 

For example let us assume that the nutritional state of a patient has 

a stronq influence on whether a pressure sore develops or not. In 

that case a preventive action could be a coabination of a special 

diet with a decrease of mechanical load. This simple example aay not 

have any practical value but illustrates the kind of results we are 
thinking of. 

Very important state variables of which too little is known are the 

mechanical variables. It is important to realise that the external 
load and loadinq time are input parameters but the state variables 

which chanqe as a result of this input are internal stresses, strains 

and flows. These supply objective information about the tissue state 

and can be used to evaluate the danqer of damaqe of the tissue. 

The proposed research line will probably not lead to a solution of 

the pressure sore problem in a short time, but it may lead to a 

breakthrouqh in the lonq run. Every ad hoc solution, aiaed at decrea

sinq the load however, will undoubtedly help a number of patients (so 

remains necessary), but will only solve apart of the problem as has 

become clear in the last centuries. 
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The work presented in the present thesis was aimed at a better under

standing of the mechanica! state variables. The objective was: 

To develop a aecbanical llOdel of the soft tissues coverint bony pro
ai.nences to be able to calculate internal stresses and strains (and 

flovs) as a result of an external load. 

The flow of interstitial fluid was added because trom our investiga

tions it appeared that this plays a major role. The soft tissues we 

are concerned with are muscle, fascia, subcutaneous fat and skin. Be

cause of the available time we have limited ourselves to subcutaneous 

fat and skin, although we are aware of the importance of the highly 

sensitive muscle tissue. However, skin and fat are easier to approach 

in an experimental set-up and very much was known already about skin. 

In chapter 2 a model is proposed to describe the mechanica! behaviour 

of skin and fat and the features of this model will be explained in 
physical terms. In chapter 3 a general theory is presented to des

cribe the mechanics of mixtures of solids, gasses and fluids. Further 

equations will be derived tor the special case of mixtures of a solid 

and fluid. These equations are applied for two specific mixtures 

naaely skin and fat. In chapter 4 the numerical method to solve these 

equations is treated. Some problems are solved, to test the numerical 

solution method and to study the mechanica! behaviour of the model. 

When a 110del is proposed one has to perform two types of experiments. 

It is necessary on the one hand to verify whether the model (always a 

si•plification of reality) is realistic enough for our purposes and 

on the other hand to determine the physical property data which are 

used in the material model. 

Chapter 5 describes an experiment to determine some of these data. 

The experiments which are treated in chapter 6 and 7 are aimed at an 

in-vitro and in-vivo verification of the model. In chapter 8 our re

sults will be evaluated and some proposals for future research will 

be given. 
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CHAPTER 2; SKIN AND SUBCUTIS; BIPffASIC MAIERIALS 

In this chapter a mechanica! model for skin and subcutis will be pro

posed, which is based on a literature survey on the structure and me

chanica! behaviour of these tissues. In section 2.1 and 2.2 a brief 

review of this literature will be given. In section 2.3 some of the 

model approaches to the mechanica! behaviour of soft biological tis

sues will be treated. In section 2.4 arguments for a biphasic ap

proach will be given. Some of the features of this model will be ex

plained by means of a physical description. 

In the first subsection the anatomy and function of skin and sub

cutis will be treated. In subsection 2.1.2 the structural coaponents 

which are responsible for the mechanica! behaviour will be discussed 

in more detail. Subsection 2.1.3 concerns the way these structural 

coaponents are orqanized and how they affect the mechanica! beha

viour. 

2.1.1. The anatomy and function 

Most of the information in this sub-section can be found in textbooks 

on this subject. For a more extended exposition the interested reader 

is referred to; Bloom and Fawcett (1968) and Montaqna and Parakkal, 

(1974). 

Skin is a complex tissue with the following functions; 

1. containment of body fluids and tissues. 
2. protection aqainst physical, chemical and biological attack. 

3. receptor for external stimuli. 

4. regulator for tissue temperature. 

5. regulator for blood pressure. 

It consists of two main layers, the thin top-layer, called epidermis 

(thickness; 0.07 - 0.12 11111) and the dermis (thickness; 1-4 ma). At 
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some places the epidermis is relatively thick, for example at the 

palm of the hand (0.8 mm) and the sole of the foot (1.4 mm). 
The epidermis is composed of a layer of cells. Because continuously 

new cells are being formed at the junction with the dermis they mi

grate towards the external surface. The cells are keratinized as they 

progress. 

The stages of transformation characterize four layers: stratum malpi

ghii, stratum granulosum, stratum lucidum and the surface layer the 

stratum corneum. Usually the stratum malpighii is subdivided into the 

stratum gerainativum and the stratum spinosum. According to Dinsdale 

(1973) a shear stress acting on the skin often results in a detach

aent of the stratum corneum from the other layers. 

The derais is divided into two structurally distinctive layers. Adja

cent to the epidermis the papillary layer is found. It has a rather 

loose structure and living cells are most abundant in this part of 

the skin. The deeper reticular layer is the important one with regard 

to the aechanical behaviour of the tissue. It consists of a dense 

fibreus structure embedded in a gel-like amorphous ground substance. 

one distinghuishes between collagen, elastin and reticulin fibres 

which will be treated in more detail in the next subsection. In tube

like structures extending from the epidermal surface deep into the 

dermis hairs are attached to the skin. Skin contains different types 

of glands, i.e. sebaceous glands, sweat glands and apocrine glands. 

Blood vessels are abundant in skin. Further lyaph vessels and nerves 

are found. 

The subcutis is a loose connective tissue, which contains a large 

amount of fat cells. When the fat cells dominate we speak of subcuta

neous fat. The regions where fat dominates differ between men and wo

men. In the present thesis we do not distinguish between subcutis and 

fatty tissue and use both terms. 

The basic structural components of subcutis and skin are the same al

though the fibre network is much looser and the volume percentages of 

the structural components differ. The blood vessels passing through 

this layer may have larger diameters than those in skin. 

The function of fat is that of a buffer of fuel. It is bound in cells 

with a thin wall, surrounding the droplet. Because they are stuffed 

very tight they form a honey-comb structure. Often a large number of 
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fat cells are packed toqether in larqe coapartaents surrounded by fi

bres. These compartments appear especially at places which are often 

under pressure. 

2.1.2. Structural components responsible for the mechanical beha

viour. 

Except for the skin of the palms of the hands and the soles of the 

feet, the role of the epidermis with reqard to the mechanica! proper

ties of the skin as a whole is usually neglected (Brown, 1971). It 

should be realized that with reqard to the pressure sore problem loa

ding cases may occur (for example shear) where the epidermis is im

portant. For the time being we omit these cases and neglect the epi

dermis. Many authors neglect the influence of the blood vessels, lym

phatics, nerves, glands and hairs (Kenedi et al., 1975). In the pre

sent thesis those influences are also neglected. It is not certain 

whether this is admissible for the blood vessels and lymphatics be

cause of their importance to the pressure sore problem, but also be

cause they control the water content of the tissue and this af fects 

the mechanical properties (also see section 2.4 and chapter 8). 

However, because of their complexity we have also omitted blood and 

lymph vessels. 

/1 The structural components which play a major role in the mechanical 

behaviour of skin and subcutis are the fibre network and the ground 

substance and these will be treated in more detail in this sub-sec

tion. 

Three types of fibres can be distinguished: collagen, elastin and re
ticulin fibres. 

Collagen is the basic structural component for soft and hard tissues 

in huaan and aniaal. It is built up by tropocollagen molecules con

sisting of 3 polypeptide chains. Each chain is twisted in a left-han

ded helix. The 3 chains intertwine to form a riqht-handed superhelix. 

A set of these tropocollagen molecules are joined together to form 
0 

collaqen fibrils, with a diameter ranging from 200-400 A. Bundles of 

fibrils form fibres with a diameter of 0.2 - 40 µm. 

The mechanica! strength of collagen is iapressive. Viidik (1980) es

tiaates an ultimate tensile strenqth of 500-1000 N/mm2. The ultiaate 

elongation of collagen is in the range of 5-6\ (Abrahams, 1967). The 
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biomechanica! properties of collagen are usually studied in parallel 

fibred muscle tendons and joint ligaments. Fig. 2.1.1 shows a typical 
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Fig. 2.1.1. (Source of ref.: Viidik, 1980) 

stress/strain curve for tendon. Remarkable is the "toe"-part near ze

ro strain and the linear part for strains between 0.1 and 0.2 (note 

that these are larger than the 0.05 - 0.06 from Abrahams). Further a 

plastic region is found for strains larger than 0.2. Not visible in 

fig. 2.1.1 is the fact that the tendon shows phenomena like creep and 

relaxation, i.e. tendons behave visco-elastic. These features illus

trate one of the major problems of a structural approach to the me

chanica! behaviour of biologica! tissues. It is nearly impossible to 

isolate one single collagen fibre from the surrounding structure and 

to determine the mechanica! properties of this fibre. So it is not 

certain whether the above mentioned features are properties of a sin

gle fibre or of the whole structure. 

Certain is that the large stiffness is a property of collagen and al

so the linear elasticity over a long strain area. In this range 

usually a Young's modulus of 108 N/m2 is used (Fung, 1981). 

Elastin is easier to isolate and is the most "linear• structural com

ponent. It almost completely recovers after deformations up to 100\ 

(Brown, 1971; Fung, 1981). In skin and subcutaneous fat elastin is 

found as fibres with a diameter of 0.2 - 1 µm. They consist of two 
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coaponents: an inner aaorphous •medulla", the elastin, and an outer 
0 

•cortex• consistinq of non-elastin proteinous aicrofibrils 110 A in 

diameter (Bloom and Fawcett, 1968; Montaqna and Parakkal, 1974). 

Elastin preserves its elasticit~ after fixation in formalin (Funq, 

1981), so tissue under prestressed conditions may shrink when un

loaded, even after fixation. This is an important property with re

qard to histoloqical research. Usually a Younq's modulus of 5 x 106 

N/m2 is used (Daly, 1969). 

Reticulin fibres are rare in skin and subcutaneous tissue (0.38\ of 

the fat-free dry weiqht of skin). The fibre is hard to distinquish 

from collagen, but has a different chemical composition. The thick

ness of the fibres is about 40 nm. The mechanica! properties are un

known. 

The groundsubstance probably plays a major role when the tissues are 

under compression. It is a qel-like substance containing a class of 

chemicals called qlycosaminoglycans (mucopolysaccharides). Several 

different species of glycosaminoglycans are found in connective tis

sues: hyaluronate, chondroitin sulfate, dermatan sulfate and keratin 

sulfate (Montagna and Parakkal, 1974). A major component is hyaluro

nate which bas an extreaely high aolecular weight (14.106). Its mole

cule is an unbranched, stiff random chain, longer than 1 µm. Due to 

its shape it posesses a high surface-to-volume ratio and will exclude 

a large solvent-to-volume ratio from other macromolecules. However 

much of the volume enclosed by the hyaluronate can be filled up by 

small molecules such as water and crystalloids (Wiederhielm, 1972). 

That is why hyaluronate behaves very hydrophilic and binds most of 
the tissue fluid. These larqe molecules with the bound tissue fluids 

behave like a gel, which can be regarded as a solid. Several authors 

claim that there must be a small amount of free aovable fluid in the 

groundsubstance which is not bound in the cells or in the gly

cosaminoglycan gel (Tregear, 1965; Guyton, 1971; Wiederhielm, 1972; 

Harrison, 1976). This fluid can flow through the tissue under the in

fluence of a pressure gradient and it is very likely that it has an 

influence on the time dependent behaviour of the tissue. Because of 

the high concentration of hyaluronate the osaotic pressure of the 

tissue is high which causes the swelling of skin samples when they 

are subaerged in a saline solution. 
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In the next sub-section the way in which the above components are or

ganized, and how this organization affects the mechanica! behaviour 

will be treated. 

2.1.3. Structural organization of skin and subcutis 

In this sub-section the structural organization of skin and subcutis 

will be discussed. Most information is derived from tne investiga

tions of Finlay (1969) and Brown (1971). They performed scanning 

electron microscope studies on skin samples in loaded and unloaded 

conditions. 

In edge view the epidermis farms a wavy covering over the fibrous · 

dermis. In the deeper layer the cells are connected by intercellular 

bridges. These become progressively less distinct towards the sur

face. The outermost coverinq is composed of flattened cells, forminq 

several separated sheets. 

The papillary layer of the dermis consists of very thin fibres that 

branch from the thicker fibres froa the rest of the dermis. The top 

layer follows the wavy boundary of the epidermis. It is a rather open 

network with no regular pattern. The thickness of the fibres varies 

between 0.3 and 3 µm. 

The predominant feature of the reticular layer is a multidirectional 

network of undulating fibres of various sizes and forms. Brown 

divides the layer into three zones: the surface-zone and the mid-zone 

where fibres are coapactly arranqed and the deep zone where inter-fi

bre spaces are qreater. Fibres were found with circular cross-section 

but also flat ribbon-like bundles were common. 

In many samples Brown (1971) and Finlay (1969) found a noticeable 

initia! orientation of the fibre network. They found a correlation 

between the fibre orientation and the so-called Langer's lines. 

Langer (1861) noticed that, when the skin of a cadaver was punctured 

the resulting hole was elliptical rather than circular. From these 

observations the existence of a specific fibre orientation was 

already concluded. Millinqton et al. (1971) states that the 

preferential direction might dif fer from layer to layer and that 

Langer's lines probably represent only the top layer. 
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In the deep zone often aqqreqations of fat cells are found. 

Everywhere in the reticular layer very thin fibres can be distin

quished at larqe aaqnifications. These forma network between the 

larqer fibres and also connect non-fibrillar structures to the fibre 

network. 

Usinq a special freeze-dryinq technique Brown (1971) succeeded in 

fixinq the skin in strained conditions. The effect of proqressive 

straininq on the epidermis was to pull it into a flat form, and fur

ther extension produced elonqation and compaction of the cells of the 

deeper zones. The effect of strain on the papillary layer was an ini

tia! reorientation of the fibres in the load direction, followed by 

compaction at hiqher loads. The occurrence of these chanqes seemed to 

depend to what extent the epidermis was stretched. There was no dis

tinct difference in load response between the fibre networks in the 

superficial and the aid zone. The deeper reqions behaved similarly 

althouqh laqqinq bebind. Proqressive straininq caused the fibres to 

straiqhten and reorientate to adopt a well aliqned formation in the 

hiqher load range. The number of reorientated, stretched fibres in

creases with increasinq load. 

Probably the most siqnif icant feature of the deep zone is the res

ponse of the fibres surroundinq fat cells. These were observed to be 

straiqhter and more oriented than the surroundinq fibres at all load 

levels. In this way over a lonq way of the loadinq cycle fat cells do 

not deform. Only at high loads the honeycomb structure is deformed 

when it is squeezed between the compacted fibres. 

Since the early sixties many experimental studies have been perforaed 

on the mechanica! behaviour of skin. 

Hardly any studies have been performed on subcutaneous fat. It is 

unfeasible and far beyond the scope of this section to qive a com

plete review of this work. A number of excellent reviews have ap

peared in the literature already and the reader is referred to those 

authors (Hickman et al., 1966; Funq, 1973; Xenedi et al., 1975; Bar

benel, 1979; Wijn, 1980). A qreat variety of experimental set-ups 

were used: in-vivo, in-vitro, uniaxial, biaxial, torsional and shear 

strain, extension by suction, coapression, dynamic and statie etc. 
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For this reason it is very hard to compare the experimental results 

quantitatively. The last few years a number of publications appeared, 

which were aimed at a standard for in-vivo testing (Burlin, 1980). It 

is the author's opinion, however, that the above difficulties cannot 

always be avoided because the type of experimental set-up that is 

chosen very much depends on the type of theoretica! model that is 

used. In this section we will look at the qualitative properties 

which are observed experimentally. 

Skin shows phenomena like a non-linear stress/strain relationship, 

creep, strain-rate dependence, hysteresis, anisotropy. Each of these 

phenomena will be treated below. 

All experiments on skin confirm that it shows a highly non-linear 

stress/strain relationship under compression as well as extension. A 

typical example of an extension curve is shown in fig. 2.2.1 (Barbe

nel et al., 1978). 
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Fig. 2.2.1. (Source of ref.: Barbenel et al., 1978). 

The non-linear behaviour under extension can be explained by means of 

the structural information from sub-section 2.1.3. When strains are 

small the undulated collagen fibres hardly contribute to the stiff

ness and the elastin fibres determine the mechanica! properties. With 
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increasinq load more collaqen fibres are stretched and add to the 

stiffness. The steep part of the curve is fully caused by the colla

qen fibres. This physical model of the tissue behaviour enables us to 

explain the behaviour under extension. The structural behaviour under 

coapression has not been thorouqhly investiqated yet. Probably the 

role of the mucopolysaccharides is essential in this matter. 

An iaportant observation is the fact that when a loadinq cycle on 

skin is repeated, this will result in a different stress/strain 

curve. After a few loadinq/unloading cycles the results becoae repro

ducible. This process is called preconditioninq and has becoae a 

standard procedure in experimental studies on bioloqical materials 

(fiq. 2.2.2, Barbenel et al., 1978). Why preconditioninq occurs is 

not yet clear. Probably it is required to rearranqe tissue structures 

which are disturbed during the process of preparing and mountinq the 

specimen. Accordinq to Sauren (1981) effects due to the preconditio

ninq process are often confounded with actual viscoelastic aspects of 

the aaterial properties. That is why Black (1976) stated that rather 

then aiming at internal reproducibility in one experiment, one should 

aim at reproducinq the technique. 
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Another observed feature is a different behaviour in the unloadinq 

cycle coapared to the loadinq cycle, in other words the behaviour of 

skin depends on the history of the deformation. This phenoaenon is 

called hysteresis (Fiq. 2.2.3, Tonq and Fung, 1976). 
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Fig. 2.2.3 also illustrates different tissue behaviour in different 

directions. The skin behaves in an anisotropical fashion. Probably 

this can be explained by the observed preferential directions of the 

collaqen fibres. 

It will be clear from the above that the mechanica! behaviour of skin 

is tiae dependent. All previous curves have been determined with a 

constant strain rate. When a different strain rate is applied this 

will lead to a different stress/strain relationship. North (1978) 

studied huaan skin under compression over a large range of strain 

rates and found the results in fiq. 2.2.4. 

At low strain rates (0.01 - 0.001 s-1) this strain rate dependence 

disappears. 

When a constant load is applied to skin the deformation will increase 

as a function of time, i.e. the tissue shows creep. The load neces

sary to aaintain some def ormation will decrease as a function of 

time, i.e. the tissue shows relaxation. 
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In fig. 2.2.5 a creep curve is given for skin under compression (Zie

gert and Lewis, 1978). They found that when a second load was added 

to the previously applied load, the structure showed less time depen

dency compared to the first cycle. It will appear later (chapter 5) 
that this observation can be explained when the tissue fluid is in

corporated into the mechanica! model of the tissue. 

Very little is known about the mechanical behaviour of subcutaneous 

fat. We have reason to believe that it also shows time dependent be

haviour but no stress/strain characteristic is available and nothing 

is known with regard to (an)isotropy. It is very difficult to perform 

experiments on small samples of subcutaneous fat because it shows a ~ 

tendency to deteriorate strongly during measurements. 

In order to describe the mechanical behaviour of materials we need to 
have constitutive equations at our disposal. Constitutive equations 

connect the stresses acting on an infinitesimally small material 

volume to the history of the deformation and temperature of the 

volume. A general form of the equation is represented by: 

~ = ! (deformation history, temperature history) (2.3.1) 

where ~ is the Cauchy stress tensor and 1 some tensor function (see 
Appendix A) . 

Historically constitutive equations followed directly from experimen-
~" -~~ -~--~-·-------·-·~----"-------~~-------

tal observations. A well-known example is the one-dimensional linear, 
--------~-~-----~ -~~-- ·- --
elastic Hooke's law, hut also the first polynomial farms used for 

biologica! tissues fall within this category (Morgan, 1960; Kenedi, 

1964; Ridge and Wright, 1964). jhe current approél_cLi~ tQ_~ 
general form for ! in advance, i.e. assume what independent variables 

enter t. This choice is -b;~ on experimental observations or theore

tica! considerations based on for example~~~o~The 
choice is also influenced by the purpose of the model, for example 

will it be used to understand a tissue reaction to some disease or is 

it part of some large scale computer program to analyse a complex 
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geometry. When the choice is made restrictions are imposed on! by a 

variety of physical principles: 

1. invariance with regard to different, stationary coordinate sys

tems; implies formulation in tensor equations. 

2. invariance with respect to different coordinate systems moving in 

arbitrary, relative motion, which aeans that the constitutive law 

is inde~e!1!ent_of the observer. 
3. the second axiom of thermodynamics. 

4. sy11111etries in the microscopie structure of the materials under 

consideration. 

Conformity to these restrictions may sometimes limit the work to the 

determination of a few functions or constants. This can be done 

either by experimentalists or theoretica! physicists. It will appear 

that for complex aaterials like biologica! tissues this work is ela

borate and progresses slowly. 

In this section some approaches that were used for soft biologica! 

tissues will be discussed. The author does not claim completeness but 

will try to point out some research lines. 

A first choice with regard to the independent variables might be that 

! is only a function of the current deformation and temperature. 

When experiments are performed at isothermal conditions we can even 

eliminate the temperature and write: 

.Q. = !C[) (2.3.2) 

where lis the deformation tensor. 

A material for which (2.3.2) holds is called a Cauchy elastic solid. 

A sub-class of these solids are the Green-elastic solids. For these a 

strain energy function W = W(Il exists, fÓr which the material time 

derivative t (Appendix Al represents the internal power per unit vo

lume in the reference state. Then equation (2.3.2) can be replaced 

by: 

~c 
.Il = o l • <ar> (2.3.3) 
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It has become clear f rom the previous section that biologica! tissues 

in general do not behave elastically. However, after preconditioning 

the tissue behaviour becomes reproducible and over a large range 

strain-rate independent. 

This inspired Fung (1973) to the introduction of the property of 

pseudo-elasticity. This means that he assumes that a function W(ll 
exists, but the function W defined for loading may differ from the 

one for unloading. Many authors used this assumption and tried to 

find a strain energy function W (fora review see: Sahay, 1984). Most 

of these functions were defined using the additional restriction of 

isotropy, which implies the same material properties in all direc

tions. 

Fung (1973) defined an exponential strain energy function for the 

anisotropical case, which could be fitted well to biaxial experimen

tal results (Tong and Fung, 1974; Lanir, 1976). However, they were 

not able to use the results to predict the behaviour of experiments 

with slightly different boundary conditions. 

The authors mentioned above started with proposing some function 

based on earlier experience and tried to fit this to experimental re

sults. Another approach is based on detailed knowledge of the micro

structure of the tissues. The macroscopie mechanical behaviour is de

termined by means of a statistical analysis. Decraemer et al. (1980) 

used this method to derive the constitutive behaviour of parallel 

fibred tissues. Lanir (1979) proposed a biaxial model with collagen 

as well as elastin fibres. He started with undulated collagen fibres, 

crosslinked with stretched elastin fibres. A good qualitative 

agreement was found between theory and experiments on rabbit skin. 

Other structural models were proposed by Lake and Armeniades (1972), 

and Diaaant et al. (1972). 

It appeared that a pseudo-elastic approach, whether it was based on a 

continuum model or a structural model, could only be used with very 

limited success. Most models fit perfectly on the experiments they 

are derived of, but none of them is able to predict the result of a 

slightly different experiment. Choosing a more sophisticated strain 

energy function will probably not improve this result. The reason for 

this is that soft tissues are not truly elastic. The stress history 

will play a role when different boundary conditions are applied, so 
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the time dependent properties will influence the results anyway. Such 

materials are called visco-elastic. 

Barbenel (1979) extensively reviewed the theories, which included 

time dependent behaviour and much of what follows is a summary of a 

part of his thesis. When temperature is excluded (2.3.1) becomes: 

Q = f (deformation history) (2.3.4) 

In his review Barbenel limits himself to one-dimensional behaviour 

and to homoqeneously deformed bodies, which means that the position 

vector does not appear as an independent variable in (2.3.4). 

Because (2.3.4) is a mappinq of a set of functions (deformation his

tory) to a set of real nuabers (the components of Q with respect to 

some base), by definition the prescription i is called a functional. 

For linear aaterials the functional is linear, which means that it is 

additive, homogeneous and bounded. Such a functional can be expressed 

in the one-dimensional case as an integral (Kolmoqorov and Fomin, 

1970): 

+• 
o(t) I h(t,tl dt(tl (2.3.5) 

h is an arbitrary function, t is a measure of strain. When aqing or 

irreversible deteriorations are excluded, which means that the in

fluence of events occuring a long time before the actual time can be 

neglected, (2.3.5) can be transformed to (Toupin and Rivlin, 1960): 

t 
o(t) I G(t-t) :(t)dt (2.3.6) -· 

where : = dt/dt and G(t-t) is called the relaxation function. Usually 

the material is considered to be in some virqin state at the start of 

the test program at t = 0 sa the lower limit in (2.3.6) is taken to 

be zero. Empirically it has been determined that G(t-t) is a monoto

nically decreasing function of time. 
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Hence G can be written as: 

G(t) G(•) + J F(t) exp(-t/t)dt 
0 

(2.3.7) 

F(t) is called the relaxation spectrum. When G(•) equals zero the ma

terial under consideration is a fluid. Sometimes F(t) can be written 

as a series of discrete values; in that case a differential form of 

(2.3.6) can be derived (Lockett, 1972): 

N djo<tl = Nr ~ 
r P· dt qJ. dt (2.3.8) 

j=O J j=O 

where pj and qj are constants. 

Such materials can be represented by the well-known spring and dash

pot models for viscoelastic behaviour like for example the Kelvin and 

Maxwell models. 

When the material under consideration does not behave linearly the 

functional i in (2.3.4) can not be written as the integral in 

(2.3.5). Green and Rivlin (1957, 1960) showed that a continuous non

linear one-dimensional functional can be represented by the following 

multiple integral series expansion: 

t t 
o(t) I G1(t-t) :(î}dt + II G2(t-T1' t-T2):(T1):(T2)dt1dt2 

-oo -" 

t 
+ III G3(t-T1' t-t 2, • • • t-t3)t(t 1)e(t2)e(t3)dT 1dt2dt 3 

+ (2.3.9) 

The functional relating stress and strain history should be capable 

of including all forms of non-linearity. To be of practical use how

ever the series must be finite and terminated after a specific number 

of terms. This appeared to be a problem when large deformations were 

involved. Another problem was the lack of physical meaning of the in

tegrals of (2.3.9), which led toa number of special types of inte

gral forms. 
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Another approach was the extension of sprinq and dashpot •odels with 

non-linear elements but in that case a number of non-linear differen

tial equations had to be solved and comparison with experiments be

came very difficult. In the remainder of this section some approaches 

used for bioloqical tissues will be su•marized. 

Some examples of linear sprinq and dashpot models are those used by 

Abrahams and Duqgan (1965) for cartilaqe and Dinnar (1970) and San

ders (1973) for skin. Non-linear sprinq and dashpot analoques have 

been constructed by Wiederhielm et al. (1964), Viidik (1968) and 

Frisen et al. (1969). 

Ina study on viscoelastic behaviour Lanczos (1956) showed that a 

viscoelasticity law based on the fully relaxed elastic response (G(t) 

as t • •) is unreliable. So one should look into other experiments 

involvinq creep, hysteresis, oscillation to determine the relaxation 

function. Funq (1972) showed that the insensitivity of the tissue be

haviour to strain rate (at low rates) is incompatible to any discrete 

sprinq and dashpot model. Barbenel et al. (1973) found reasonable 

results with continuous spectra on skin but encountered problems with 

reqard to non-linear elastic behaviour and with applications on other 

tissues. 

Daly (1966) used a multiple inteqral representation for skin. He 

found a neqative stress at very small values of strain (durinq exten

sion) and concluded that the multiple inteqral representation was in

valid. Barbenel (1979) disaqreed, because Daly used larqe strains and 

extrapolated to small strains and Barbenel showed that this is not 

allowed. 
As an alternative to the rather complicated multiple integral formu

lation, Funq (1973) proposed a special type of sinqle inteqral formu

lation. He sugqested that the relaxation function was of the form: 

(2.3.10) 

where Gf was a nor11alized, •reduced" relaxation function with GF(O) = 

1 and a e)(e) the elastic response, a function of the extension only. 

In this way he was able to separate non-linear elasticity from the 

ti•e dependent part. After assuming that the superposition principle 
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also holds he was able to apply the framework of linear visco-elasti

city to the non-linear theory. 

This approach has been used by many investigators (Haut and Little, 

1972; Pinto and Patitucci, 1980; Sauren, 1981). Dehoff (1978) dis

cussed the constitutive equations of Haut and Little and compared 

them to more general three-dimensionaal theories from Bernstein, 

Kearsly and Zapas (1963, BKZ) and of Lianis (1963). Dehoff concludes 

that the Haut and Little theory can be regarded as a s.pecial case of 

the more general theories and prefers the last, because these are de

rived from general continuum theory rather than empirically based. 

There have also been attempts to apply a structural visco-elastic ap

proach instead of the continuum approaches above. Wijn (1980) deve

loped a structural visco-elastic model for skin for small deforma

tion. It consists of fibres with visco-elastic properties. These are 

accounted for by linear visco-elastic elements, but with different 

behaviour for loading and unloading. Decraemer et al. (1980) extended 

his structural model for tendon using the approach proposed by Fung. 

Lanir (1983) derived a general multi-axial theory for fibreus tissues 

based on micro-structural and thermodynamic considerations. He even 

tries to account for the presence of a hydrostatic pressure due to 

the ground-substance. One of the advantages of the aodel is the pos

sible physical interpretation of the mechanica! behaviour. It offers 

a convenient way to determine pathological alterations in structure 

and mechanics. A problem is the determination of the properties of 

single structural components and its enormous complexity which aakes 

application in finite element programs difficult. 

A general problem with viscoelastic models is that they are either 

very limited or they will become very complex and it is nearly always 

very difficult to perfora suitable experiments for the determination 

of parameters. 

All approaches mentioned above, even the structural, are meant to de

rive a constitutive law for the bulk material. Eventually this bulk 

aaterial is treated as a single phase solid. 

In a mixture approach the tissue is no longer regarded as a single 

phase solid but is allowed to be a mixture of several materials. Each 

material has its own constitutive law although they may be coupled. 
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Mow et al. (1980) used such an approach with success on articular 

cartilage. In the next section we will motivate such an approach for 

skin and subcutaneous fat. 

It is rather strange that in most mechanica! models used in the past, 

little attention has been paid to the role of the ground-substance of 

the tissue. The role of the fibre structure was emphasized. In conti

nuum approaches the time dependent behaviour was studied with visco

elastic models without an attempt to understand the physical nature. 

In most structural models visco-elasticity was considered to be a 

property of the fibers. Yet many publications emphasize the impor

tance of the ground-substance in this matter. 

Bondareff (1957) did morphological studies on connective tissue 

ground-substance and concluded that it exists of a two-phase systea, 

a dense phase (waterpoor) and a less dense phase (water-rich). Chase 

(1959) proved the existence of small vacuoles (0.25 µm) filled with a 

colloid-poor fluid by means of ferro-cyanide injection. In his intro

duction he stated that the presence of the colloid-poor phase is a 

minimum requirement for connective tissue to be in equilibrium with 

blood. 

Hvidberg (1960) studied the effect of mechanical pressure on the wa

ter content of isolated skin and found that 67\ of the water could be 

expelled by a mechanica! force. Treatment with hyaluronidase (depoly

aerizes hyaluronate) increased this amount. Tregear and Dirnhuber 

(1965) found an increase in deformation speed during compression when 

skin was treated with hyaluronidase. 

Guyton and Scheel (1966) found that an increase in interstitial fluid 

pressure results in an increased amount and mobility of ~ fluid. 

Guyton et al. (1971) also stated that connective tissue should be 

separated in a solid and a fluid phase and introduced the concepts of 

solid and fluid pressure. This view was supported by Wiederhiela 

(1972) stating that the free fluid phase may take the form of 

vesicles or pathways through which bulk flow occurs, so the free (not 

cheaically bound) fluid is mobile. The fluid-poor phase which 

Bondareff (1957) mentioned, in reality contains most of the fluid, 
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but the bulk material behaves like a qel. Reddy et al. (1981) 

supported the mixture approach of Guyton and separated solid stress 

and fluid pressure. They also pointed at the importance with reqard 

to decubitus ulcer formation. 

Althouqh many investiqators were aware of the importance of the 

qround-substance and the free fluid no attempts have been made so far 

to actually put it in a mechanica! model. 

We decided to use such an approach on skin and subcutaneous fat. We 

reqard the fibre network embedded in the colloid-rich part of the 

qround-substance (which behaves like a qel) as some fibre reinforced 

solid. The colloid-poor fluid phase is considered to be a Newtonian 

fluid. The bulk material can thus be reqarded as some kind of sponqe 

filled with fluid. When the sponqe is loaded the fluid will be 

pressed away. Because of the viscosity of the fluid there will be a 

resistance aqainst this flow. This makes the behaviour of the bulk 

aaterial time dependent. When the sponqe is compressed, the pores of 

the sponqe will decrease. This causes an increase of the resistance 

to flow which results in non-linear time dependent behaviour. Non-li

near elastic behaviour can be caused by the fibre reinforced solid 

aaterial that the sponqe consists of. 

The strenqth of such a model is the physical reality that it is based 

on. The free fluid phase does exist and will influence the mechanica! 

behaviour. The knowledqe that in this case tissue stress is build up 

by a solid stress and a fluid pressure miqht be important with reqard 

to the pressure sore problem (also see chapter 8). Beside that, the 

concept involves a new mechanica! parameter which is absent in all 

ether models, i.e. fluid flow. 

A mixture approach is not new. In civil enqineerinq this type of mo

dellinq is used tor the mechanica! behaviour of soil. Also in chemis

try, studies on oil and qas fields and on multi-phase flows in heat 

exchanqers, mixtures are common. Solutions of non-linear mixture pro

blems are rare. 

Most of the presented work in the present thesis was aimed at develo

pinq a theory and solution method for mixtures and to demonstrate 

that such an approach is useful for a description of the mechanica! 

behaviour of skin and fat. 
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CHAPTEB 3: THE THEQRY OF MIXJQRES 

In this chapter an outline is given of the theory we use for 

the aechanical description of a two-phase material. Our approach is 

based on two separate fields of research, which have a lot in co"on 

but which have different histories. on the one hand the derivation of 

the field equations originates froa the "theory of mixtures•, on the 

other hand the nuaerical solution method which is described in 

Chapter 4 has its roots in the mechanics of soils, in particular in 

consolidation theory. That is why in section 3.1 a brief historical 

review is given of both disciplines. The present work starts froa the 

theory of mixtures. An averaging procedure is added to the usual 

derivation of this theory. This averaging procedure is treated in 

section 3.2. In sections 3.3 - 3.5 the balance laws of mass, moaentua 

and moment of aoaentum will be derived. In section 3.6 the first and 

second axioms of thermodynamics will be treated and the latter will 

be used in section 3.7 to derive restrictions to the constitutive 

equations. In section 3.8 a constitutive law for the solid will be 

suggested and the balance equations will be summarized in section 

3.9. 

As stated above, this research is based on the theory of mix

tures and on soil aechanics. It will become clear later that the pro

blems that are being solved in soil mechanics can be regarded as spe

cial cases of the more general theory of mixtures. The nuaerical so

lution procedure that we use is rather co11111on in soil mechanics and 

may be used over a wide range of non-linear probleas. 

When speaking about soil mechanics we mean the theory that stu

dies the deforaatio~ of saturated soil under the influence of an ex

ternal load. One of the phenoaena of interest is the decrease in tiae 

of an excess pore pressure caused by an external load. This is called 

consolidation. Terzaghi (1923) started the developaent of soil 

mechanics theory by a study on the one-dimensional behaviour of soil. 

one of the major assuaptions he proposed is that the change of the 

fluid fraction of the solid/f luid mixture is proportional to the 
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change of the total stress in the mixture minus the fluid stress 

change. This assuaption has become known as the effective stress 

principle and it uncouples the constitutive equations for the solid 

and the fluid. Consequently both phases can be treated separately. 

Terzaghi found that the differential equation that describes this 

one-dimensional problem resembles the diffusion equation (see section 

4.6). 

Biot (1941) proposed a consistent three-dimensional theory that has 

been used as a basis for further development. The theory was suitable 

for perfectly elastic, isotropic solids and under small deformations. 

Ina later contribution (1972) he extended the theory, so it can be 

used for finite deformations and for all kinds of porous solids. 

Between 1941 and 1972 numerous analytica! solutions were pu

blished for fairly simple configurations. Schiffman et al (1969) 

reviewed a large number of analytica! solutions. They compared the 

three-dimensional consolidation theory with the one-dimensional and 

the pseudo three-dimensional theory. They give mathematica! 

siaplicity and a large body of experience as arguments for the use of 

the latter theory but realize that the development of numerical 

aethods and of computers make the use of three-dimensional theory 

more attractive. 

At approximately that time the first finite element solutions 

were published (Hwang et al., 1970; Yokoo et al., 1971; Verruyt, 

1972). After 1976 solutions of nonlinear problems appeared in the 

literature also (Smith and Hobbs, 1976; Carter and Booker, 1977; 

Meyer, 1980). 

The development of the theory of mixtures has its own history. The 

bulk of this work lies in the period between 1960 and 1975. In 1960 

Truesdell and Toupin formulated a theoretica! framework that can be 

used for all kinds of mixtures such as gas and fluid mixtures, chemi

cally reacting mixtures etc. The theoretica! outline given by Trues

dell and Toupin was the starting point of a rather theoretica! dis

cussion about a genera! theory for the thermo-mechanica! behaviour of 

mixtures, that lasted until 1975. 

Froa extensive reviews by Atkin and Craine (1976) and Bowen (1976) it 

appears that at that moment a fairly good agreement was reached. 
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The essential dif ference between this general theory of •ix

tures and consolidation theories is the presence of coupled constitu

ti ve equations for the constituents and the nllllber of interaction 

terms that are introduced in the field equations for the consti

tuents. 
In 1963 Coleman and Noll presented a rational approach to the 

thermodynamics of a single continuu• and subsequent researchers tried 

to extend these ideas to the thermodynamics of mixtures. This led to 

a discussion that converged around the second law of thermodyna•ics. 

However, this discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis. The 

interested reader is referred to the review by Atkin and Craine 

(1976). This review was followed by an extensive article in 1976 that 

enu•erated a nu•ber of applications. These papers and the treatise by 

Bowen (1976) are used as a basis for the theory that is presented in 

the sections 3.2 to 3.7. 

The basic assu•ptions used in mixture theory were first intro

duced by Fick (1855) and Stefan (1871). These authors suggested that 

any mixture may be viewed as a superposition of v single continua, 

each following its own •otion, and that at any time t each place x in 

the mixture is occupied by several different particles Xa, each 

particle Xa corresponding to one constituent a. 

This concept can be used in all kinds of mixtures, including solid/ 

fluid mixtures. This suggestion assumes some kind of averaging, al

thouqh this is hardly ever •entioned. In our opinion, in a nu•ber of 
cases interpretation of several properties becomes easier when an 

averaging procedure is taken more explicitly, especially in the case 

of solid/fluid mixtures. Therefore we add an averaging procedure to 

the usual derivation of the mixture theory. Slattery (1972) and 

Whitaker (1969) developed a procedure that will be applied here. 

Let us define a fictitious continuum, where each position is 
occupied by fluid as well as by solid. The properties of the resul

ting continuu• are averaged properties and apply to the nor.al equi

librium and conservation laws. 
We obtain averaged properties by defining an elementary volume 

VE with an elementary outer surface AE. The characteristic di•ensions 
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of the elementary volume are large enough for a fair averaged conti

nuum representation of all discontinuous properties. On the other 

hand the dimensions have to be much smaller than the characteristic 

dimensions of the total structure, in such a way that gross inhomoge

neities will not be averaged out. 

The averaged properties are attached to the centroid of the 

elementary volume. Because every point in space can be considered as 

a centroid of some elementary volume (fig. 3.2.1), we are able to de

fine a continuum. 

• VE 

• 
• 

Fig. 3.2.1. Elementary volumes around each point in space. 

The part of the volume VE that is occupied by the fluid is cal

led vi. The part that is occupied by the solid is denoted by V~. Now 

we define the volume fraction na of a phase a by: 

( 3. 2. 1) 

Of course we have: ns + nf (3.2.2) 

f The part of the surface AE that is occupied by fluid is called AE. 

The part occupied by the solid is denoted by A~. We define the sur

face fraction ma of a phase a by: 

(3.2.3) 
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Previous authors (Biot, 1956; Schiffaan, 1970) have used the identity 

aa = na, and we also assuae it to hold. 

Now suppose ,a to be soae property with relation to the a

phase. The averaqe of ,a over the volume v: is denoted by <fa>* and 

can be defined as: 

(3.2.4) 

<Ta>* is called the "intrinsic (or real) volume averaqe•. The "bulk 

voluae averaqe• is denoted by <Ta> and is defined as: 

(3.2.5) 

One can easily see that: 

(3.2.6) 

In the followinq sections we will apply the laws of theraodynaaics 

and continuum mechanics to properties that are averaqed in the way 

defined above. 

Let us consider a aixture of v continua, that are in relative 

aotion. We define a fixed coordinate system in space with oriqin o. 
Around soae point in the deformed aixture we define an eleaentary vo

luae VE. The centroid of this volume is qiven by the position vector 

x, which connects the oriqin with this point. We assume that in the 

mixture the constituents are hoaoqeneously distributed and that this 

remains so after deforaation. Then for every a the averaqe position 
vectors in the deforaed state <xa>* coincide with x. 

Now we define fictitious particles Xa, whose properties repre

sent the averaqed properties of all particles of soae phase within 
VE. Thus the position determined by x is occupied by v particles Xa 
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at the same time. The position of Xa is a function of time as well as 
a * of its original or reference position vector, denoted by <x0> : 

X __ <xa>* a a * 
:= ! «~o> ,tl (3.3.1) 

The subscript 0 refers to the original or reference configuration. 

This configuration does not necessarily have to coincide with the un

deformed configuration. In the reference configuration the position 
vector of particle Xa, corresponding to the position vector <xa>* in 

a * the deformed configuration, is denoted by <~0 > : 

(3.3.2) 

It is important to notice, that although by definition the position 
vectors <xa>* coincide for all different phases, this is generally 

a * not true for the vectors <~0 > . We can associate with the particles 

a 1 · f' ld a * d f' d b X a ve ocity ie <v > e ine y: 

(3.3.3) 

a * In general <v > will be different for each value of a. 

Next we define for each phase a mass density oa, the mass per 

unit volume. The real volume average is given by: 

(3.3.4) 

and the bulk volume average by: 

(3.3.5) 
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It is necessary to draft conservation laws for the constituents and 

for the aixture as a whole. In the following sections we will derive 

the foraer. The latter equations always lead to restrictions, that 

are rather laborious to derive but are plausible. Therefore we will 

not give the derivation of those restrictions but only state thea. 

Some properties that are used for the mixture as a whole are the 

density: 

(3.3.6) 

and the barycentric velocity v: 

(3.3.7) 

In order to define the aaterial tiae derivative of a physical 

property, we have to take into account which constituent is our re

ference. If the observer wishes to move along with constituent a the 

aaterial time derivative of a property T is given by: 

•(a) - o<a>" - .at <va>*•v" 
T - Dt - at + (3.3.8) 

v represents the gradient operator with regard to the coordinates in 

the deformed configuration. Because of the above, v is the saae for 

each phase. 

When the physical property is a vector T, (3.3.8) becomes: 

D(a)T aT 

f(a) = ~ = at + (V")C • <va>* (3.3.9) 

For each constituent we can define a deforaation tensor: 

(3.3.10) 
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where v(a) is the qradient operator with respect t <xa>* ~O o ~O It is im-

a * portant to notice, that to a point x = <x > corresponds one and only 

. a f one point <~0 > or each phase, so there exists a one-to-one corres-

a * pondence between x and <~0 > (Crochet and Naqhdi, 1966). 

a * a * p * Hence we can express <l > as a function of <~0 > , but also of <~0 > , 

with P f a. 

In sections 3.4 and 3.5 we will write the field equations with reqard 

to a reference confiquration and we use for this confiquration 

material coordinates of the solid. 

Because of the one-to-one correspondence mentioned above, <la>* 
* is invertible. The inverse of <la> is qiven by: 

(3. 3. 11) 

We will often use the relationship: 

(3.3.12) 

where: 

In the followinq sections the conservation laws of continuum me

chanics will be qiven. 

From section 3.3 we can conclude that the averaqed mass of a 

constituent a in an infinitesimal mixture volume dv can be qiven by 
<oa>dv, where: 

(3. 4. 1) 
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Now let us define a fixed, arbitrary aixture voluae R in space. The 

change of aass of the considered constituent within this voluae can 

be represented by: 

~ J at dv 
R 

The amount of mass of constituent a that flows through the boundary 

surface S of the given mixture volume R is equal to: 

where n is the outward unit normal on s. Conservation of mass means: 
~s 

(3.4.2) 

The quantity <ca> represents the mass supply from the other consti

tuents. This mass supply arises froa chemical reactions among the 

different constituents. In skin for example, the amorphous ground 

substance binds most of the water in the tissue, but it is possible, 

that under certain external or internal influences, the ground sub

stance releases water (oedema). Then <ca> is not equal to zero. 

When using Q according to (3.3.6) and the barycentric velocity 

v one can give a aass balance for the mixture as a whole. After some 

manipulations this leads to the plausible equivalent equation: 

(3.4.3) 

Because R is an arbitrary volume (3.4.2) may be replaced by its 

local form: 

(3.4.4) 

where use has been made of Gauss' theorem. 
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In the problems that we solve in this thesis, we will neglect the 

mass exchange, so <ca> = 0. 

The mixtures under consideration have only two phases that are 

assumed to be intrinsically incompressible. This makes the volume 

fraction na suitable as an independent variable (common in soil 

mechanics l . 

Substitutinq (3.2.6) into (3.4.4) results with <ca> = 0 in the 

following local mass balance: 

a a a * a * a a * at (n <11 > l + v • ( <v > n <o > l 0 (3.4.5) 

When we assume both constituents to be intrinsically incompressible 

and in addition assume v<oa>* 0, we have: 

(3.4.6) 

So we can write in our case, with a = s tor the solid and a = f for 

the fluid (ns + nf = 1): 

0 (3.4.7) 

0 (3.4.8) 

Addinq these equations leads to: 

(3.4.9) 

Equation (3.4.9) will be used as mass balance equation in the nuaeri

cal solution procedure. 
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The average moaentum of phase a within an infinitesimal volume 

element dv is given by: 

(3.5.1) 

Within an arbitrary, fixed volume R the change of momentum caused by 

phase a is equal to: 

(3.5.2) 

The aomentum supplied by phase a that "flows• through the boundary 

surface S of R is: 

(3.5.3) 

The change of momentum, resulting from (3.5.2) and (3.5.3) has to be 

balanced by external forces applied to this volume and the momentum 

that is supplied because of the presence of the other constituents. 

In the first place we have to consider the resulting vector of the 

body forces due to phase a, denoted by !b: 

a a 
Fb = I <o > q dv 
• R 

(3.5.4) 

where qa represents the body force per unit mass. Secondly we intro

duce a vector field <ta>, which is defined as the force per unit area 

that phase a outside R exerts on phase a inside R. This so-called 

partial stress vector plays a similar role in mixture theory as in 

the mechanics of a single continuum. The resulting vector of surface 

loadings due to phase a is denoted by !t and equals: 

(3.5.5) 
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There are two effects, that result from the presence of the other 

phases. We introduce a body force <wa>, due to interaction effects, 

for example because of the relative motions of constituents. The 

other effect is a change of momentum caused by chemical reactions. 
a a * According to Bowen (1976) this term has the form <c ><v > , where 

<ca> represents the mass supply, as in the preceding section. 

Now the genera! balance law of momentum can be given by: 

- I 
s 

• n ds 
-S 

+ I (<ga>qa + <wa> + <ca><va>*)dv + I <ta>ds 
R S 

(3.5.6) 

The vector <ta> needs some extra consideration. It can be shown, that 

a tensor <Qa> exists, such that: 

(3.5.7) 

For the fluid we have: 

(3.5.8) 

If we assume that the tensor Qf does not vary much within one elemen

tary volume, we can approximate <Qf>* by Qf and we are allowed to 

write: 

f ~ f f <Q > = n Q (3.5.9) 

For the solid the situation is more complicated. We state that the 

stress in the solid is comprised of a stress caused by contact be

tween the solid particles and a hydrodynamic stress, exerted by fluid 

particles to solid particles. So we can write: 

<Qs> 1 I ( s + f)dv V-- Qcontact Q 
E VS 

E 

(3.5.10) 
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and, assuaing that 2f does not vary within ~ 

<ns> = c1- I s dvl + ns f 
& V 2contact 2 

E VS 
E 

(3.5.11) 

The term between brackets is known in soil mechanics as the "effec

tive• stress <2e~f>. Thus we can write for the solid: 

<2s> = <2eff> + ns 2f (3.5.12) 

The total stress in the aixture is: 

(3.5.13) 

After applying Gauss' theorea and using (3.5.7) we are able to trans

fora (3.5.6) to: 

+ I (<oa>qa + <wa> + <ca><va>*)dv + 
R 

(3.5.14) 

Because Ris an arbitrary volume (3.5.14) may be replaced by its lo

cal form: 

(3.5.15) 

In section 3.4 it bas already been stated, that <ca> will be neglec

ted. In the mechanics of skin and subcutis gravitation plays no role 

of iaportance, so qa will be neglected too. It is also not very like-
~ 

ly that in pressure sore mechanics fast accelerations occur, so iner

tia forces will vanish also. 
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What remains are the equilibrium equations for each constituent: 

(3.5.16) 

The balance law of moment of momentum can be derived in a way similar 

to the balance law of momentum and is given by: 
L a* a a* J at ( <x > * <g ><v > )dv 

R 

a * a a * a * - J V • (<x > * (<Q ><v > <v > ))dv 
R ~ 

+ J <xa>* * (<Qa>qa t <va>+ <ca><va>*)dv 
R 

+ J V • (<xa>* * <~a>)dv + J <ma>dv 
R ~ R 

(3.5.17) 

All terms, except <ma> follow directly from the foregoing discussion 

(see e.g. (3.5.6)). 

The property <ma> is a moment of momentum supply vector, first intro-

duced by Kelly (1964). It plays a similar role as <wa> in the balance 

of linear momentum. The consequence of the introduction of <ma> is 

the fact, that the partial stress tensors of the constituents will 

become nonsymmetric (Bowen, 1976, section 1.4). 

In a first biphasic approach to the biomechanics of skin and subcutis 

we will use simple constitutive models and fit these to our experi

•ents. As a consequence <ma> becomes zero, which implies that the 

partial stresses will be symmetrie. 

The balance of momentum and the balance of moment of momentum 

for the mixture as a whole lead to the following restrictions: 

r[<va> + <ca>(<va>* - v)] 0 
a 

(Bowen , 1976, section 1.4) 

(3.5.18) 

(3.5.19) 
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The first axio• of therllOdynaaics or balance of enerqy is as

suaed to be (Truesdell and Toupin, 1960, section 243): 

3 4 

5 6 

+ I [<oa><ra> + <oa><va>* • qa + <ea>]dv 
R 

7 8 9 

+ I [<va>* • <wa> + <ca>(<Ua> + ~<!a>* • <va>*)]dv 
R 

10 11 

(3.6.1) 

Aqain R and S are a fixed voluae and surface in space. The nuabered 

teras have the followinq meaninq: 

1 The internal energy per unit volume for the ath constituent. 

2 The kinetic enerqy per unit volume for the ath constituent. 

3 The internal enerqy flux per unit area throuqh S for the ath con

stituent. 
4 The kinetic enerqy flux per unit area through S for the atb con

stituent. 

5 The work per unit area done by external surface farces for the 

ath constituent. 
6 The heat flux per unit area throuqh S for the ath constituent. 

7 The external heat supply per unit volume for the ath constituent. 

8 Tlre work per unit volume done by the body farces for the ath con-

stituent. 
9 The local interaction enerqy per unit volume. <ea> Is a term the 

origin of which can be coapared to that of <•a>, <ca> and <ma>. 
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This enerqy is due to the local interaction with other consti

tuents. 

10 The work per unit volume done by the local supply of momentum due 

to interaction with other constituents. 

11 The internal and kinetic enerqy per unit volume of the supplied 

mass from other constituents. 

In a similar way as before after some manipulations (see appen

dix C) (3.6.1) may be replaced by the followinq local form: 

(3.6.2) 

with: 

When circulation is incorporated in a mixture model for skin and in

terest is not purely mechanica!, then it is necessary to use (3.6.2) 

for each of the constituents because of their different temperatures. 

In this thesis we consider the temperature of all phases to be the 

same. Then it suffices to use only the enerqy equation for the mix

ture as a whole. The enerqy balance for the mixture as a whole can be 

presented in several ways. One can introduce partial thermodynamic 

quantities and add these, but it is also possible to introduce quan

tities for the mixture as a whole (Müller, 1968; Bowen, 1976). Both 

aethods lead to different boundary conditions and equations, but com

parison with classica! theories shows that the results are the same 

(Atkin and Craine, 1976). 

Both methods lead to imposinq the followinq restriction: 

a a <va>* a a 1 a * a * ] [ [<e > + <• > • + <c >(<U > + 2 <~ > • <v > ) = 0 
a 

(3.6.3) 
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The second axio• of theraodynaaics, also called the entropy in

equality, has been the principal point of discussion since Truesdell 

and Toupin presented their theory in 1960. This discussion lasted un

til about 1975. One of the most important difficulties was the matter 

of definition of theraodynamic quantities as partial quantities or as 

quantities for the mixture as a whole, as indicated above. In an ex

tensive historica! review Atkin and Craine (1976) arqued that both 

approaches are correct. Because there are no physical reasons for 

choosinq one of these, we work with partial thermodynamic quantities 

for aatheaa.tical convenience. The entropy inequality then reads: 

(3.6.4) 

where s« denotes the specific entropy for phase a and T« is the local 

temperature of this phase. It is rather common to introduce at this 
staqe the Helaholtz free enerqy A (A = U - TS). 

By means of (3.6.2) and (3.6.3) and the assumption that <en> = O, we 

are able to eliminate <ra> in (3.6.4). This leads to the followinq 

inequality: 

g<a)~Aa> («) « 
<va>* -[ C<o«> + < a><Sn> JL..:.:l: + <•«> • Dt Q Dt 

« 

- <2a> * L <Qa> • Tn} l 0 <La> + v (3.6.5) 
Ta 

In the next section (3.6.5) will be used to derive the constitutive 

equations for skin and subcutaneous tissue: 

In this section we will state some assumptions with reqard to 

the constitutive behaviour and derive relations for the partial pres

sures of the solid and the fluid and for the momentum, caused by the 

interaction. We will use for this derivation restrictions that are 

imposed by the second axiom of thermodynamics and the mass balance 
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law. Because of the complexity of the equations that we have to solve 

and the lack of available experimental data, we are forced to use 

simple constitutive laws for the constituents. However, it will be

coae clear that these simplifying assumptions lead to a model for 

skin and subcutis that proves to be fairly realistic. 

Although skin and subcutis are mixtures with many constituents, 

we model both tissues as porous solids with fluids in them. We con

sider the temperature to be the same for each phase and also to be 

independent of time. Consequently (3.6.5) reduces to: 

(s) s (f) f * 
-< s> D <A > _ < f> D <A > _ < s> < s> 

Q Dt Q Dt w • v 

f f * s -<w > • <v > + <g > (3.7.1) 

The balance of mass (3.4.9) is a constraint on admissible processes 

in .the mixture (Atkin and Craine, 1976; Mow et al., 1980) and has to 

be incorporated into the left-hand side of (3.7.1) in association 

with a Lagrange multiplier ~-

Equation (3.7.1) now becomes: 

f f * s -<• > • <v > + <g > 

(3.7.2) 

Both constituent materials are assumed to be incompressible and che

mical interactions will be omitted. The solid is considered to be 

purely elastic. Now bearing in mind that the solid material is as

suaed to be incompressible, but the solid matrix is not (because of 

the pores), we can state that the bulk volume average of the free 

enerqy for the solid only depends on the deformation of the matrix: 

(3.7.3) 
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The bulk voluae averaqe of the free enerqy for the f luid is chosen to 

be coapletely deterained by the bulk volume averaqe of the density of 

the fluid: 

(3.7.4) 

(See Atkin and Craine, 1976, section 4.2.) 

We will assume that the interaction terms wa depend linearly on the 

density qradients and the velocities of the constituents. Following 

Bowen (1976) we propose the followinq expression: 

where: 

n 
I 

~=1 

the nllllber of constituents 

scalar quantities that can depend on <oa> 

tensors that may depend on <oa> 

(3.7.5) 

The first term is called the buoyancy force and was first introduced 

by Müller (1968). Bowen gives two arguaents for this term. The first 

is an inconsistency with classica! thermochemistry when the term is 

oaitted. The second argument is of a hydrodynamic nature. A solid 

body submerged in a fluid experiences a force proportional to the 

density difference between the body and the fluid. In the case of a 

number of submerged bodies this force is proportional to density 
gradients of the constituents in the resulting mixture. 

The second term is called the Stokes drag and originates froa 

diffusion phenomena. 

For a solid-fluid mixture (3.7.5) becoaes: 

<ws> = -assv<os> - asfv<of > _ tss<vs>* _ tsf<vf>* 

<wf> fs s affv<of> _ tfs<vs>* _ tff<vf>* (3.7.6) = -o V(Q ) -
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As we have assumed <ca> 0, we can conclude from (3.5.18) that 

<•s> + <-f> = O. 

This relationship has to hold for all possible values of V<o 5 >, 

v<of>, <vs>* and <vf>*. Therefore we have: 

ss fs 
0 -a 

sf ff a -a 

lss -.E.f s 

lsf -.s.ff 

Consequently (3.7.5) may be simplif ied to: 

<•s> -<•f > -a ss V<os> + a ff V<of> 

_ lss • <vs>* + .s.ff <vf>* (3.7.7) 

In the particular case that <vs>* and <vf>* are equal there can be no 

diffusion force, hence: 

(3.7.8) 

Thus, the equation (3.7.7) further simplifies to: 

(3.7.9) 

Substitution of (3.7.3), (3.7.4) and (3.7.9) in the entropy in

equality (3.7.2) leads toa number of restrictions, that have to be 

fulfilled by an admissible thermodynamic process. Before doing so, we 

first have to look in more detail at some terms of (3.7.2). 
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First we write: 

(3.7.10) 

With: 

and utilizing the equalities of: 

A : te • ~) = CA • .!V ~ 

and finally hearing in mind that <f5 >* 

are able to transform (3.7.10) to: 

(3.7.11) 

where <Q5 >* is the symmetrical part of <15 >*. In view of (3.7.4) we 

can write for the aaterial time derivative of <Af>: 

and by means of the conservation of mass equation (3.4.4) with 
<ca> = O, this becomes: 

(3.7.12) 

For every <va>* one can write: 

(3.7.13) 
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Substituting (3.7.13) in (3.7.12) yields: 

(3.7.14) 

Now we substitute (3.7.9), (3.7.11) and (3.7.14) in (3.7.2) and rear

range some terms. This leads to: 

+ (off À * f + ~f *)(<a> • v <o >) 
<o > ~ 

+ ~ss • (<a>* • <a>*> l 0 (3.7.15) 

In (3.7.15) we have used the definition of the volume fraction: 

(3.7.16) 

and the assumption that <of>* does not depend on the position. 

In an admissible thermodynamic process the variables <~s>*, <~f>*, 
* * * <a> and <a >•<a > can be chosen arbitrarily. Because they appear 

~ ~ ~ 

just once in equation (3.7.15) this leads to the restrictions: 

<os><Is> * • 
s 

<si.5 > (~Je - À ns l 
3<Is> 

(3.7.17) 

<r/> f 2 ~ - À nf l -(<p >l • l 
3<pf> 

(3.7.18) 
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oss = O (3.7.19) 

(3.7.20) 

1ss 1 Q (3.7.21) 

The first term on the right-hand side of (3.7.17) can be interpreted 

as the stress, necessary to deform the solid matrix, i.e. the "bulk" 

matrix with pores and without fluid. If we compare (3.7.17) and 

(3.7.18) with (3.5.12) and (3.5.9) it is clear that the Lagrange 

multiplier bas to be interpreted as the hydrodynamic pressure p (i.e. 

p = X). The first term on the right-hand side of (3.7.18) can be in

terpreted as the stress necessary to compress the f luid matrix (again 

with. pores and without solid). For the fluids that we consider this 

stress is zero. So in fact we assume that the fluid does not take up 

any elastic energy. 

For the solution of the basic equations, we will need a formulation 

with respect to the undeformed configuration. Then it is advisable to 

use a different stress definition. We will use the second Piola

Kirchhoff effective stress tensor: 

(3.7.22) 

(See also: Appendix Al 

where <o~> is the density of the solid matrix before deformation. As 

a definition of strain we will use the Green strain tensor: 

(3.7.23) 

By means of (3.5.12) and (3.7.17) we are able to write: 

(3.7.24) 
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Substituting (3.7.24) in (3.7.22) yields: 

(3.7.25) 

We would like to express the strain energy as a function of <äs>* in 
s * stead of <r > . That is why we take the material time derivative of 

<As> with respect to the solid: 

<rs>*c (3.7.26) 

By means of the definition of <äs> it is found that 

<f5> * (3.7.27) 

This leads to: 

(3.7.28) 

Substituting (3.7.28) in (3.7.25) yields: 

(3.7.29) 

This constitutive law will be used later on in this thesis for the 

solid. 

Substituting (3.7.19) and (3.7.20) in (3.7.9) leads with ~ = p to the 

following equation for the interaction terms: 

(3.7.30) 
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In this section we elaborate in more detail the constitutive 

behaviour of the solid phase. As bas become clear in chapter 2 the 

solid consists of a network of collaqen and elastin fibres, driftinq 

in a colloid-rich qel-like qroundsubstance that fills up most of the 

interstitial space. The remaininq pores are filled with the second 

phase, a free fluid (colloid-poor) phase. Lookinq at the structure of 

what we consider to be the solid, it is clear that the solid also can 

be reqarded as a mixture of components. Some authors have tried to 

use the knowledqe about the structure to develop constitutive models 

(Lanir, 1979, 1983; Wijn, 1980), but they have limited themselves to 

the network of collaqen and elastin fibres. Because they omitted the 

influence of the qroundsubstance, their models are only suitable for 

the description of the mechanica! behaviour durinq extension and not 

durinq compression. In our opinion the fibre network plays a minor 

role durinq compression and the colloid-rich qroundsubstance is more 

important in that kind of stress state. 

Structural models are not very manaqeable, and they can be very time 

consuminq when used in a finite element model. 

In a first description of tissue behaviour we would like to qet 

around the problems that we meet when the structure of the solid is 

involved. In the previous section we have assumed that the free ener

qy for the solid only depends on the deformation of the matrix (see 

(3.7.3)). This means that the solid phase is modeled as a purely 

elastic sinqle phase material. The problem is to find a suitable 

strain enerqy function to fit the experiments. At this point it is 
worthwhile to quote Sahay (1984): 

"For11Ulation of a strain enerVY function for soft biol09ical tissues 
ia an iterative proceaa. It is neceaaary first to hypotheaiae a con

stitutive law to for11Ulate and solve a boundary value problem, and 

then to deaiCJD and conduct ezperillenta to teat the validity of the 
solutiona. Thia proceaa is repeated until the uperiaental reaulta 

COIQl&re well with the theoretica! paraaetera•. 
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This procedure has been adopted by many authors. Sahay enumerates a 

number of them in the above mentioned article and he gives some se

lection criteria. Based on the theory of invariants Green and Adkins 

(1960) published limitations placed on the strain energy function by 

various kinds of crystal structures. If we define E .. as the 
s * lJ 

components of the strain tensor <E > according to a Cartesian 

coordinate system, we can state that for a genera! anisotropic solid 

matrix the free energy can be written as a polynomial of the strain 

components Eij: 

( 3. 8. 1) 

According to Green and Adkins it is possible to define in each crys

tal three preferred directions defined by the unit vectors h. 
~l 

(i=1,2,3). Every crystal class can be characterized by these prefer

red directions and by a set of transformations that carry the crystal 

into a configuration that is indistinguishable from the oriqinal con

fiquration. If we require that the strain energy function is form-in

variant under the group of transformations associated with that crys

tal class, this leads to restrictions with respect to the manner in 

which <As> depends on the quantities Eij" We consider the skin and 

the subcutaneous tissue to be orthotropic. Then the unit vectors h. 
~l 

are mutually perpendicular and we have elastic symmetry accordinq to 

two perpendicular planes. If we take as a reference system a rectan

qular Cartesian coordinate system xi' the axes of which are parallel 

to the vectors h., then: 
~l 

(3.8.2) 

where: J 3 = the third strain invariant, i.e. the determinant of the 
s * deforaation tensor <l > . 

We have decided to use the exponential model as proposed by Funq 

(1973) because of the good fit that was obtained with experiaental 

data froa biaxial tests (Tonq and Funq, 1976; Lanir, 1979). If we 

consider a condition of plain strain (E13 = E23 = E33 = 0) we can 

write: 
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(3.8.3) 

Fung did not include the yet undetermined function g of J 3 because he 

assuaed incompressibility CJ3 = 1). In the article quoted above Sahay 

gives as an argument against (3.8.3) that it contains too aany 

coef ficients and that physical property data on soft biological 

tissues are often •eagre, inaccurate and incomplete. The author of 

this thesis does not agree with Sahay's argument. One of the reasons 

why Fung proposed this strain energy law was a reduction of 

coefficients in comparison to polyno•ial forms. Furthermore Sahay 

does not include in his arguments that Fung starts with the 

assumption of orthotropy, so more coefficients are needed compared to 

the isotropic case. 

In chapter 5 the strain energy function will be considered in more 

detail. 

In the next section the most important equations from the previous 

section will be su•aarized and rewritten in a form that resembles the 

equations commonly used in soil mechanics. These equations will be 

solved, following the approach to be pointed out in chapter 4. 

In this section we will suamarize the basic equations and re

wr i te the• in a for• that will be used for the solution. We restrict 

ourselves to purely aechanical problems and will not use the balance 

of energy. 

The following equations will be used: 

Conseryation of aass: 

(3.4.9) 
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Balance of momentum: 

( 3. 5. 16) 

Constitutive laws: 

sol id (3.7.17) 

fluid (3.7.18) 

Interaction 

(3.7.30) 

Substituting (3.7.30) and (3.7.18) into (3.5.16) leads to: 

( 3. 9. 1) 

From this equation we obtain: 

(3.9.2) 

If we define the permeability tensor Kas: 

_-, (3.9.3) 

we obtain trom (3.9.2) the classica! definition of the well-known law 

of Darcy: 

-K • v p (3.9.4) 

Neumann (1975) succeeded in deriving equation (3.9.4) starting 

trom the Navier-Stokes equation at a local level and applying the 

averaging procedure to obtain the macroscopie law. Substituting 
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(3.9.4) in (3.4.9) leads to: 

v • <vs>* - v • (1 • vp) = 0 (3.9.5) 

Addinq the equations (3.5.16) leads with (3.7.17) and (3.7.18) to: 

(3.9.6) 

The equations (3.9.5) and (3.9.6) form the set of equations that we 

are qoinq to solve in the next section. We will no lonqer use the 

averaqinq siqns but abbreviate as fellows: 

<vs> * v := 

s 
.Q. := <2eff> 

<xs> * s * u := - <~o> 

<xs> * x := 

<l.s> * 
[ := 

!o := VS 
~O 
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CRAPTER 4; NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHQD 

In this chapter we will describe the method used to solve the 

equations (3.9.5) and (3.9.6). In soil mechanics there already exists 

a reasonable amount of experience with this type of equations, but 

mostly for the linear case. The method that is often used is the 

"Galerkin" method, a weighted residual method where element shape 

functions are used as weighting functions. In the linear case this 

leads toa symmetrical stiffness matrix. Meyer (1980) applied this 

aethod to instationary consolidation probleas. Because he used a con

stitutive law for the solid, based on the Jaumann derivative of the 

Cauchy stress, he found a non-symmetrie tangent modulus matrix. We 

apply the same method but use a constitutive law based on the second 

Piola-Kirchhoff stress. It will turn out that this leads toa sya

aetric tangent modulus matrix. 

In section 4.2 the weighted residual method will be made clear. 

In section 4.3 a description will be given of a plain-strain eleaent 

that is used for the calculations further on in this thesis. In the 

sections 4.4 to 4.7 some test problems will be treated. On the one 

hand these problems are meant to compare the element perforaance with 

available analytica! solutions. On the other hand they should provide 

insight in the behaviour of the constitutive law for the solid and 

the time dependent behaviour of a mixture. 

We have to solve the following set of coupled equations: 

v • 2 - v p = 0 (4.2.1) 
~ 

v • ~ - v • CK • v p) = o (4.2.2) 

To do so we want to make use of the finite element method. For this 
it is necessary to find an integral formulation for (4.2.1) and 
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(4.2.2). That is why we multiply (4.2.1) by an arbitrary vector func

tion h and (4.2.2) by an arbitrary scalar function q and inteqrate 

the resultinq equations over a volume V of the mixture: 

f (V • Q - V p) • h dV = 0 
v ~ 

f (V • ~ - V • (K • Vp))q dV = 0 
v ~ 

(4.2.3) 

(4.2.4) 

Because h and g are arbitrary functions, (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) are 

equivalent to (4.2.1) and (4.2.2). 

With the identities: 

(V • Q) • h V • (Q • h) - Q (V h)C 

and: 

(V p) • h = V • (p h) - p(V • h) 

and after applying Gauss' theorem we find for (4.2.3): 

f [Q (Vh)c - p(V • h)]dV = f nA • [(Q • h) - p h]dA 
V ~ A ~ 

where: ~A = the outward unit normal on A 

A = the boundary surface of the mixture 

(4.2.5) 

(4.2.6) 

(4.2.7) 

We would like to work with time-independant integral boundaries. V 

and A are the volume and the surface, respectively, in the deformed 

configuration, so they depend on time. Therefore equation (4.2.7) is 

transformed to the undeformed configuration: 

a = i ~A • [(Q • hl - P ~lJo dAo 
0 

(4.2.8) 
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where: J0 = det(Il 

J~ = detCll l ll.-c • ~A0 1 I 

~AO the outward unit normal on the undeformed surface. 

After making use of the identities: 

A : CB • Cl = CA • Dl ~ (4.2.9l 

(4.2.10l 

(à • Vl • b = A (V bl (4.2.11l 

equation (4.2.Bl becoaes: 

a 
= ! ~A • ((2 • hl - p ~]JO dAO 

0 

(4.2.12l 

If we define ~ = ~A • 2 as the boundary stress vector acting on dA, 

then we are allowed to interpret ~O := J~ ~ as the boundary stress 

vector acting on dA0 . 
a In a siailar way we define d = ~A p and ~O = J 0 ~-

d can be interpreted as a stress vector acting on the boundary and 

resulting from the hydrodynaaic pressure p. 

In (4.2.12l the second order tensor l- 1 • 2 J can be recognized as 

the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. This tensor is not 
sylDJlletrical. Because of the advantages of symmetry we prefer to work 

with the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor ~. defined by: 

-1 -c 
~ := l. • J 2 • l (4.2.13l 
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Now (4.2.12) becomes: 

J c~0 • h - ~o • ~)dA0 C4.2.14) 
AO 

Equation (4.2.14) is of third degree in the displacements and their 

derivatives (S ~ 0 Cu2
> and F ~ 0 (u)) whereas this equation is li-

near in p. Because of the non-linearity, the equation cannot be 

solved directly, but an iterative procedure is necessary. In such a 

procedure an estimate of the displacements will be made by means of 

increaental equations which wil! be derived below. The qeneralized 

nodal forces that correspond to these displacements wil! be calcu

lated froa the internal stresses by aeans of (4.2.14) and will in 

general not be the same as the applied boundary load. The difference 

can be used to calculate new, improved estimates for the 

displacements. This is known as a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme. 

To obtain an incremental form, we take the material time derivative 

of equation (4.2.14), which leads to: 

(4.2.15) 

Now we introduce a constitutive law for the solid of a form as given 

in section 3.7. 

When the strain energy is only a function of Äi then we are 

able to write (3.7.29) in a form: 

l = l7 : ! (4.2.16) 
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Substitution of (4.2.16) in (4.2.15) yields: 

(4.2.17) 

Before continuinq to elaborate (4.2.17) we will first apply analoqous 

11athe11atics to the continuity equation (4.2.4). Usinq Gauss' theorem 

we obtain: 

J [q(V . ~) + K • v p • v q]dV = 
v 

J nA • <K • v p)q dA 
A -

(4.2.18) 

The quantity: 

qA:c ~A • (K • ! p) can be considered to be the outward flow throuqh 

the surface per unit area. 

This equation will also be written with respect to the undeformed 

confiquration: 

-c • -c -c J [qCI • !o • u) + K • I • !o P • I • !o q]J0 dV0 = 
vo 

(4.2.19) 

(4.2.17) and (4.2.19) forma set of equations which are linear in the 
unknowns ~ and p. -
We will solve these equations numerically by aeans of the Finite 

Eleaent Method. The observed aechanical systea is divided into a nua
ber of eleaents of finite diaensions. The displacements of the solid, 
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as well as the fluid pressures within one element will be ap

proximated by means of an expansion: 

(a = 1, ..... ,n) (4.2.20) 
p Ga Pa 

n = the total number of nodes in one element. 

u the dis placement of node a. 
~a 

a = the fluid in node a. p pressure 

Su1111ation convention is used, i.e. when an index occurs twice in a 

product term, this implies su1111ation with respect to all its possible 

values, provided we deal with an upper and a lower index. Ha and G 

are called the interpolation or shape functions. The order and shape 

of these f unctions are determined by the shape of the element and the 

number of nodes, used for the discretisation. 

It will be clear that using (4.2.20) in general makes it impos

sible to fulfill exactly the equations (4.2.17) and (4.2.19) and the 

boundary conditions. However, an approximation can be made by choos

ing well determined functions for hand g. This yields a set of ordi-
~ ~ 

nary equations, from which the nodal unknowns can be determined. The 

chosen functions are called weighting functions and because the 

residue from the integrals is minimized, the method is called: the 

weighted residual method (see Zienkiewicz, 1977, section 3.2). It 

will be clear, that the solution depends on the choice of the weight

ing functions. Often good results are obtained when the shape func

tions introduced in (4.2.20) are used. This method is known as the 

Galerkin aethod. 

So we introduce in (4.2.17) and (4.2.19) the following weighting 

functions: 

h ha Ha 
~k = • ~Ok a = ( 1, .... , n) 

k (1,2,3) 

(4.2.21) 
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~Ok are the covariant base vectors referrinq to the undeforaed con

fiquration (see Appendix A). A Greek index means a nodal number, a 

Latin index means a qeometrical deqree of freedom. 

For the sake of convenience we also introduce the following third or

der tensor, depending on the shape functions Ha: 

(4.2.22) 

When (4.2.21) and (4.2.22) are substituted in (4.2.17) and (4.2.19), 

we arrive after soae aanipulations at a set of equations of the form: 

(4.2.23) 

In these equations the subaatrices are qiven by (see Appendix B): 

Gpa = I Olp > c. ~Or [lil m..,>c• u + ~15· <1115) ~ + rs 
vo 

. •"'f 

+ ~~· (12~) . ~ . C1211lc• u ]: 90 • mal dV0 (4.2.24) . ·l'I • s 

Epa = I (llp)c• 
~Or " ~os• 

<12al dVO rs 
vo 

(4.2.25) 

rPa I .s. <12plc• 
~or • ~os• (12a) dVO rs 

vo 
(4.2.26) 

N~: = - VI G..,p..,J CI-c:Cl2plc• ~or> <I-c: Cl2alc• ~os> dVo 
0 

(4.2.27) 

M~: = VI GlplJ(I- 1• ~or• (~p)):(I- 1 • ~os• (J2p)) dV0 (4.2.28) 
0 

(4.2.29) 
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·p p 
Tr = I k • H • g0 dA0 A ~O ~ r 

0 

i)P I ~o· Hp• ~Or dAO r 
AO 

Apa I I< 
-c ~O Ga • f-C p • f. • ~O G dVO 

vo 

Qp I qA Gp Ja dA0 vo 0 

When using a shorter matrix notation, (4.2.23) becomes: 

r. 

RT 

where 

[ = 

A = 

• 
L. = 

R = 

Q 

(Gpa 
rs 

(Apa} 

• u 

• p 

+ 

+ Epa + 
re 

• • (Tp + Dp) 
r r 

CRPa} 
r 

• 
Q Q u L 

Q A p Q 
~ 

Ipa + Mpa + Npa) 
rs rs rs 

(4.2.30) 

(4.2.31) 

(4.2.32) 

(4.2.33) 

(4.2.34) 

Equation (4.2.34) is a non-linear differential equation. The sub

matrices [, R and A are functions of the deformation and of time. So 

integrating this equation can only be done numerically and it appears 

that iteration within each time step is needed. This aakes solving 

this equation a very time consuming and therefore costly operation. 

An alternative to an iteration is extrapolating the values of [, R 
and A from previous time steps. Accordinq to Zienkiewicz (1977, sec-
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tion 21.9) this leads to more stable solutions than iteration proce

dures do and stability criteria from linearized theory can be used 

within each time interval. If we want to calculate the displacements 

and pressures at time tn+1, we substitute in the tangent modulus 

matrix the values of r, Rand Aat time tn. This simple extrapolation 

leads to: 

[
r R J [u -u] ""'n ""'n -n+1 -n 

~ ~9At ~n+1 ~n [

L - L J -n+1 -n 

9Qn+ 1 At+(1-9)Qn-~·~nAt 
(4.2.35) 

where a lower index n means the value of the property at time t and n 
At = tn+ 1-tn. 

The value of the constant e depends on the type of inteqration. 

With 9 = 0 the inteqration is called explicit. Methods with e ~ 0 are 

called implicit methods. An inteqration with 9 = 1 is a completely 

implicit inteqration. If 9 is chosen f we have a mid-difference or 

Crank-Nicholson, type of inteqration. In 1975 Booker and Small pub

lished an article about the stability of an inteqration scheme of the 

type (4.2.36), buth with constant coefficients. They found that the 

scheme is unconditionally stable in the linear case when 9 > ~· even 

when the time step is not a constant. 

It should be clear at this stage that (4.2.35) contains the 

time derivative of the equilibrium equation. So the solution of 

(4.2.35) satisfies exactly the continuity conditions but is just an 

approximate solution for the equilibrium conditions. We can improve 
this solution by means of the inteqrated equilibrium equation 

(4.2.14). After substitution of (4.2.21) and (4.2.22) this equation 

becomes: 

(4.2.36) 
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Lint represents the volume inteqral of all internal stresses and bas 

to be equal to the inteqral of the applied boundary load Lapl" 

Now let us assume that we want to calculate the values ~n+ 1 at time 

tn+1' while ~and ~nare known. We use ~n and ~n to calculate ~· ~ 

and~- After applyinq a new load increment, we are able to calculate 

a first estimate of the displacements and pressures at time tn+ 1' 
( 1) ( 1) 

qiven by un+ 1 and pn+ 1' by means of (4.2.35). 

The term Qn+ 1 on the riqht hand side of (4.2.35) offers no problem, 

because when Q is prescribed it is always zero (Q is the flow throuqh 

the boundary) . 
( 1 ) ( 1) 

We substitute un+ 1 and pn+1 into the left hand side of (4.2.36). This 
( 1) 

leads to the actual inteqrated stresses correspondinq to un+1 and 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

Pn+1 qiven by Ln+ 1. In qeneral Ln+ 1 will not be the saae as Lapl" 
The difference is substituted in (4.2.35) and is used to calculate a 

new estimate for ~n+ 1 by aeans of: 

( 1 ) ( 1) (2) ( 1) ( 1) 

Lu+1 ~+1 ~n+1 - u 
~n+1 

1n+1 - 1apl 

T( 1) ( 1) (2) ( 1) = 

IÇ+1 ~+19àt ~n+1 ~n+1 0 

(4.2.37) 

(i) 
We proceed with this iteration until Ln+ 1 - Lapl is small enouqh. We 

see that this iteration does not improve the time inteqration (this 

can only be done by choosinq smaller time steps), but aore accurately 

satisfies equilibrium at tn+ 1. In this sense the method can be viewed 
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as an ordinary Newton-Raphson iteration procedure. In the next sec

tion a short description is given of an element that has been used 

for our research with respect to soft tissue behaviour. 

For the numerical studies f urther on in this thesis we have 

used a two-diaensional, isoparametric eleaent with straight sides and 

4 nodes in the corners (fig. 4.3.1). The element can be used fora 

mixture, but also for a single phase solid, by prescribinq the third 

degree of freedoa i.e. the hydrodynamic pressure as equal to zero in 

all nodes. In the latter situation it can be used for plain strain as 

well as plain stress problems. In a two-phase situation, when the 

element represents a solid/fluid mixture, it can only be used for 

plain strain problems. 

~.1=-1 

~1 ~ 
...,,..._....,..+-_ ..... ~,=1 
~ =-1 2 

of;,----x1 

Fig. 4.3.1. Definition of material coordinates. 

We define a qlobal, Cartesian coordinate system by means of a fixed 

orthonoraal base t~ 1 , ~2 }. We also define a local coordinate systea 

by means of the deforaing base (~ 1 , ~2 }. This base deforas in a way 
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such that each local coordinate lies within the interval [-1, +1]. 

According to Zienkiewicz (1977, section 7.5) we can express the shape 

functions for this element as: 

where: (( 1 t 2J are the coordinates of node a. a' a 

(4.3.1) 

The components of the displacement vector of a point within the ele

ment can be approximated by: 

(4.3.2) 

Note: an upper and a lower index in one product term means summation 

over all possible values of the index. 

It is advisable to use for ui the same kind of expression as is given 

of tensors Ha by: in (4.2.20). If we define the components H~a 
J 

,.{~ 
when i j 

H~a 
J 

when i ; j 

(4.3.3) 

then (4.3.2) becomes: 

(4.3.4) 

The components of the third order tensors Qa can be determined by: 

Dia 
jk 

(4.3.5) 

We have chosen an isoparametric element. This means that the qeoaetry 

of the element is described by the same shape functions as the dis

placements, so: 

(4.3.6) 
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Now it is easy to deteraine the Jacobian matrix for the transforaa

tion fro• local to global coordinates. 

1 1 
ax I 1 ax I 2 

ae ae 

JT = (4.3.8) 
2 2 

ax I 1 ax I 2 
ae ae 

The terms aei/axj can be found by inverting JT. 

The voluae integrations from the previous section are carried out by 

aeans of a GauP-Legendre type of integration (Zienkiewicz, 1977, sec

tion 8.8), using four integration points. 

In the problems that we have solved we usually applied a stepwise 

load to the mixtures. Then most of the changes occur in the first 

period after load application. In this case it is advisable to use a 

small time step in this first period and a larger step when time 

increases. That is why we generally use an exponentially increasing 
time step àt according to: 

(4.3.7) 

where jinc is the counter for the increments (time steps) and A is 
deterained by the total period of time and the number of time steps 

that one wishes to use. In the next sections a compilation is given 

of some tests, carried out for the finite element developed above. 
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Let us consider a rectanqular element consistinq of a Hookean, 

isotropic, sinqle phase solid. The dimensions of the element in its 

undeformed state are qiven by its lenqth 10, its width b0 and its 

thickness d0 . We define the oriqinal cross-section of the element by 

A0 := b0 d0 . We define a fixed, orthonormal base <:1, : 2• with base 

vectors that are directed alonq side 1-2 and side 1-4 of the un

deformed element {fiq. 4.4.1) 

3 

lo 

Fiq. 4.4.1 Element under finite extension. 

This element will be subjected to a finite compression and extension 

by means of a uniform displaceaent of side 3-4 in the x2-direction. 

The displacement of side 1-2 is suppressed in the x2 direction. All 
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sides are traction free in the x1-direction. Side 1-4 and side 2-3 

are also traction free in the x2-directions. 

First we will consider the situation of plane stress. In this 
case there is no traction in the x3-direction. For a comparison be

tween the linear, infinitesiaal theory and the theory for finite 

deforaations we calculate the load F, necessary for the applied dis

placeaent, from the internal stresses as a function of the stretch 

ratio 1/10 . The property l is the length of the element after 

deformation. For the linear case we find: 

F = Ao E c.l.. - 1) 
lo 

where E is the Young's modulus. 

(4.4.1) 

In the case of large deformations several stress and strain defini

tions can be used. The constitutive behaviour of the material con

sidered deteraines the choice. 

In section 3.8 we have already pointed out that we wish to use 

a relation between the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor ~ and the 

Green strain tensor 1. In general such a law can be written as: 

(4.4.2) 

~ is a fourth order material tensor that usually depends on the 

strain and on time. 

In the test problem that is described in this section we assume that 

~ is a constant tensor. We demand that when deforaations are small, 

we find the saae solutions as the infinitesimal theory. In addition 
we assuae that the solid behaves isotropically. If we use the coa

ponents sij' Eij and Lijkl of ~. i and ~ corresponding to the base 
<~ 1 , ~2 }, (4.4.2) becomes: 

(4.4.3) 

where the suaaation convention is used with respect to repeated 

indices in product terms. 
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Makinq use of the syametry of ~ and E and the fact that all stresses 

in the x3-direction are zero we can write for (4.4.3) without loss of 

qenerality: 

'111 
v 0 0 r E11 

522 
= __ä_ v 0 0 E22 (4.4.4) 

1-v 2 

:::J 
0 0 t<1-v) 0 E12 

0 0 0 t<1-v) E21 

where Eis Young's modulus and v Poisson's ratio. 

Usually the properties 5 21 and E21 are also eliminated but we need 

these in section 4.5. 

Because 522 and 512 are zero we can write for the stress 511 : 

(4.4.5) 

and for the strain E22 : 

(4.4.6) 

Because the x1- and x2-directions are principal strain directions we 

can write for E11 : 

(4.4.7) 

By aeans of (A32 and A33) from Appendix A we can deteraine the first 

Piola-Kirchhoff stress component T11 froa (4.4.5) and (4.4.7): 

(4.4.8) 

The lead on the edqe 4-3 can be determined from T11 by multiplyinq 

this stress with the size of the oriqinal cross-section A0: 

(4.4.9) 
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In the saae way as above it can be derived for the plain strain 

situation that the load F on the surface with original cross-section 

A
0 

is given by: 

(4.4.10) 

0 

1 1 1 l 
•• F.E.M.-solution}geometrical I 
- ANAL. solution non-lineair 
-·-ANAL solution-lineair 

/ / 
! / 

/ ./ 
I 1/./ 

l .. 
j/ 

~-

,,._•·• 05 .J" .0 1.5 2.0 

"~7· S -LJLo 
E=10 N/m2 

/./ 
V=0.3 
A = 1 cm2 

INI 

1: 
1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

-05 

-1.o 

Fig. 4.4.2. Force against extensional ratio for a single phase 

element. 

In fig. 4.4.2 the load is given as a function of the stretch ratio in 

the case that E = 105 N/m2, v = 0.3 and A0 = 1 cm2. Only the plane 

stress situation is presented because it dif fers from the plane 

strain situation just by a constant. It will be seen that there is a 

good agreement between the Finite Eleaent (F.E.M.) solution and the 

analytical solution. These calculations have been perforaed using one 
eleaent. 
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Another important feature that becomes clear is, that the compressive 

solution is not physically real. 

The force has a minimum and goes back to zero, while it should go to 

minus infinity. A reason for this artefact can be found in the as

sumption that the material has a Hookean constitutive law. This as

sumption no longer holds for large deformations, but a strain depend

ent constitutive law has to be used. This subject will be treated in 

more detail in chapter 5. 

Let us consider a square element, consisting of a Hookean, is

otropic, single phase solid. The length of the sides of the element 

is given by 10 . We define an orthonormal base <:1, : 21 the base vec-

tors of which are directed along the sides of the undeformed element. 

We subject this element to a finite shear by means of a prescribed 

displacement u, of side 4-3 in the x1-direction (fig.4.5.1) 

Îx2 -direction 

~ 

4 3 
I 

I I 
I I 

lo I I 
I I 

e2 / .'2 - , 
e1 x1 -directi 

-
lo 

Fig. 4.5.1 Element under finite shear. 
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All displaceaents in the x2-direction are being suppressed. If we ap

ply linear theory for small deforaations the above aentioned deforma

tion leads to shear stresses on all sides that are equal to: 

_..L~ 
= 0 12 = 2(1+v) 1

0 
(4.5.1) 

oij Represents the components of the Cauchy stress tensor 2 cor

responding to base t~ 1 , ~2 }. Then oij can be interpreted as the 

stress in the xj-direction acting on a plane with a noraal in the xi
direction. 

In the above mentioned problem the linear theory does not lead to 

noraal stresses 0 11 and 0 22 and there is no difference between a 

plane stress or a plane strain solution. 

Using finite deformation theory makes the problem more 

complicated. The presence of noraal stress components aakes it neces

sary to distinguish between the plain stress and the plain strain 

situation. Let us first consider the situation of plain stress. The 

coaponents of tensor 1 corresponding to the base <~ 1 , ~2 } are in this 

case given by: 

E11 0 

1 ~ 2 
E22 2 <1 ) (4.5.2) 

= uo 

E12 1 (:.1) 
2 10 

u 
E21 1 (:.1) 

2 10 

By means of (4.4.4) this leads to the following components of the 

second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor: 

511 
1 u1 2 
2 v (-) 

lo 
= _L 1 

u1 2 
(4.5.3) 522 

(-) 
1-v 2 2 10 

512 
1 (1-v) ~ 2 10 

l s21 
1 (1-v) ~ 2 10 
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The components of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor ! can be 
c calculated by means of: I = ~ . f . 

This leads to: 

E 
2 2(1-v ) 

(4.5.4) 

From (4.5.4) it is clear that I is not symmetrical and why we did not 

eliminate the terms with indices 21. 

In fig. 4.5.2 the components of the tensor I are given together with 

the numerical solution. It can be seen that the numerical solution 

fits very well on the analytica! solution. These calculations have 

been done with one element. The same calculations as given above for 

the plain strain situation yield: 

T11 ( 1-v) 
~2 

<1 ) 
0 

T22 
E (1-v) 

~2 
(4.5.5) 2(1+v)(1-2v) <1 ) 

0 u 
T12 (1-2v) (:.!) 

lo 
u u 3 

T21 (1-2v) c-1> + (1-v)(?) 
10 0 

From (4.5.4) and (4.5.5) it is clear that when deformations are small 

the plain strain and plain stress solutions are the same. When defor

mations become finite, then higher order terms can no lonqer be 

neqlected and they differ by a factor (1-v) 2/C1-2v). 
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E=105 N/m2, v=03 
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) 
y ~ . ~~ 
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~ ,'ft .... T 

QS 1 
U1 

To 
Fiq. 4.5.2 The co•ponents of the first Piola

Kirchhoff stress tensor versus the non

dimensional displacement of node 4, in a 

situation of plain stress 

In this section a study is made of the time dependent behaviour 

of the element, while it is used for the description of the mechani

cal behaviour of a mixture. This is done by means of a confined com

pression test. This test is very suitable for an experiment and is 

extensively described in chapter 5. Because of some interestinq 

numerical features, however, some of the mathematics is studied in 
this section. 
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The objective of the test is to study the influence of the 

Crank-Nicolson constant, the time step and the element mesh on the 

solution. We do this by comparinq the numerical solution for the 

linear problem (infinitesimal strain, linear material behaviour, con

stant permeability) with the analytica! solution. 

An analytical solution is also available for the non-linear 

problem with a strain dependent permeability; this will be treated at 

the end of this section. 

In a confined compression test a sample of two-phase material is 

placed in a tiqhtly fittinq rinq on a porous filter. This filter has 

a very hiqh permeability compared to that of the sample. Ourinq the 

test a stepwise load F is applied to the tissue sample, which can 

deform in one direction only by expelling fluid (fig. 4.6.1) 

y 

piston 

-·- +--·-Y=L 

Fig. 4.6.1 Sche11atic drawinq of the confined coapression test. 

Let us assume that the deformations are small, that there is no fric

tion alonq the sides of the ring and that the solid 11atrix behaves as 

a Hookean, isotropic solid. Then the basic equations (4.2.1) and 



(4.2.2) reduce to: 

with: 

b _ h = 0 
&y &y 

.a..... (~t) - .a..... (){ 22) = 0 &y u &y &y 
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(4.6.1) 

(4.6.2) 

a • the noraal cauchy stress on a plane with its normal in the y-

direction 
p = the hydrodynaaic pressure 

v = the displaceaent in y-direction 

X = the peraeability in y-direction 

When deformations are saall the constitutive law (4.4.4) reduces to: 

a = E (1-y) t: = Ht: 
( 1+v)( 1-2v) 

with: t = :; the infinitesimal strain in y-direction 

H = the confined coapression modulus. 

(4.6.3) 

If we assume that K is a constant, then by eliainatinq a and 3v/3t 

froa (4.6.1) and (4.6.2) we obtain: 

(4.6.4) 

This equation bas the same fora as the well-known diffusion equation 
and an analytical solution can easily be found. 

At this stage it is convenient to introduce non-dimensional 

variables: 

y = .ï 
L 

T = BK t 
L2 

p = A P 
F 

where A is the cross-section of the sample. 

(4.6.5) 

(4.6.6) 

(4.6.7) 
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This reduces (4.6.4) to: 

.Qï a2P 
3T ay2 

(4.6. 8) 

The initia! condition is given by: 

p for 0 i y i 1 at T 0 (4.6.9) 

The above condition means that the fluid takes up all the load at T 

0, because no fluid has yet been expelled at that time. 

At T > 0 the boundary conditions are given by: 

p 0 at Y = 0 (= free drainage) (4. 6. 10) 

dP/dY 0 at Y (=no flow through Y=1) (4.6.11) 

The analytica! solution of this problem can be found in the litera

ture on diffusing media (Carlslaw and Jaeger, 1977): 

p 2. -M2T r M (sin MY)e 
n=O 

(4.6.12) 

with: M = ~ (2n+1) 

A numerical test has been done by means of the 5-element mesh in fig. 

4.6.2. All displacements in the x-direction have been suppressed. The 

aesh is supported in nodes 11 and 12. At time T = 0 a load is applied 

by means of two prescribed forces F/2 on the nodes 1 and 2. These 

forces are held constant during all time increments. 

At T = 0 we have prescribed a hydrodynamic pressure P = F/A in the 

nodes 11 and 12. At T>O we prescribed a hydrodynaaic pressure P = 0 

at the nodes 11 and 12. 
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Fiq. 4.6.2. Finite element mesh for a confined compression test. 

The test that we describe has been done with a very larqe time step 

and a mesh that is not fine enouqh for an accurate calculation. The 

reason for this is to be able to see clearly the effect of possible 

refinements. 

Three tests have been carried out, each with an exponentially qrowinq 

tiae interval AT, which was chosen such that T increased from 0.025 
to 1 in 10 tiae increaents (N.B. when T = 1 consolidation is alaost 

completed). We have used three different Crank-Nicolson constants e = 

0.5, 0.6 and 1. In fiq. 4.6.3 the hydrodynamic pressure is qiven as a 

function of the position Y for three different values of the time T. 

It becomes immediately clear that the solution with 9 = 0.5 oscil

lates around the analytica! solution. This bas already been pointed 

out by Smith et al. (1973) and seeas to be confiraed by Booker and 

Saall (1975). The latter derived stability criteria for the linear 

case and found unconditional stability when 9 > f, even when the tiae 

step is not a constant. The solutions with e = 0.6 and 9 = 1 are 

indeed more stable then the solution with 9 = 0.5. In this problea e 
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= 0.6 leads to a stable solution that is more accurate compared to 

the solution with e = 1. 

0.4t:;;~:::::!-. ...._ ·~ ~ 
0.3 

î=0.57 -... • .;;;::::~:::::>~. '" . ' 
··~K~.:.. ~·. 

02 ~~ \.' 
0.11-----t--+---1--+-+--+---+---"'~~~f'°v·· --tt-i 

l~~ 
-

1
- ANAL. SOL 
o e = 0.5 
ic e = OÏ6 
• e = 

0.5 
Y----

0 

Fig. 4.6.3. Non-dimensional pressure against position in a one

dimensional compression test. 

In fig. 4.6.4 a solution with 0 = 1 is given for saall values of the 

loading time T. It can be seen that i"ediately after load applica

tion we find a spatial instability that disappears when time 

increases. This is a well-known problem of over-constraint 

(Zienkiewicz, 1977, section 11.6). Just after load application the 

mixture behaves like an incompressible material. This incompres

sibility leads to a constraint which dominates the solution. A suffi

cient way of handling this problem is a reduced type of integration. 

co"on practice in fluid mechanics and soil mechanics is lowering the 

order of interpolation of the pressure p (Sandhu and Wilson, 1969). 

In this way the element has the same degree of expansion for all 

stress coaponents, both effective stress and fluid pressure. 
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Unfortunately the finite eleaent proqraa NONSYS (non-co"ercial 

proqraa for NON-linear SYS-tems developed at the Eindhoven University 

of Technoloqy) does not allow nodes to have a different number of de

grees of freedom. 

1.4 t----+----+--+----+----t---i 

p 

1 12 

1.0 

OB 

0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 
Y----

Fig. 4.6.4. Non-dimensional pressure against position just 

after load application. 

The spatial instability can, if necessary, be shifted to lower times 

by mesh refineaent, so there is a reasonable progression of the con

solidation in each time step. An example of this iaprovement is il

lustrated by fig. 4.6.5 where a 15-element mesh has been used. 
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1.0 0-111111::::~+--o---o---o-+--0"""""(:~~>0---t-------l 
p 

1 ~ 1-------+----+---~---+--h----+--+-------I 

.1 

1 OB 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 
0 1'= 0.0007 s y 
D "( = 0.006 s 
ll. 1'= 0.061 s 
• "( = 0.31 s 
~ -r= 0.60 s 

Fig. 4.6.5. Non-dimensional pressure against position using a 

15-eleaent mesh. 

There are very few non-linear analytica! solutions available for mix

ture problems. One solution that contains non-linearities can be 

found in the research on the behaviour of articular cartilage. This 
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tissue contains 80\ of fluid and thus behaves as a aixture. Mow et 

al. (1980) published a study on the peraeability of articular car

tilaqe and discovered that it decreases exponentially with 

deforaation. Lai and Mow (1980) incorporated this result in a bi

phasic theory and found a suitable aodel for the peraeability by: 

K = i 0 exp(M e) (4.6.13) 

with: 10 • the peraeability in the undeforaed state. 

M = a non-diaensional constant. 
e = the voluaetric infinitesiaal strain. 

If (4.6.13) is substituted in (4.6.2) we find a non-linear diffusion 

equation for the one-diaensional problem. Holaes (1984) was able to 

find an asymptotic solution which can be used for a small tiae period 

after the load is applied. In the initial aoaents after applyinq the 

load the creep displaceaent u(O,t) of the articular surface is qiven 
by: 

u(O,t) = Po /t 

K 
with: p = 2-- (exp(- ml)) B /:J)_ 

0 /w wH H 

B = F/A C= load/cross-section). 

(4.6.14) 

(4.6.15) 

We have done a numerical test with (4.6.13) as a model for the 

permeability. Geoaetrical non-linearities and physical non-linear be

haviour for the solid were switched off durinq this test. It can be 

seen in fiq. 4.6.6 that the numerical and analytical calculations 

lead to the same result for the initial moaents after the load 

application. 

The tests described above show that the element performs well when it 

is used for one-diaensional consolidation probleas, even when non-li

near aspects are included. In this sense it means a considerable ex

tension of the probleas that can be solved. In the next section a 
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final test is described. It concerns the problem of a uniform pres

sure distribution on a half-plane and is meant as a test for two

di•ensional consolidation behaviour. 

1 
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: 
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1 / 
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,;· - Holmes e.a.(1984) 
00 F.EM.-solution(15 elemJ 

1 / 60 time/steps 

/rf 0.05 

1/" 
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{t-[{s] 

Fiq. 4.6.6. End displacement aqainst the square root of time, 

usinq a strain dependent permeability. 
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The problem of a uniform pressure distribution workinq on an infinite 

half-plane is used as a test for the two-dimensional consolidation 

behaviour of the eleaent. We consider the linear problem where the 

solid consists of an isotropic, Hookean material and where deforma

tions are infinitesiaal small. 

~--~~--~~-+-~~---~~~~~~~y=O 
----x 

free 
drainage a a 

Fig. 4.7.1. The infinite half-layer under a uniform pressure 

distribution. 

The surface at y = 0 has free drainage. At t = 0 a pressure q is ap

plied to the interval [-a, a] at y = 0 and maintained at t > 0. It 

should be noted that this pressure distribution is applied to the to

tal mixture and is not contradictory to the fact that the fluid pres

sure is zero at the interval [-a, a] at t 1 0. Schiffaan et al. 

(1969) have compared a nu•ber of analytica! solution methods for this 

problem. Smith and Hobbs (1976) solved the problem by means of the 

finite ele•ent •ethod by usinq a linear four node isoparametric 

element. Hwang et al. (1971) also used the finite element method but 

they used a six node triangle to represent a quadratic displace•ent 

field and a three node triangle to represent a linear pore pressure 

field. 
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I· a ·! 
FINITE ELEMENT MESH 

~ ! ! ! ~ - NODAL FORCES 
...... -.-......-..-.---.-~...,.-~-.-~--.-~~...,.-~~-.~x 

". 
7.Sa 

Fiq. 4.7.2. Finite element aesh. 

In this section the performance of these elements will be compared to 

our element and the analytica! solution. We have used the mesh which 

is qiven in fiq. 4.7.2. The mesh is supported at y = -10a and at x = 
Sa and has free drainaqe at y = 0. The pressure distribution q is ap
plied to the area [O,a) and represented by nodal farces in y-direc

tion on the nodes in that area. In fiq. 4.7.3 the non-dimensional 

fluid pressure P = p/q is given as a function of the non-dimensional 
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time T qiven by: 

T 

The curves apply to the positions with x/a = 0 and x/a 

= -0.5. 

• SMITH AND HOBBS, 1976 } F E M - ~ o CXJMENS 1984 · · -
~ • HWANG ~taL,1971 solution 

- SCHIFFMAN et al,1969 -anaLsolution 
î 

- ~ 

1 

1 .,...11-
, .. , ----xla=O.O 

~" ~ 

1 .,."' ~. 

'"" -~ , ... 

0.5 1 1 
~) -o....." x/a =1.0 ............ -

~ ..... ~ ... ........._ 
..,.__ 

·j -2 1 

(4. 7 .1) 

1.0 and y/a 

.... ~ ... 
,.,_, ~~ 

~ ....... ~ '-.. 

10'" 10'" -· 
Fiq. 4.7.3. Non-diaensional pressure aqainst time at x/a = 0.0 

and x/a = 1.0. 

It can be seen that in the first moments i1111ediately after load ap

plication the solutions from Saith and Hobbs (1976) and our eleaent 

deflect from the analytica! solution. This can be expected because of 

the spatial instability that was mentioned in the previous section. 

When consolidation proqresses both solutions aqree with the analyti

cal solution. The performance of our eleaent can be improved by chos

inq a Crank-Nicholson constant near 0.5 and by aesh refinement. 

Althouqh no information is available about the aesh that was used by 

Hwanq, it is very likely that bis solution better aqrees with the 
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analytical one because he reduced the nuaber of nodes that were used 
for the pressure. 

In fig. 4.7.4 the pore pressure at tiae T = 0.124 is given as a func

tion of depth at x/a = 0. The deviation of the nuaerical solution 

from the analytica! near y = -Sa is caused by the fact that our 

finite eleaent aesh does not extend to infinity. 
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Fig. 4.7.4. Non-dimensional pressure against y-position at time 
T = 0.124. 
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We may conclude from section 4.4 - 4.7 that the four node element 

performs well for linear as well as non-linear problems. 

Theoretically it is no problem to improve its behaviour near t = 0 by 

means of a node reduction for the pressure. Unfortunately the finite 

element program NONSYS that we have used does not allow this. When 

the spatial instability near t = 0 is a problem aesh refinement may 

help. Because of the computer time and memory, however, there is a 

limit to this. 
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CHAPTER 5: MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF SKIN AND SUBCUTIS UNDER COMPRESSION 

In this chapter the results of a series of confined compression 

experiments on porcine skin and fat will be presented. The primary 

objective of these tests was to obtain evidence about the biphasic 

nature of skin and fat. In chapter 2 several arguments to support 

this hypothesis are given, based on what is known from the 

literature. As far as we know until the present day no experiments on 

skin and fat have been reported that were designed on a biphasic 

concept. The confined coapression study presented in this chapter is 

a first attempt in this direction. A secondary objective was to 

evaluate the validity of the proposed constitutive equations and to 

obtain values for the model parameters. 

In section 5.2 soae aspects of the constitutive assuaptions will be 

treated. In section 5.3 the experiment will be described. After a 

presentation of the results in section 5.4 we will conclude the chap

ter with an evaluation in section 5.5. 

In this section we will look in more detail at the model as

sumptions for the solid and the fluid, because they determine the 

main outlines of the way of evaluating the experimental results. 

It has becoae clear in section 3.8 that the solid matrix is assumed 
to be purely elastic, which means that the strain energy function 

depends on strain only. We have also given arguaents for the use of 

an exponential type of energy function as proposed by Fung (1973). If 

we use the reductions from Tong and Fung (1976), the three-dimen

sional generalization of the two-dimensional (plain strain) strain 

energy function (3.8.3) can be written as: 

(5.2.1) 

We have omitted higher order terms in the exponent, because a good 

fit with the experiaents can be obtained without these. Fung did not 
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include the function q(J3), for he assuaed incoapressibility. Ina 

confined compression test deforaations in the x2- and x3-directions 

are suppressed so (5.2.1) reduces toa one-dimensional representation 

for the energy function: 

1 

As ~a1111E~1 + ~c exp{a1111E~1) + q((2E11+1)2) (5.2.2) 

The component s
11 

of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor can be 

determined by means of the derivation of As to E11 : 

(5.2.3) 

For convenience we omit the indices, which leads to: 

S = aE + C a E exp(a E2) + ~ (5.2.4) 

By usinq (4.4.7) and (4.4.8) we are able to find an expression for 

the component T11 (:= T) of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor: 

T L 2 L ggL S = [a + C a exp(aE )] 1 E + dE 1 10 0 0 
(5.2.5) 

Keeping in mind that T is directly related to the force that is 

necessary for the deformation it becomes clear, that when the term 

with dq/dE is omitted, (5.2.5) leads to results that are not physi

cally real. The presence of the factor 1/10 in the first term causes 

it to go to zero when 1 qoes to zero, while it should go to minus 

infinity. This is the reason why we have added the function g(J3) in 

(5.2.1). Now the problem arises with respect to the choice of this 

function. It has to be chosen in such a way that the term ~ t- in 
0 

(5.2.5) is zero when 1 = 10 and minus infinity when 1 = 0. In one 

dimension this seems possible, but in three diaensions the task be

comes elaborate. Therefore we have studied the behaviour of (5.2.5), 

omitting the function q. The results are qiven in fiq. 5.2.1. 
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Fiq. 5.2.1. Force aqainst extension ratio for an element under 

one-diaensional compression. 

Coaparison of fiq. 5.2.1 with the experiaental results qiven in sec

tion 5.4 shows that when the constants in (5.2.5) are chosen cor

rectly, the exponential strain enerqy law suffices for a lonq ranqe 

of deformations. That is why we have decided to avoid the problems 

reqardinq the function q and to omit this function. 
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It will also beco•e clear that a good fit with the experi•ents can be 

obtained without the linear term in (5.2.4). This leads to the 

following one-di•ensional constitutive law for the solid matrix: 

S = [a C exp(aE2)]E (5.2.6) 

Another model assumption necessary for evaluating the experimental 

results regards the permeability of the mixture. Very little is known 

about the permeability of skin and subcutis. Guyton and Scheel (1966) 

reported investigations on the permeability of the subcutaneous 

tissue of a dog. He found a medium per•eability of 32 * 10-13 • 4/Ns. 

For mesenteric tissue Intaglietta and De Plomb (1973) reported a 

value of 1.9 * 10- 13 a4/Ns. No values are available for tissue under 

deformation. 

In section 4.6 we have already referred to the investigations 

by Mow et al. (1980) on articular cartilage. They found eapirically 

that the permeability of articular cartilage decreases exponentially 
with the volume change and they proposed the model: 

(5.2.7) 

with: & = &xx + &YY + &zz (&ii = infinitesimal strains) 

It seems reasonable to assume that the same kind of law also holds 

for skin and subcutaneous tissue. However, we cannot use the in

finitesimal strain because of the large deformations, but we use the 

real volume change given by the third strain invariant J 3: 

(5.2.8) 

Holmes (1984) studied the behaviour of articular cartilage in a con

fined compression experiment, assuming that (5.2.7) holds for the 

permeability, but using small deformations and a linear relation for 

the constitutive law from the solid. He found that in the initial •o

ments after applying the load the displacement of the surface is gi

ven by: 

u(O,t) = a /t 



with: 

K 
a = 2._ [exp{- BM)]B/:Q. 

/w wH H 

(also see section 4.6) 
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(5.2.9) 

When deformations are small the displacement at the end of the con

solidation process is qiven by: 

-~ u(O,•) - H 

with: L0 = the oriqinal thickness of the sample. 

After dividing (5.2.9) by u(O,•) we find: 

!UQ...tl -u(O,•) - Il /t 

where Il is qiven by: 

(5.2.10) 

(5.2.11) 

(5.2.12) 

It is clear that Il is an exponential function of the applied pressure 

B (= F/A). The expression can be used for the determination of r 0 and 

M. When H is deterained from the ultimate situation via (5.2.10), we 

are able to determine x0 from the value of Il at B = 0 and M from the 

tanqent of the l!(B)-curve at B = 0. 

In this section a description will be qiven of the confined 

coapression experiaent. In sub-section 5.3.1 the tissue preparation 

will be treated. In sub-section 5.3.2 we will describe the experimen

tal set-up and in sub-section 5.3.3 the method that is used for the 

series of tests. 
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5.3.1. Tissue preparation 

For our tests we have used skin and fat froa piqs with a mass of ap

proximately 100 kq and 16 - 18 weeks old. A few minutes after the 

animals were killed a piece of skin and fat of 12 x 12 x 2 cm3 was 

cut from the scapular reqion. Within 30 minutes the tissue was frozen 

between two flat, parallel lucite plates at a temperature of -35°c. 

The lucite plates were necessary to obtain a flat, parallel skin sur

face for further manipulation. By aeans of a hollow qimlet (fiq. 

5.3.1) a cylindrical plug was cut from the frozen larger piece. 

74 

d 

1 1 SKIN 
----1~--+---

I FAT 
FAT 

Fiq. 5.3.1. Gimlet Fig. 5.3.2. Cutting accesory. 

While the cylindrical plug was still frozen it was placed in an ac

cessory (fig. 5.3.2) which could be adjusted fora sample thickness 

that was chosen in advance. 

With a razor blade a disc shaped sample was cut a few minutes prior 

to the experiment. The accessory was used to guide the knife. In this 

way we obtained samples with a thickness of 1.59 ± 0.05 ma. 

(p < 0.05). The samples were defrosted in a normal saline solution 

(9°/oo) at room temperature (20-24°CJ. 
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5.3.2. Experiaental set-up 

In fig. 5.3.3 a schematic drawing is given of the test ap

paratus which is used for the confined compression experiments. It 

was originally constructed for research on articular cartilage 

(Droogendijk, 1984) and adjusted for soft tissue research. 

Fig. 5.3.3. Experiaental set-up. 

The load is applied to the tissue by aeans of a cylindrical indentor 

(2) with a diameter of 7.25 ma. (The diameter of the ring which 

encloses the tissue is 7.40 mm.) The identor is attached to an axis 

(3) that is guided by means of an air-bearing (4) and attached to a 

cantilever beam. The transaission between axis and beam (fig. 5.3.4} 

prevents the application of a moment to the axis by means of the 

beam. 
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Fig. 5.3.4. Transmission between loading shaft and cantilever 

beam. 

A balance weight keeps the cantilever beam horizontal when unloaded. 

It can rotate around an air-hearing (9). Because of this a load of 

less than 0.01 N is sufficient to overcome the remaining friction and 

to set it in motion. We apply the load to the tissue by manually 

placing a calibrated weight on the cantilever beam. The disk-shaped 

tissue sample is placed in a stainless steel ring that fits very 

tightly around the sample. This is placed on a sintered stainless 

steel filter (K = 2.10-9 m4/Ns). Sample, ring and filter are then 

clenched in the accessory shown in fig. 5.3.5. This can be filled 

with a saline solution. A linear variable displacement transducer 

(10) is used to measure the displacement of the loading shaft as a 

function of time. 

.+------- loading shaft 

r------------;~+..----sali ne solution 
"7-r-""""'""""'"".,...., 1>.1----lucite ring 

tissue sam,p_le~~~~~~~j~~~===confining ring 
filter - rolder 

Fig. 5.3.5. Mounting of skin/fat sample. 
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5.3.3. Description of tests 

After the tissue saaple bas been cut from the larqer piece of tissue 

it is weiqhed. Then it is placed in the rinq on the porous filter. 

When skin is used we do this with the epidermis on top, i.e. in the 

direction of the indentor. Thus the subcutaneous side lies on the 

filter. Then the accessory with the sample is fitted in the ex

perimental frame. When this is done we lower the indentor by a weiqht 

of 1 qf until it rests on the tissue. Because the distance to the 

porous filter is fixed and known, we are able to determine the 

averaqe thickness of the sample from the measured distance when the 

piston rests on the sample. Then a saline solution (9°/oo NaCl} is 

poured into the accessory. 

It bas become clear from preliminary tests that the thickness of piq 

skin increases after the tissue comes in contact with the saline 

solution. Lanir and Funq (1974) also found this swelling behaviour 

when they studied rabbit skin. They found that approximately 4 hours 

after immersion the swellinq stops and decided to use the thickness 

after 4 hours as the initial value although they knew that this af

fected the material properties. We also decided to use the thickness 

after 4 hours as the initial condition. We are aware that this is an 

arbitrary choice, but see it as the only way to obtain unified 

initial conditions. 

When the initial condition is reached a load between 0.3 and 5 N is 

applied to the tissue by aanually placinq a weight on the cantilever 

beam. After 18 hours we measured the ultimate displacement and the 

load was removed. Then the tissue was taken out of the rinq and 

weiqhed again. Thus we have done 24 experiments on samples of pig 

skin. Each experiment furnishes one point of a stress/strain curve 

for the solid and one value of P for the determination of K0 and M. 

For subcutaneous fat a different procedure was used. It appeared from 

the first tests that no swelling occurred when fat was used. That is 

why we decided to apply the load on these samples a few moments after 

the iaaersion in the saline solution. It also becaae clear that 

durinq an 18-hours-test on subcutaneous fat the stainless steel fil

ter is clogged. Probably the fatty tissue releases some fat droplets 

or even solid particles. That is why we have limited these tests to 
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the first half hour of the consolidation process and cleaned the fil

ter after each test. In this way 10 samples were studied. 

5.4. Results ------------

In this section the results from the confined compression tests will 

be presented. The section is divided into two topics. Sub-section 

5.4.1 gives the results on porcine skin. In sub-section 5.4.2 the 

results on subcutaneous fat will be treated. 

5.4.1. Tests on porcine skin 

We have performed 24 experiaents on samples of porcine skin 

with an average initial thickness of 1.58 ± 0.06 mm. The average mass 
of these samples was 0.062 ± 0.003 g. After 4 hours of swelling the 

average thickness of these samples had become 2.04 ± 0.05 ma. From a 

preliminary swelling experiment on 6 samples it became clear that the 
density of the saturated tissue is (1.1 ± 0.1) x 10-3 g/ma3. By means 

of this density we find an average aass after 4 hours of (0.096 ± 
0.015) with a probability p > 0.95. 

The result of each experiment is a displaceaent/time curve. A typical 

E 
.5 
::> SAMPLE: 15 f .40 DATE : 2'7-3-1984 

INIT.WEIGHT: 0.0607 gf 
.20 FINAL.WHiHT: Q0605gf 

LOAD: 60.5 gf 

.0 

-..20 

-.40 

0 5 10 15 20 
- t[HOURSJ 

Fig. 5.4.1. Displacement against time for sample 15. 
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example of such a curve is presented in fiq. 5.4.1. The displacement 

transducer is calibrated in such a way that a displacement of -1.50 

mm is measured when the indentor rests on the filter. 

Fiq. 5.4.1 shows an initial displaceaent of approximately 0.10 mm, so 

the sample thickness is 1.60 mm. When the tissue comes in contact 

with the saline solution the thickness increases toa value of 2.17 

mm (A). Then a load is applied and after an instantaneous deformation 

(B) the thickness decreases toa final value of 1.10 mm after 18 

hours. 

A remarkable fact is the instantaneous displacement just after 

load application. In an ideal confined compression experiment with an 

intrinsically incompressible solid and fluid this is not possible. 

The occurrence of this displacement can be explained by a not exactly 

fittinq rinq, deviations from the perfect disc shape and irrequlari

ties of the surface of the porous filter. Apart from that it is not 

certain whether the solid material really is intrinsically incompres

sible. This last possibility has been investiqated by means of a pre

load test. A pre-load is applied to the sample to obtain a perfect 

fit in the rinq. After consolidation is in proqress for about half an 

hour a stepwise hiqher load is applied. When the sample indeed fits 

perfectly only coapressibility of the solid phase qives rise to an 

instantaneous deformation. It appeared that only a very small extra 

displacement could be measured and that the consolidation process 

proqressed slowly (due to a decreased permeability at the free 

drainaqe side, because of the already present deformation). Althouqh 

the experiment could not supply a decisive answer it appeared that 

coapressibility of the solid phase is a minor effect, so probably the 

qeoaetrical causes predoainate. From studies on unconfined 

coapression (Mandel, 1953; Arastronq et al., 1984) it is clear that 

durinq the initia! deformation the mixture deforas like an 

incompressible aaterial. Thus it is very likely that after the 

initia! deformation the consolidation process behaves like in an 

ordinary confined compression test but with an initia! deformation 
which is two-dimensional. Unfortunately this leads to a rather larqe 

systeaatic error in the deteraination of the material properties of 

the solid phase. Althouqh this error is unknown it is certain that it 

decreases with increasinq load. 
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In fiq. 5.4.2 a stress/strain curve is qiven for the 24 saaples in 

the ultimate situation after 18 hours. We have used the final thick

ness L and initial thickness t 0 (after 4 hours of swellinq) to calcu

late the Green strain of the solid matrix by: 

(5. 4. 1) 

The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress can be calculated from the applied 

load and the extension ratio: 

A0 = the oriqinal cross-section of the sample. 

ro 
Cl.. 

1 1 21 1 1 
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(5.4.2) 

Fig. 5.4.2. Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress aqainst Green strain 

in the end situation. 
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When observinq fiq. 5.4.2 it is clear that this testinq procedure 

leads to fairly reproducible results. It can also be seen that there 

is a larqer spread in the strain at low loads than there is at hiqh 

loads. For this the systematic error mentioned before is partly 

responsible. Other important sources of error are different material 

properties of the samples and friction in the test apparatus. Because 

of the shape of the curve we decided to do a reqression analysis with 

a = 0 (equation 5.2.4). This yields the followinq values of a and C, 

with their 95\ confidence intervals: 

a = 14.6 ± 2.5 

C = (6.48 ± 0.07) x 103 N/m2 

In order to obtain some information about the permeability of the 

tissue we have also studied the behaviour of the displacement in the 

first 2 minutes immediately after laad application. In fig. 5.4.3 the 

u 8 
Uend 

7 

• - 25 - 6=18.6 kPa 
x -17 - 6=1895 kPa 
• -11 -8=71 kPa 
+ -14 - 8=117 kPa 
o - 19 - B 234 k Pa 

5 __ 10 {t[st] 

Fiq. 5.4.3. Reduced displacements aqainst the square root of 

time for skin samples. 
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reduced displaceaent (i.e. the displacement divided by the end 

displacement) is given as a function of the square root of time t for 

5 different samples. It shows a striking linearity for all loading 

cases. This linear behaviour was found for all tested samples 

(average correlation coefficient 0.990) for the first 120-150 

seconds. This supports the above given opinion about the confined 

compression after the initial deformation. According to the calcula

tions from Holmes (1984) an exponential relation should exist between 

the tangents of these reduced displacements and the load (equation 

5.2.12), in the case of small deformations. That is why in fig. 5.4.4 

the tangents p are given as a function of the first Piola-Kirchhoff 

stress T. We have done a few series of numerical calculations, using 

large deformation theory, an exponential strain energy law for the 

solid (with the experimentally determined a and C) and an exponential 

permeability K. This is done for various values of K0 and M. When M = 
10 and x0 = 1.4 x 10-14 m4/Ns is used, this leads to the broken line 

in fig. 5.4.4. 

The solid line is found when infinitesimal theory with a linear solid 

is used. It can be seen that both solutions are the same for low 

loads but they diverge very fast for higher loads. 

It is obvious that all the non-linear aspects mentioned have to be 

incorporated to find a curve-fit over a long loading range. 
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Fig. 5.4.4. The tangent of the reduced displacement against the 

applied load. 

5.4.2. Tests on porcine subcutaneous fat 

The results on porcine fat show some remarkable differences 

compared to skin. One of the first we noticed is the fact that we 

have been unable to aeasure any swelling of the fat, at least not by 

means of a displaceaent of the loading shaft. Because of the friction 
in the test-apparatus a force of 5-10 x 10-J N is necessary to set 

the loading shaft into motion (in both directions). Possibly the 

swelling force which the sample exerted on the shaft was less. 
For this reason we have performed some swelling tests on fat samples 

by putting the• in a tuabler filled with a saline solution. In this 

way they could swell freely for 4 hours, unhindered by the loading 

shaft. We have aeasured an average weight increase of 5\ (for skin up 

to 50\). Although these figures have to be handled with care because 
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we are not certain about equal initial conditions, it seems that fat 

swells much less compared to skin. 

Another difference between fat and skin is the problem that fat 

falls apart during the test. Skin is a dense connective tissue which 

releases only tissue fluid but the solid matrix remains intact. 

Fat is a loose connective tissue and disintegrates when it is 

separated from its surroundings. Because of this the filter stops up 

and it is impossible to perform a meaningful experiment of 18 hours' 

duration. 

• î= 24.4 kPa 
lmml : "~4u " 

0 " -16. ~ " -----ir----+---+---+-------l 
ut ..;: ~ 36:0 ;; 

D": 71 " 

5 10 t 15 -ff [s 1 

Fig. 5.4.5. The reduced displacement against the square root of 

time for fat samples. 

That is why we decided to perform a series of tests for short periods 

of half an hour each. After each test the filter was cleaned. We have 

used 9 samples of fat and evaluated the measured displacement as a 
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function of the square root of time for the first 150 seconds (fig. 

5.4.5). The typical linearity also occurs in these tests (average 

correlation coefficient o = 0.99). This linearity, together with the 

pressure measurements in in-vitro (chapter 6) and in-vivo tests 

(chapter 7) are indications that a mixture approach is also valuable 

for subcutaneous fat. 

5.5. Discussion and conclusions -------------------------------

The confined compression test appears to be a suitable experi

ment to obtain material properties for biphasic materials. Because it 

is a one-dimensional test it is possible to obtain analytical solu

tions even when non-linear aspects such as the exponential per

aeability K play a role. It is also important that very few par

ameters are varied at the same time. It is a problem, however, that 

it is hardly possible to perform an "ideal" confined compression 

test. Deflections from the perfect disc shape, a not exactly fitting 

confining ring and a rough surface of the filter cause deformations 

that are not one-dimensional. This has a considerable influence on 

the error in the determined material constants. Next to that it is 

quite a question whether perfecting the manufacturing of samples 

leads to a substantial improvement of the experiment. Another impor

tant point, which is a more general problem, is the arbitrary choice 

of the initial situation. Porcine skin swells in a saline solution. 

After 4 hours of swelling there exists of course a different ratio 

between fluid volume and solid volume compared to the in-vivo 

situation. This has a large influence on the material properties. It 

is very likely that this swelling is an expression of the interaction 

between solid and fluid that we have neglected (also see: Myers et 

al., 1984). That is why the author recommends future research in this 

area. 

Other errors which may be of importance are the remaining friction in 

the test apparatus and the friction between sample and ring. It is 

likely that in the test apparatus we used these are minor ef fects 

compared to the systematic errors mentioned and to the individual 

variability of the samples. The fact that fat falls apart before the 

ultiaate situation is reached is a problem. It is believed that 
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different types of tests are necessary to obtain information about 

the material properties of fatty tissue. 

The experiments performed justify a few conclusions. 

The confined compression tests strongly support the hypothesis that 

skin and fat behave like two-phase materials. The difference in 

weight before and after load application, the linear relation 

between the displacement and the square root of time and the typi

cal behaviour of the tangent of the displacement as a function of 

the load are indications in this direction. For skin also the 

reproducibility of the strains in the ultimate situation has to be 

mentioned. 

- It is obvious that the non-linear (physical and geometrical) be

haviour of the solid matrix has a large inf luence on the tissue 

behaviour and has to be included in a realistic model. 

- We have strong reasons to believe that subcutaneous fat behaves 

like a mixture (see also chapters 6 and 7). However, small samples 

of fat disintegrate in an in-vitro test situation. Because of this 

they can not be approached in the same way as skin. A problem with 

subcutaneous fat is that hardly anything is known about it, com

pared to skin. 

In the author's opinion more structural research, using light- and 

electron microscopy and biochemistry is necessary before fully 

successful mechanica! tests can be performed on fat. 

It is very likely that this will also lead to more complicated 

constitutive laws for the solid, perhaps inspired by theories on 

plasticity or from soil mechanics, the behaviour of sand. 
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CHAPTER 6: A SOFT TISSUE LAYER ON A RIGID FOUNDATION 

In this chapter a comparison is made between the results of in

vitro experiments and finite element calculations on a layer of skin 

and fat on a rigid foundation. This layer is loaded by various inden

tors to obtain different stress distributions in the tissue. 

The purpose of these tests is to verify the ability of the nu

merical model to give a realistic description of the mechanical beha

viour of skin and fat, and to obtain further evidence with regard to 

the biphasic character of these tissues. 

Obtaining unified experimental conditions for such a test is a big 

problem. After having carried out a large number of preliminary tests 

to develop a correct testing procedure, we have performed 6 in-vitro 

tests using three kinds of indentors. These will be described in sec

tion 6.2. From a numerical point of view the lack of experimental da

ta with regard to the material properties is the biggest problem. 

Most data from the literature cannot be used because the experimenta

lists did not use a biphasic concept. Therefore we had to estimate 

most parameter values. 

For practical reasons it was not possible to do an extensive para

meter study because the computations for each of the conf igurations 

took 18-24 hours of C.P.U.-time on a VAX minicomputer. We have used 

the instantaneous response of the flat indentor problem to adjust the 

most important parameters. These values were used in the calculations 

with ether indentor types. 

The resulting model and a discussion with regard to the boundary con

ditions are given in section 6.3. 

In section 6.4 experimental as well as theoretical results will 

be presented and these will be evaluated in section 6.5. 

In this section the experiments on porcine tissue on a rigid founda

tion will be described. In sub-section 6.2.1 the experiaental set-up 
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is given. A very i•portant aspect of the experi•ent is the aeasure

aent of the interstitial fluid pressure, which will be treated in 

sub-section 6.2.2, followed by descriptions of the tissue preparation 

and the test procedure in sub-sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4. 

6.2.1. Experiaental set-up 

Fig. 6.2.1 gives a sche•atic view of the experiaental set-up. 

FAT F 

' SKIN 
1 

FREE 
DRAINAGE 

~_.~~~~~~-i-~~~~~~-t-~~- y=-d 

x=O x=L 

Fig. 6.2.1. Sche•atic view of experi•ental set-up. 

A layer of porcine tissue is loaded by means of a cylindrical inden

tor. The layer consists of fat and skin and has the diaensions 100 x 

100 x 15 mm3. It is glued toa perspex plate. The displacements of 

the boundaries at x = L and x = -L are being suppressed by aeans of a 

square, brass frame which is attached to the skin. The tissue is 

loaded by three types of indentors. All indentors have a length of 40 

mm. (fig. 6.2.2). 
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R = 7.5 11111. R 20 mm. R = • 

Fig. 6.2.2. Indentors. 

We use a flat indentor with a width of 20 111111 and two curved indentors 

with radii of 7.5 "and 20 111111. The indentors are oblong because we 

want to approximate a plain strain condition beneath the mid-section 

of the indentor. 

We use a loading device which resembles the one described in the pre

vious chapter, except that it is •ore •assive because we have con

structed it tor use at higher loads. The displaceaents of the inden

tors are again •easured on the loading shaft, using a Peekel 865 in

ductive transducer with a range trom -1 cm to +1 cm. By means of a 

lucite accessory with small holes in it, needles can be inserted into 

the tissue at previously chosen x,y-positions. These needles are used 

to position pressure catheters beneath the midsection of the inden

tors. The catheters are used to aeasure fluid pressures as a function 

of position and time. 

During the test procedure the tissue is placed in a perspex box 

filled with a saline (0.9\) solution at room temperature. 

6.2.2. Interstitial fluid pressure measurements 

From the previous chapters it is clear that tissue stress has 

to be divided into a solid stress and a fluid stress. In chapter 3 it 

is shown that the total stress can be written as an addition of an 

effective stress (solid stress due to elastic contact, averaged over 

the total mixture volu•e) and the fluid pressure. 
Guyton et al. (1971) were aware of this and used it to evaluate a 

large number of aethods to aeasure the "tissue pressure•. Their 
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review was motivated by the controversy in literature at that tiae 

whether "tissue pressure• is positive or neqative. They used a 

biphasic concept to explain why a neqative interstitial fluid 

pressure can exist. Of the experiaental techniques they described 

three were suitable for fluid pressure measurement. The first is 

known as the perforated capsule technique. Small (5 " diameter) 

perforated capsules are implanted subcutaneously. Three days after 

implantation the capsule will be filled with fluid with the same 

pressure as the surroundinq fluid. This pressure is measured by 

insertinq a needle into the capsule. In this way they found fluid 

pressures below atmospheric (0.3 - 0.9 kPa). The second technique was 

introduced by Scholander et al. (1968) and is known as the "wick"

catheter technique. They used a flexible polyethylene tube filled 

with saline, connected toa Statham SP-37 pressure transducer. What 

makes the technique special is a woven or twined cotton thread which 
is pulled into the tube leaving 1 cm outside. This is called the 

"Wiek". The purpose of the Wiek is to enable the saline in the 

catheter to make adequate contact with the interstitial space. It 

supports the tissues at the end of the catheter, creatinq saline

filled cavities in equilibrium with the surrounding interstitial 

tissue. Without the Wiek, tissue blocks the catheter and no 

significant pressure can be recorded. 

Wiederhielm (1972) used a capillary micropipette (tip diameter 0.3 

µm) to measure pressures in the tissue of bats' wings. Bis servo 

pressure recording system enabled him to perform pressure measure

ments without injectinq fluid, which was a necessary procedure in 

other open needle techniques. 

At that time (1971) a lot of controversy existed in whether inter

stitial fluid pressure is neqative relative to ataospheric or not. 

The Wiek technique and perforated capsules led to slightly negative 

pressures (-6 mmHq) while the aicropipette technique showed sliqhtly 

positive pressures (+ 1.6 aaHq). 

Guyton et al. (1971) argued that the neqative pressure is caused by 

an active mechanism as a result of the lyaph circulation. Others 

(Wiederhielm, 1972; Snashall et al., 1971) stated that the 
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interstitial fluid pressure is equal to atmospheric and the measured 

negative pressures are caused by osaotic effects. 

We decided to use the Wiek technique because it is no problem to load 

the catheters, the technique is simple and reliable. We decided to 

use the unloaded equilibriua pressure as a reference and to measure 

all pressures according to this reference. In the in-vitro experi

aents always ataospheric equilibrium pressures were found. In the in

vivo experiments (chapter 7) the measured equilibrium pressures were 

sliqhtly neqative or atmospheric. 

We have manufactured the catheters in the followinq way. Through a 

polyethylene tube (Portex PT46) with an inner diaaeter of 0.4 mm and 

an outer diameter of 0.8 mm a nylon fishinq wire was pushed (d = 0.1 

••).At the end of the fishinq wire we tied a much thinner wire 

(Chromel-Allumel, d = 0.05 mm) and pulled this through the tube. At 

the end of the cr-Al-wire the Wiek was tied. The Wiek was manufac

tured by dismantlinq a 2-0-Dexon-•s•-suture wire and cuttinq a piece 

of approximately 2 cm off the remaininq fluffy inner wire. This Wiek 

was pulled into the tube by aeans of the Cr-Al-wire (fiq. 6.2.3). 

PH ASE 1 

1 PH ASE 2 

Fiq. 6.2.3. Wiek before and after it is pulled in the catheter. 

This catheter fits in a 18-qauqe spinal needle (Becton Dickinson) 

with an outer diameter of 1.25 mm. The catheter is connected toa 

Gould Statham P23 GB pressure transducer. This strain-qauqe trans

ducer was selected for its suitability for quasi-statie measurements 

and its low voluae displaceaent of 0.008 mm3 at a pressure difference 

of 10 kPa. The whole system is filled with a 0.9\ saline solution and 
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air-bubbles are carefully removed. Before each test the system is ca

librated by means of a pressure calibrater. Zero balancing is done by 

holding the catheter at the level at which it will be placed in the 
tissue. 

6.2.3. Tissue preparation 

We used skin and fat from pigs with a mass of about 100 kg and 

16-18 weeks old. Again tissue from the scapular region was used. A 

few minutes after the animals were killed a piece of skin and fat of 

20 x 15 x 2.5 cm3 was excised from the animals. These pieces were 

frozen with the skin surface as flat as possible. Then they were cut 

into rectangular pieces of skin and fat with a thickness of 15 1111 on 

a P.M.V.-Cryo-microtome. In this way we obtained 6 identical tissue 

specimens from 6 different pigs. 

A day prior to the experiment the tissue was thawed and pre-stressed 

by hanging a mass of 1 kg on each short side of the tissue. 

1 kg -
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Fig. 6.2.4. Top view of the tissue after the brass frame is 

mounted to it. 
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BRASS FRAME 

CYLINDRICAL ROD 

Fiq. 6.2.5. Side view of insertion area. 

Approximately one half-hour after load application a brass frame was 

mounted to the tissue by pressinq the needles of this frame into the 
tissue (fiq. 6.2.4). 

After cuttinq away the excess tissue the remaininq specimen (10 x 10 

x 1.5 cm3) was qlued on toa perspex plate. This plate was flat 

except for a cylindrical rod on the side where the catheters were 

inserted. The deformation caused by this rod and the pre-stressinq 

were meant to prevent leakaqe of tissue fluid alonq the catheter 

(fiq. 6.2.5). 

We are aware of the influence of the pre-stressinq on the mechanica! 

properties of the specimen. However, because deformations were very 

small (hardly any influence on the tissue permeability) we assumed 

that the qualitative behaviour of the tissue would not chanqe very 

much by this pre-stressinq. We assumed that leakaqe alonq the cathe

ter would be a worse artefact. That is why we have done as much as 
possible to prevent this. 

After this preparation the tissue was frozen aqain. 

6.2.4. Testinq procedure 

After a series of preliainary tests on reproducibility we have 

performed 6 in-vitro tests in the followinq way. When the pressure 

measurinq system was prepared the frame with the tissue was placed in 

a saline solution at room temperature and thawed. Approximately one 

hour later the catheters were inserted. At first a spinal needle with 

mandrin was positioned in the tissue by means of a quidinq accessory. 
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Then the mandrin was removed and the Wiek catheter pushed through the 

needle (after zero-balancing). After that the needle was withdrawn, 

carefully preventing the catheter to change position. When this ope

ration was successfully completed, the catheter was tested by slight

ly touching the skin. When an instantaneous pressure rise was recor

ded the procedure was continued with the next catheter. In this way 

three catheters were inserted. They were all positioned at 7 11111 below 

the skin surface. One catheter was placed in the symmetry plane at x 

= 0 (fig. 6.2.1), one 6 mm to the left and one 6 mm to the right. Af

ter each experimental session the position of the catheters was 

checked by cutting a small rectangular piece of tissue out of the 

specimen just beneath the loading area. 

In each experiment a choice was made in advance as to the type of in

dentor that was used. Two experiments were performed with each type 

of indentor (R = 7.5, R 20 mm and the flat indentor). One experi

ment included 7 loading cases. The tissue was loaded by hanging a ca

librated mass of 200 g on the cantilever beam, resulting in a load of 

8 N on the indentor. This load was maintained during a period of 20 

minutes. After one loading case the tissue was allowed to relax for 

two hours. Preliminary tests showed that two hours is sufficient to 

reach the original equilibrium position. After this relaxation period 

a load of 8 N was applied again, but the position of the tissue rela

tive to the indentor was shifted by 2 mm in the x-direction (fig. 

6.2.1). This was done 3 times to the left of the symmetry plane and 3 

times to the right. In preliminary tests no significant changes in 

pressures or displacements could be measured due to the asymmetry in

troduced by this shifting. Because of this the pressure transducers 

occupied different positions with regard to the indentor in each 

test, thus covering a range of -12 < x < 12 mm while the position of 

the catheters in the tissue was maintained. In this way the total 

test procedure on one specimen lasts 14 hours. Each loading case fur

nishes three pressure/time characteristics and one displacement/time 

curve. 
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6.3. Numerical studies ----------------------

It will be clear that the lack of experimental data needed for 

a theoretica! study is a biq problem. Most experimental work on skin 

was inspired by visco-elastic models and is useless for a biphasic 

model. So the only data we have are the data from the previous chap

ter. Usinq these as a basis we have estimated a property set which 

was used in the calculations. It seems that the estimation is qood 

enouqh to allow a qualitative comparison between theory and experi

ment. The problem is defined in sub-section 6.3.1. 

Another difficulty that we encounter is qiven by the boundary condi

tions near the indentor surface. These need special consideration, 

which is to be found in sub-section 6.3.2. 

6.3.1. Problem definition 

For the round indentor calculations a special type of element 

is needed at the indentor surface; this will be described in the next 

sub-section. This "contact• element has a neqative influence on the 

bandwidth of the tanqent modulus matrix and thereby causes a tremen

dous increase in computinq time needed for the calculations. 

When a flat indentor is used and if we assume infinite friction, no 

slidinq occurs between indentor and skin surface, and we do not need 

contact elements. This leads to a considerable reduction of C.P.U.

time compared to the other indentor contact problems and makes the 

flat indentor problem most suitable fora parameter study. 

For each tissue, skin and fat, we need 11 data, i.e. 9 data for the 

strain enerqy for the solid: 

(6.3.1) 

and 2 data for the permeability: 

(6.3.2) 
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Following chapter 5 we decided to omit the coefficients ai so (6.3.1) 

reduces to: 

(6.3.3) 

Another simplification is the assumption of initia! isotropic beha

viour, so a 1 = a2 . By means of the results from biaxial experiments 

on rabbit skin by Lanir (1979) we found values for a4 and a3 given by 

a4 = 0.35 a 1, and a 3 = 0.32 a 1. For the first studies we used the 

property set from chapter 5 as a basis for skin as well as fat. It 

appeared that: 

- The total system was too stiff. 

- Large deformations near the edge of the indentor caused numerical 

problems due to the high values of a 1 (14.6) and M (10) in the ex

ponents. 

- The consolidation process progressed too slowly. 

Because we wished to remain as close as possible to the measured pro

perties for skin we decided to reduce the inf luence of the exponents 

without altering the product c a 1 and the value of K0 . In this way 

numerical problems were avoided and the behaviour of skin at small 

deformations was still realistic. 

To reduce the stiffness of the whole system we decreased the value of 

C for subcutaneous fat. For the permeability K0 of fat we decided to 

use an experimental value given by Guyton and Scheel (1966) for the 

subcutaneous tissue of a dog. This led to the property set in table 

6. 3. 1. 

c a1 a2 a3 84 K M 

Dimension Nm -2 4 -1 -1 m N s 

Skin 1 x 105 1 1 0.32 0.35 1.4 x 10-14 6 

Fat 0. 8 x 105 1 1 0.32 0.35 320 x 10-14 6 

Table 6.3.1. 
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Su1111arizinq the above we can state that: 

- Both tissues are considered to be isotropic. 

- The influence of non-linear properties is reduced. This probably 

leads to a better description of the tissue parts under extension, 

but to estimated errors up to 20\ for the tissue parts that are 

compressed. 

- It is very likely that the solid phase of the fat is less stiff 

compared to skin and the permeability probably is much hiqher. 

This property set led to a displacement time curve for the flat in

dentor problem which fitted fairly well on the experimental curve 

(see section 6.4). 

For each indentor-tissue conf iquration we used a different 

finite element mesh, because we refined the mesh in those places were 

we expected larqe pressure qradients. (For the flat indentor near x = 
10 mm, for the curved indentors near x = 0). 

SKIN 

FAT 

Y=~~, ""7""7"77'7-7-r77'-rTT""T7"rrrrrT".~"7?~-rr-rrrr.-r:,-y-;....,...-,'"7""">....,..-,..,.....,."7""'r",....,....J 

1 

ix=O 

Fig. 6.3.1. Geoaetrical model for mesh qeneration. 

FREE 
DRANAGE 
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The aeshes were qenerated by •eans of the pre- and postprocessinq 

proqram PATRAN-G. In fiq. 6.3.1 the qeometrical •odel is qiven which 

was used for aesh qeneration. The total nu•ber of ele•ents that were 

used ranqed from 300-380 dependinq on the type of problem. The size 

of the smallest eleaents was 0.42 x 0.42 ••2. For the indentors solid 
elements were used with a very hiqh stiffness (Younq's modulus 1010 

Nm- 2). The thickness of the skin layer (shaded area) was taken 3 11111. 

From the lenqth of the experiaentally used indentors a load per unit 

lenqth was calculated of 100 N/m. The displacements of the boundary 

at y = -7 mm are beinq suppressed. Displaceaents of the boundaries x 

= 0 and x = 50 11111 are suppressed in x-direction. 

The load is applied in 4 - 7 time increments usinq a total time in

terval of 0.17 s. It appeared that the spatial instability in the 

first period just after load application has disappeared after 20 -

30 s. 

In this way the first 668 s of the total load history are calculated 

in 50 increments (=time steps). 

In the next section the boundary conditions in the contact area will 

be treated. 
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6.3.2. Boundary conditions in the contact area 

The boundary conditions in the contact area require some extra 

consideration. In soae way we have to incorporate the restriction 

that a point from the indentor is not allowed to penetrate into the 

tissue. Apart from that it is necessary that the tissue has the abi

lity to locally slide along the indentor surface when there is no 

friction. For this purpose we have used a contact element developed 

by Schouten (1981) at the Eindhoven University of Technology. This 

element can be used in a situation where there is no friction; also 
it is suitable for use with large displacements. 

Consider two bodies V and W that are allowed to make contact. The 

distance between a boundary point P from body V to a boundary point Q 

from body W is given by: 

U = (X - X ) • n 
-P _q -

(6.3.4) 

where x and xq are the position vectors of P and Q whereas n is the 
-P -

unit normal on the boundary plane of W in the point Q. 

Fig. 6.3.3. Contact area. 

one can imagine a spring between the contact points P and Q. The 

spring can be characterized as is illustrated in fig. 6.3.4; it has 

no stiffness when there is no contact (u > 0) and an infinite stiff

ness when the bodies aake contact (ui 0). 
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t 
F 

u-

Fig. 6.3.4. Spring characteristic. 

We have used a 5-node element to characterise these •springs• (fig. 

6. 3. 5). 

Fig. 6.3.5. Element definition and werking area. 

The element has 3 nodes on one body and 1 node, the contact point on 

the other body. The characteristic of the spring is a constraint to 

the integrated equilibrium equations and is incorporated by means of 

a Lagrangian multiplier. This extra degree of freedom is attached to 

a fifth "dummy• node, which means that it has no geometrical meaning. 

In each iteration of the solution process a test is performed whether 

the two bodies are able to make contact somewhere in the shaded area 

(fig. 6.3.5). This area is determined by two lines perpendicular to 
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the line seqments 1 - 2 and 2 - 3 thereby dividinq both seqments in 

half. 

When node 4 lies somewhere within the shaded area the element is 

switched on and works as the earlier mentioned sprinq. When 4 lies 

outside the shaded area the element does not contribute to the equi

librium equations. 

1 
/ Q_ -

I ~ 

I / ,,...- -

/ ! /' 

f 'I 

1 1 

Fiq. 6.3.6. overlappinq elements. 

It is possible to define a number of contact elements which overlap 

(fiq. 6.3.6). These elements have node Pin co1111on but their base 

nodes are shifted alonq the contact area. In this way P is allowed to 

make contact over a larqe area and can also slide alonq the contact 

area. 

Now it is possible to model the penetration of a curved inden

tor into the tissue layer. A disadvantaqe of these overlappinq ele

ments is a tremendous increase of the bandwidth of the stiffness ma
trix, resultinq in a larqe rise of the C.P.U.-time. Another problem 

is the absence of friction at the surface of the two bodies. Because 

of the wet surface of the skin it is likely that the frictional far

ces will be very low. Probably we will find a shear stress in the 

skin which is too low for the curved indentor models and too hiqh for 

the flat indentor model. 
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6.4. Results ------------

In this section the theoretica! as well as experiaental results will 

be presented. From the previous section it is clear that the flat in

dentor problem was used for an adjustment of the material properties 

to obtain realistic results. Fig. 6.4.1a shows the displacement of 

the flat indentor as a function of time. The displacements at 12 s, 

min, 3 min, 5 min, 7 min and 9 min after load application were deter

mined in two experimental sessions with 7 loading cases in each ses

sion. A test was done whether the series of observations from the two 

sessions could be regarded as a selection from one random test. When 

this hypothesis could not be rejected (p > 0.95) we combined the re

sults to the values presented in fig. 6.4.1a. 

It can be seen that an instantaneous displacement is found at t = 0, 

followed by a creep curve. After an adjustment of the value of C in 

formula (6.3.3) for fat we found the solid curve in fig. 6.4.1a. With 

the thus obtained set of parameters we have done the studies on the 

curved indentor problems. The figures 6.4.1b and c show the displace

ments of the indentors with radii of R = 20 1111 and R = 7.5 mm respec

tively. In both cases the hypothesis, that both experimental curves 

are a selection from one random test had to be rejected. That is why 

two curves are presented. Possible causes for these different results 

are different material properties of the tissue specimen and probably 

a not unified pre-stressing condition. 
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Fiq. 6.4.1a. Indentor displacement aqainst time. 

(flat indentor). 
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Fiq. 6.4.1b. Indentor displace•ent aqainst tiae. 

(curved indentor R = 20 "). 
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Fig. 6.4.1c. Indentor displacement against time. 

(curved indentor R = 7.5 11111). 

From the solid curves in figs. 6.4.1b and c it is clear that the used 

property set for the solid phase is not far from reality, but the 

creep curve rises much to fast. It seems that the value of Ko which 

was used for the subcutaneous fat (Guyton and Scheel, 1966) is too 
high. 

In fig. 6.4.3 a part of the deformed finite element mesh is shown at 

different times after load application. The contours are lines of 

equal pressures. The characters in the area's represent fluid 

pressures within a certain interval. In table 6.4.1.a the aeaning of 

the characters is given. The faddy course of the boundaries of the 

areas is caused by the spatial instability for small times. It can be 

seen that these boundaries become much smoother when time increases. 

Striking are the high pressure and pressure gradient near the edge of 
the indentor. Because of the high gradient at the right of the inden

tor, fluid is flowing away fast and the pressure decreases. At 
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t = 461 s the hiqhest fluid pressure is no lonqer at the edqe but a 

little to the left. It is also very clear that the permeability of 

fat was taken much hiqher compared to skin. So the pressure in the 

fat descends much faster. Another important area is the one in skin 

with the neqative fluid pressure. This area sucks up fluid. Because 

of this it should be interestinq to find out whether tissue oedema is 
formed in the area next to an indentor in reality. 

character fluid press. (kPa) character shear strain 

A - 0.4 to - 0.2 I -0.04 to -0.02 

B - 0.2 to+ 2.0 II -0.02 to +0.02 

c + 2.0 to + 6.0 III l+0.02 to +0.06 

D + 6.0 to +10.0 IV l+0.06 to +0.10 

E +10.0 to +14.0 v +0.10 to +0.14 

F +14.0 to +18.0 VI +0.14 to +0.16 

G +18.0 to +20.0 VII +0.18 to +0.20 

Table 6.4.1a. Table 6.4.1b. 

Fiq. 6.4.4 shows the results for the indentor with a radius of 20 ••· 
The spatial instability just after load application is even more 

clear naw. It is likely that the areas with neqative pressures at t = 
0.168 s, which disappear at t = 40 s are caused by the spatial insta

bility and do not exist in reality. Amazinq is the appearance of two 

areas with a high fluid pressure near the contact area, which is also 

present in the first periods after load application when the indentor 

with R = 7.5 mm is used. This is shown in fiq. 6.4.5. As could be ex

pected the maximum pressure is hiqher when the indentor with R = 7.5 

mm is used than is the case when R = 20 ma. 



Fig. 6.4.3 Flat indentor: fluid pressure 
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Fig. 6.4.4 Curved indentor (R 20 mm): fluid pressure 
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Fig. 6.4.5. Curved indentor (R 7.5 mm): Fluid pressure 
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Fig. 6.4.6. Curved indentor (R = 7.5 mm): Shear strain 

Time= 0.168 s Time = 4.261 
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Time = 33.6 s Time = 668 s 
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Fiq. 6.4.6 shows the shear strain of the solid aatrix in the case 

with indentor radius R = 20 " at different tiaes after load 

application. Table 6.4.1.b qives the aeaninq of the Roman fiqures. We 

have chosen the shear strain because this bas been mentioned as an 

important parameter in pressure sore development (Reichel, 1958). It 

can be seen that the shear strain rises when tiae increases. It is 

clear that these observations can be of qreat importance for an 

understandinq of the etioloqy of pressure sores. We see a larqe fluid 

pressure rise just after load application, areas froa which f luid is 

expelled, but also areas that suck up fluid. Further we see an 

increasinq shear strain as a function of time. All these observed 

aechanical changes are consistent with the knowledqe that the time 

durinq which the load is applied is of major importance to pressure
sore development. 

The reader should notice that only the first 10-15 minutes of the 

loadinq process are considered, while the total process aay last for 
hours. Unfortunately a longer experiment was not practical because we 

would not have enough time to let the tissue recover. In the next 

chapter we describe a number of animal experiments where loading 

times of 1-2 hours were used. The short loadinq times have some con

sequences with regard to the comparison of experimental and theoreti

cal fluid pressures. The fiqures 6.4.7 to 6.4.9 show the theoreti

cally determined fluid pressures as a function of time where the x

position is used as a parameter. The y-position at all points is 7 mm 

below the contact area. 

It is clear that each indentor gives rise to a characteristic pres

sure distribution. The flat indentor causes a pressure which is con

stant during a long time at points near the sylllllletry axis. At points 

further away from this axis the pressure starts to decrease sooner. 

The indentor with radius 7.5 mm shows a fast decrease of the pressure 

near the syaaetry axis and a shift of the maxiaum pressure to later 

times when the distance to the axis increases. The behaviour of the 

indentor with R = 20 cm lies somewhere between the behaviour of the 

two earlier mentioned indentors. 

It would be interesting to observe these effects in the experiment. 
Unfortunately the time scale as observed in fiqs. 6.4.7 to 6.4.9 is 

not physically real. From the displacement curves it was already 
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Fiq. 6.4.7. Fluid pressure as a function of time (flat 

indentor). 
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Fig. 6.4.9. Fluid pressure as a function of time (curved 

indentor R = 20 mm). 
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clear that we have overestiaated the peraeability of the subcutaneous 

fat. So in reality the changes in pressure are not as fast as they 

seem froa the calculations. To observe the aentioned effects an expe
riment has to be perforaed with auch longer loading times (one hour 

or more). For the curved indentors we did observe that at points near 

the indentor a maximum was reached f ast but there was an enoraous 

spread in tiae. 

Although the pressure/time curves could not be compared it seemed 

reasonable to look at the maximum pressures that were reached in the 

observed interval of 15 ain. and to compare these. The results are 

presented in figs. 6.4.10 - 6.4.12. 
It appears that the results of the flat indentor differ significantly 

froa those of the curved indentors. This difference is shown experi

aentally as well as theoretically. 
Very odd is the asymmetry in the experiaental results for the inden

tor with R = 20 11111. More experiments are needed to find out whether 
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this asy"etry is siqnificant. However it is unlikely that such an 

asymmetry will occur. It seems that the calculated pressures for the 

round indentors far away from the symmetry axis are too larqe. This 

may be caused by the fact that after 15 minutes the maximum experi

mental pressure is not yet reached. 

Despite the uncertainty in material properties a qualitative agree

ment exists between experiment and theory. In the next section these 

results will be evaluated. 
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Fig. 6.4.10. Maxima! fluid pressure in the tiae interval 0.5 -

1200 sec. (flat indentor). 
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The lar9e tiae constant which determines the behaviour of skin 

and subcutis is a practical problem with re9ard to the in-vitro expe

riments. Because of this, very little parameter variation is possible 

in one experiment. On the other hand for the pressure sore research 

these lon9 time studies are of importance. In our opinion the per

formed experiments show that a tiae investment necessary to obtain 

these lonq tiae data is worthwile. Startinq with the experience 

available at this moment such a job would take about 6 months. The 

experiments can be iaproved in several ways: 

- The removal of air bubbles is difficult but important with reqard 

to the dynamic behaviour of the Wiek catheters and can be iaproved. 

- It is difficult to obtain unified pre-stressinq conditions. The 

best way would be to work with in-situ conditions and at the same 

tiae to account for skin anisotropy. 

- It is advisable to look for a way to measure the catheter position 

before the experiment is started and possibly to improve this posi

tion. 

- It is advisable to investi9ate the boundary effects caused by the 

finite len9th of the indentors and if necessary to iaprove this. 

- It is wortbwhile to look for other pressure measurin9 techniques 

where saaller catheters can be used (for exaaple the micropipette 

technique by Wiederhielm et al., 1964). 

With re9ard to the nuaerical study also soae iaproveaents can be 
aade. 

- It is certain that the peraeability of fat that we have used is too 
hi9h. For the tiae beinq it was useless to repeat the calculations 

with a lower permeability because this would not chan9e the quali

tative behaviour, but the spatial instability would shift to larqer 

tiaes. This problea can only be solved by a finer aesh or reduced 

interpolation of the fluid pressure (section 4.6). 
- It is advisable to start an investiqation to obtain more 

information about the aaterial properties of skin and fat usinq a 

biphasic concept. This will definitely lead to iaproved results. 
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SulDllarizinq the above it can be said: 

- It is shown that this type of study aay lead to interestinq indica

tions with reqard to the etioloqy of pressure sores and it is 

worthwile for physicians, biologists and physiologists to discuss 

these with mechanica! experts. 

- Qualitatively there is qood aqreeaent between the numerical and 

experiaental results. Moreover the in-vitro studies have furnished 

more arguments for the use of a biphasic aodel. 
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CHAPTER 7: THE INDENTATION OF THE SCAPULAR REGION OF A PIG 

7.1. Introduction -----------------

In this chapter a series of animal experiments will be described 

which were performed at the Central Animal Laboratory of the Faculty 

of Medicine, University of Groningen. These experiments arose from 

the need to verify our aechanical model and to find out what is the 

effect of a mechanical load on soft tissues. This last objective has 

been pursued by a fair number of predecessors (Groth, 1942; Kosiak, 

1959; Lindan, 1961; Dinsdale, 1973; Nola et al., 1980; Manley et al., 

1980; Daniels, 1981). Also see chapters 1 and 2. 

The above authors have in common that they applied an artificial, 

well controlled mechanical load to an animal and looked at the mi

croscopie damage caused by this load. Because none of the authors had 

a reliable mechanical model at his disposal, their results could not 

be compared quantitatively. The experiments described in this chapter 

were also intended to be carried out under a well controlled load, 

but now their results can be interpreted in the context of a 

numerical model, which is believed to include the most relevant 

mechanical phenomena. For the time being these tests are only used to 

verify qualitatively the main assumptions underlying the mechanical 

model. The first objective of the anima! experiments was a comparison 

between in-vivo and in-vitro results. The second was to show that 

tissue pressure is not a constant at a stepwise load and that fluid 

flow occurs. 

In section 7.2 a brief anatomical description is given of the scapu

lar region of a pig because this is the area we have loaded. In sec

tion 7.3 the experimental set-up will be described, followed by the 

testing procedure in section 7.4. The results will be presented in 

section 7.5 and we willend with a short discussion and some conclu

sions. 
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The scapular reqion was chosen as the area to be loaded because 

it is easy to attach a loading device to the scapula and because the 

tissues covering the scapula have no specialized function. In fig. 

7.2.1 a drawing is shown of the (left) scapula of a pig. The side 

which is shown is the facies dorsalis. Area is called fossa su-

praspinata and area 2 fossa infraspinata after the musculus supra

spinatus 4 and the musculus infraspinatus 5 which cover these 

areas. The ridge 3 is called spina scapulae. The fibres of the m. 

supraspinatus are situated parallel to the spina scapulae. 

IN.DEN TOR 

\ 
\ 

Fig. 7.2.1. The left scapula of a pig. 
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Fig. 7.2.1 also shows where the cylindrical indentor is pushed 

into the tissue. 

SUPRA

SPINATUS 

BRACHIALIS 

SPINE OF TERES 

SCAPULA MAJOR 

TRICEPS 

INFKA

SP INATUS 

Fig. 7.2.2. The muscles in the scapular region of a pig. 

From the figures 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 it is clear that only the m. supra

spinatus is loaded, which simplifies the geometry. The geometry near 

the m. infraspinatus is more complicated because this muscle is part

ly covered by the m. deltoideus and the m. trapezius. Also see the 

cross-section in fig. 7.2.4. 

These muscle layers are covered by a subcutaneous layer of fat with a 

thickness of approximately 5 mm and by skin with a thickness of ap

proximately 3 mm. 



llRACHIALIS 
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SPINATUS 

Fig. 7.2.3. The muscles of a pig (side view). 
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Fiq. 7.2.4. Cross-section of the scapular reqion of a piq. 
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In humans the Lanqer's lines, i.e. the preferred direction of the or

thotropic skin (see section 3.8) with the larqest stiffness, lie per

pendicular to the muscle fibres of the m. supraspinatus. We have no 

reason to believe that this is different for porcine skin. Keeping in 

aind the shape of the scapula and the above aentioned directions, 

calculations with a two-dimensional model could be justified. 

This makes the scapular reqion very suitable for our purposes. For a 

possible etiological study on pressure sores in the future this re

qion bas the extra advantage of a reasonably simple blood supply. 

The aim of the test was to push cylindrical indentors like these 

described in chapter 6, with a known constant force into the tissue, 

and to measure the indentor displacement and the interstitial fluid 

pressure as functions of time. 

In fig. 7.3.1 a diagram of the experimental set-up is shown. The load 

was applied with a specially designed device, which will be treated 

in more detail later. This device was attached to the scapula by 

means of long bone screws. 

u 

RED 
VALVE 

LOADING 
DEVICE 

RED 
VALVE 

COMPRESSED 
AIR 

ANESTHESIA 

Fig. 7.3.1. Schematic drawing of experimental set-up. 
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By means of a pneumatic device (Festo-pneumatic "Kurzhub-Zylinder" 

AVL32) the indentor was pushed into the skin with compressed air. 

From a compressed air delivery pipe the air goes through a coarse re

gulating reduction valve to a more accurate valve (Associated Elec

trical Industries, model 40-30) to keep the pressure PB at a pre

viously determined value. We measured this pressure by means of a 

Hottinger P1M transducer. In this way the load could be varied 

between 0 and 100 N. 

Because the loading device is attached to the bone it is possible 

to measure the displacement of the indentor with regard to the bone. 

For this we used the same inductive transducer (Peekel B65) as in the 

in-vitro studies. The displacement was recorded on a 4-channel X/T
recorder (Philips PM 8224). 

An important part of the set-up is the interstitial fluid pres

sure measurement. For this the Wiek technique is used (see chapter 
6). 

The operation to put the screws into the scapula is not very ac

curate which means that one cannot exactly predict how the position 

of the loading device will be relative to the bone and skin. So it 

had to be possible to alter the position of the pneumatic cylinder 

and the indentor when the device was already mounted on the screws. 

Then the indentor could always be pushed in the skin in the desired 

direction. Fig. 7.3.2 shows the frame upon which the cylinder is 

mounted. 
By means of the device in fig. 7.3.3, through which the screws are 

guided, the frame can be fixed at a variable distance from the skin. 

Fig. 7.3.2. Mounting fraae for a loading cylinder. 
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Fig. 7.3.3. Guiding device for bone screws. 

As can be seen in fig. 7.3.4 the cylinder hangs as a kind of gyros

cope in the frame. Because the indentor can be rotated freely around 

its axis, it is possible to position it in the fibre direction of the 

m. supra spinatus. 

For the experiments described we used a curved indentor with a length 

of 4 cm and a radius of 5 mm. 

Fig. 7.3.4a. Loading device (side view). 
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Fiq. 7.3.4b. Loadinq device (frontal view). 
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Seven experiments were performed. The results of 5 of those were 

usable. Two experiments failed because of problems with the Wiek 

technique and the attachment of the frame to the bone. We have per

formed one experiment on a pig of 27 kg and 4 experiments on pigs 

with a weight between 35 and 40 kgs. 

For anaesthesia 0.5 mg/kg Valium and 15 mg/kg Ketalla~ were used. For 

muscle relaxation suxamethoniumchloride (approxiaately 1 ml/hour) was 

used. 

The load applied varied between 50 and 100 N. 

It appeared that exact positioning of the Wiek catheters was much 

more difficult than it was in in-vitro studies. We used an adjustable 

device, made of perspex, that was mounted on the loading device to 

guide the needles for catheter insertion. However, the skin can slide 

very easily over the muscle. Because of this most of the accuracy 

from using the device was lost. That is why we inserted most needles 

by hand and in some tests we surgically checked the needle position 

after the experiment was completed. It appeared that the best we 

could do was to distinguish between: beneath the indentor (0 < lxl < 
2 mm), close to the indentor (2 i lxl i 5 mm) and far from the inden

tor. 

In table 7.4.1 the most important information from the 5 relevant ex

periments is summarized. Some explanation is necessary: 

- We used 3 pigs in 5 experiments. Column 1 indicates which animal 

was used. 

- In column 2 the weight of the animal just before surgery is given. 

Column 3 gives the amplitude of the applied load. 

- Column 4 gives the loading time. This time is not chosen in advance 

but is determined by the circumstances of the experiment. 

- Column 5 gives the loading area. Normally the area above the m. su

praspinatus was used, but this was not possible on Jan. 2, 1984 

because of problems with the frame attachment. 

- Column 6 gives the number of Wiek catheters that were used simulta

neously. 

- Column 8 gives the results of the displacement measurements. These 

measurements did not succeed very well because of problems with the 

attachment to the loading device. The presented displacements are 



pig weight amplitude time indentation 

area 

dim. kg N s 

1 27 55 8000 supra s. 

55 7200 supra s. 

2 35 50 12400 infr s. 

3 37 100 8000 supra s. 

3 37 75 4800 supra s. 

2 40 50 3600 supra s. 

60 7200 

+ distance to symmetry-axis 0 - 2 mm 
++ 
+++ 

distance to symmetry-axis 2 - 5 mm 
distance to symmetry-axis > 5 mm 

catheters position displ. 

mm 

1 +++ 1.1 

1 +++ 7.6 

2 + -
++ 

2 ++ 10 

+++ 

2 + 12 

++ 

2 + -

+ 

Table 7.4.1 

I.F.P.max t 
max 

kPa s 

3.4 3300 

6 4200 

3 12 

5.4 1152 

5.5 4800 

10 9000 

3.5 150 

5.2 1950 

5.1 30 

9.6 24 

date 

83-10-15 

84-2-1 

84-2-7 

84-2-15 

84-2-21 

1 
-.l 

.... 
1 
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final values just before the laad was removed. Mutual comparison of 

the measured displacements is hampered by the fact that in each 

experiment the geometry and the material properties were different. 

7.5. Results and discussion ---------------------------

As stated in section 7.1 the animal experiments had two objectives: 

1. Comparison of in-vitro and in-vivo interstitial fluid pressure 

measurements. 

2. Showing that in the in-vivo situation fluid pressure is not con-

stant when a step-wise local load is applied. 

We have carried out all experiments with the curved indentor with R 

5 mm. This indentor was chosen because the difference in the pres

sure/time characteristics of this indentor is expected to be quite 

large (also see chapter 6). Although the indentor is now pushed into 

a layer that is very thick compared to the radius, it can be expected 

that the qualitative behaviour of the fluid pressure as a function of 

the distance to the symmetry axis is comparable to that of the in-vi

tro test (fig. 6.4.8). This means that a shift to larger times of the 

maximum pressure can be found with increasinq distance. 

Although the distance is not measured very accurately a comparison is 

possible. Because the indentor position relative to the bone surface 

was different in each experiment, and the pigs differed in age and 

weiqht, so the qeometry also varies, we did not compare the absolute 

values of the fluid pressure. We have divided each pressure by its 

maximum value. The results are shown in fiqs. 7.5.1 to 7.5.3. 

In the first place the results show that each pressure is far from 

constant, as could be expected. All curves proceed to a maximum fol

lowed by a continuously decreasing function. Further we see a shift 

of these maxima to larger times with increasing distance to the sym

metry axis. 
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Fig. 7.5.3. Non-dimensional I.F.P. against time for points at a 

large distance from the contact centre. 

This is even more clear when looking at table 7.5.1. 

Catheter tmax1 tmax2 tmax3 tmax4 tmax 
position [s] [s] [s] [s] [s] 

0 lxl < 2 mm 1124 150 30 12 54 

2 < lxl < 5 mm 1152 4800 1950 2630 

lxl > 5 mm 3300 4200 9000 5500 

Table 7.5.1. 

These tests seem to confirm that the permeability used in the nume

rical calculations from chapter 6 is too high, a result which is con

sistent with the in-vitro experiments. 

We have looked for possible artefacts which could lead to the 

same results. There is for example the possibility of leakage along 
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the catheter which is hard to detect. Because of the elasticity of 

the tissue and the distance of the insertion point to the measurement 

point it is unlikely that leakaqe occurs. There were some situations 

in which we were positive that a. leakaqe existed (after repeated in

sertion and removal of needles or after flushinq of the catheter). 

These artefacts could be detected easily because they had an enormous 

influence on the recorded pressure. 

Another problem could be bad dynamic behaviour of the catheters. The 

stronq correlation between the maximum pressures and the position 

makes this very unlikely. For the in-vitro studies we have tested the 

dynamic behaviour of the Wiek catheters compared to open catheters 

but there was very little difference. 

We have also looked at the pressures in the unloaded condition. In 

nearly all cases we established a pressure which was neqative with 

reqard to atmospheric pressure. We found values ranqinq from 0 to 2 

kPa below atmospheric. In one test we left a catheter near the hind 

leq of the animal in unloaded condition for almost 2 hours. A very 

slowly risinq pressure was recorded from -2 kPa to practically zero 

after two hours. Possibly this risinq is caused by inflammation. 

The number of performed experiments was very small and the operatinq 

and pressure measurement technique only qradually improved. Because 

of this we can hardly say that the study was very systematic. Despite 

of this it has led to some results that are worthwhile: 

1. We have stronq evidence that the biphasic behaviour of skin as 

well as subcutaneous fat plays an iaportant role with reqard to 

the mechanica! behaviour. 

2. The difference between in-vitro and in-vivo mechanica! behaviour 

seems to be small, so it is useful to continue with in-vitro stu

dies for aodel verification. 

The last conclusion has consequences with reqard to how to proqress 

with the work. In-vitro studies are much easier to perform than in

vivo studies, because most parameters are easier to control. So it is 

attractive to put an accent on in-vitro studies when verification or 

determination of material properties is involved. When a qood overall 

view of the in-vitro mechanica! properties is obtained, they can be 

used in numerical calculations on complicated qeometries. These cal

culations are suitable for a comparison with in-vivo experiments and 
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can be used for refinement of the data which determine the material 

properties. 

Only when etiological information about pressure sores has to be ob

tained, in-vivo studies cannot be avoided. The main purpose of such a 

study should be to obtain physiological and histological information 

about the primary effects of the load. Combining this information 

with detailed knowledge of the mechanics should furnish more insight 

in the etiology of pressure sores. Prior to these experiments numeri

cal studies have to be carried out on a configuration which is a rea

listic representation of the layers overlying the scapula. The geome

try can be derived from tissue samples like the one in fig. 7.2.4. 
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CHAPTER 8; SUMMARY· CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAIIONS 

It has been known for about three centuries that decubitus has a 

mechanical cause but still it constitutes a major problem in 

geriatrics and rehabilitation. It would probably require several 

years of research to take stock and evaluate all prevention and 

treatment methods. Despite this, patients still develop pressure 

wounds with diverging appearences. For a long time pressure sores 

received little attention from medical science. During the past few 

decades there has been an increasing interest in the problem. 

During the last 40 years fundamental research on the etiology of 

pressure sores has become a major part of decubitus oriented research 

programs. The principal objective of this research was a quantitative 

determination of the load which eventually causes a sore. From the 

beginning of the sixties mechanical engineers started to participate 

in this research. Slowly it becaae clear that pressure sores are not 

just caused by a blocking of the circulation, but that the develop

ment depends on a complex set of factors, with the mechanical load in 

a central role. Next to a disturbance of the circulation, changes in 

metabolism, the lymph circulation, tissue temperature and reactions 

of the nervous systea appeared to be important. 

The first mechanical contributions to pressure sore research were 
studies of the contact area and of patient support systems. Physical 

and mathematical models were used to analyse stress and strain dis

tributions near the contact area, aimed at developing new support 

systeas. Until the present day hardly any studies have been performed 

that coabined detailed knowledge about the internal stress/strain 

distribution with detailed histological and physiological information 

in order to obtain insight in the primary causes of pressure sores. 

The present thesis was aimed at developing a aechanical model 

suitable for such an analysis. The concept of the utilized model is 

biphasic and can be used for skin and subcutis. Both tissues are 

considered to be porous solids with a freely movable fluid in it. It 
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was assumed that the free f luid is partly responsible for the tiae 

dependent behaviour of the tissues. By means of in-vitro and in-vivo 

experiments this assuaption was checked. These experiaents have 

supported the opinion that at least under coapression the f luid phase 

plays a dominant role with regard to the tiae dependent behaviour. 

In section 8.2 some conclusions with respect to the mechanica! model 

and the experiments will be given. Section 8.3 concerns some prelimi

nary conclusions with regard to pressure sores. In section 8.4 some 
recommendations for future research will be given. 

It appears from the present thesis, that a mixture approach offers 
much perspective to a mechanica! investigation of skin and subcutis. 

lt seems that the presence of the tissue fluid is indeed important as 

a physical aechanism for time dependent behaviour. The mixture ap

proach leads to reasonable results even with the large nuaber of sim

plifications and suppositions that were used. 

The mechanica! importance of the fluid has been clearly demonstrated 

for tissues subjected to a compressive laad. Whether the fluid has a 

similar role under extensional loads is not trivia! and needs further 

investigation. Under extension the fibre structure becomes aore ia

portant and it is not clear whether the solid phase still can be con

sidered purely elastic in this kind of situation. It is possible that 

reorientation of the fibres, haapered by the entanglement of large 

proteoglycan molecules causes some viscoelastic effect. This aecha

nism is different from the free fluid movement considered in the pre

sent thesis. For the time being it is not clear whether such an ef

fect should be incorporated by means of a mixture approach (mixture 

of solids with strong interaction) or a visco-elastic approach. 

The anisotropical, exponential strain energy law proposed by Fung 

(1973) has proved to be reasonably successful, although it leads to 

complications when used under compression. lt is to be expected that 

use of this function in more coaplex geometries and loading situa

tions may lead to greater difficulties and it is worthwhile to look 

for suitable aodifications or, alternatively, for different aodels. 
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The aixture aodel that was used assuaes little interaction between 

solid and fluid. In fact the constitutive equations are uncoupled and 

the only interactions between the phases are the buoyancy force and 

the Stokes drag. It is very likely that osmotic forces play an 

important role and that a aass exchange between f luid and solid may 

take place C<ca> 1 0). This is especially important, when effects 

like the tissue swelling in a saline solution and in oedematous 
tissues are incorporated. The general theory peraits this step. The 

problem is to find constitutive equations for <ca>. Beside that the 
solution process will probably become more complicated. 

It has becoae clear that when a mixture approach is used, the experi

aents necessary for parameter evaluations have to be adjusted. For 

example the preconditioning phase becomes more important. In the set

up that was used for the present thesis the long load application 

times offer a problem. 

Although the element used for the numerical studies performed well, 

it can be iaproved. An element with a reduced interpolation for the 

fluid pressure (comaon practice in fluid mechanics) will probably im

prove the performance during the first period after load application. 

Although the aechanical model used constitutes only a start in what 

is hopefully a good direction in the pressure sore research, some 

preliminary conclusions with regard to the pressure sore problem seem 

to be justified. 

It is shown in the present thesis that skin and subcutis behave like 

mixtures. (It is hypothesized that this is also true for other soft 

biologica! tissues.) This means that when the tissue is loaded the 

total stress in the tissue is the sum of a solid stress and a fluid 

pressure. Because the fluid is able to flow, the solid stress and 

fluid pressure vary with time even when the external load is con

stant. When the load is aaintained for a short tiae these effects 

will be small because of the large resistance to flow of the tissue, 

but when the load is maintained for a long tiae this aay lead to con

siderable changes in the tissues. Reddy et al. (1981) regarded these 
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as important factors with reqard to decubitus ulcer formation and 

this opinion is supported by the author of this thesis. The fuel and 
oxyqen supply and water content of the cells, toqether with a 

sufficient removal of waste products depend on a delicate equilibrium 

of pressures in blood vessels, interstitial space and lymph vessels. 

This balance will be severely disturbed when, because of some local 

load, fluid flow occurs. When a load is maintained constant for a 

sufficiently long time this miqht lead to complications even when the 

circulation is not completely blocked. When the circulation i§. 

blocked the interstitial fluid flow adds an extra risk factor to this 

situation. 

It must be clear from the above that a mechanical model of tissues 

can add valuable information to the knowledge of tissue reactions un

der some laad. Whether the above-mentioned phenomena are really im
portant has to be answered by medical science. 

For future research a few approaches are obvious continuations of the 

present thesis. 

A challenging task is to raise the constitutive equations for biolo
qical tissues in qeneral to a level at which quantitative calcula

tions on complex qeometries in-vivo are possible. In line of this 

research would fit, improvement of the present model by means of a 
more complex interaction between solid and fluid phase, improvement 

of the constitutive laws of both phases and a study of the materials 

under extension. The boundary value problems which have to be solved 

and compared with experiaents will probably be too complicated for 

analytical studies. So parameter evaluation has to be done by means 

of a comparison between numerical and experimental tests. 

Of more direct use for pressure sore research might be the incorpora

tion of the blood and lymph circulation in the model. This will pro

bably not influence the mechanica! behaviour very much, it would 
supply knowledqe about blood flow perfusion and accumulation of waste 

products. Despite new aspects like interstitial fluid flow there is 
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no doubt that blood cessation is very danqerous and probably is one 

of the primary factors in pressure sore formation. 

It is clear trom the literature 9n decubitus that aften the priaary 

damage starts somewhere in the deeper tissue layers and later extends 

to the surface. This may be due to the fact that sometimes the 

highest stresses occur in the deeper layers near adjoining bones, but 

also because the metabolically active muscle is more sensitive to 

stresses and strains. For this reason it is advisable to develop a 

mechanica! model for muscle. 

Probably the most promising continuation of the present research 

would be a multi-disciplinary project which combines the available, 

qualitative mechanica! knowledge with histological and/or 

patholoqical research into the primary causes of pressure wounds. 

This can be done in an experimental set-up comparable to those of 

Groth (1942), Kosiak (1959) and Daniels (1981). The mechanica! model 

supplies objective information about internal stresses, strains and 

flows. When different animal species are used differences in 

sensitivity and tissue reaction can be studied and may be 

extrapolated to the conditions in humans. For such a project an 

equal, active contribution from medically oriented investigators and 

mechanica! enqineers is necessary, otherwise success will be 

doubtful. 
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9. Contactuele vaardigheden en het vermogen met anderen samen te wer

ken zijn essentiële vaardigheden voor ingenieurs. Onderwijsvormen 

die dit bevorderen verdienen meer aandacht dan nu het geval is. 

10. Men hoort weleens dat de evolutie op aarde strijdig is met de 

tweede hoofdwet van de thermodynamica. De mensheid doet erg zijn 

best om het tegendeel te demonstreren. 

11. Ontwikkeling van de revalidatiegeneeskunde wordt in sterke mate 

bevorderd door het vormen van een functioneel cluster van een 

afdeling revalidatie en een basisafdeling zoals anatomie van een 

medische faculteit, een Technische Hogeschool alsmede een 

revalidatiecentrum. 

12. Het met arbeidstijdverkorting gelijktijdig invoeren van werk

tijdsregistratie kan voor sommige werknemers leiden tot arbeids

tijdverlenging. 



1. Door een twee-fase-materiaal te préconditioneren gaat veel essen

tiële informatie verloren. 

2. Onderzoek ten behoeve van de preventie van decubitus moet veel 

meer zijn dan het zoeken naar de "gevaarlijke" spanning of de "ge

vaarlijke" vervorming, omdat met de huidige kennis de betreffende 

gevarenzones niet betrouwbaar vastliggen. 

3. Het grootste voordeel van een mengselmodel voor zachte weefsels is 

de fysische realiteit waarop het gebaseerd is. Daardoor worden 

vloeistofdrukken en vloeistof stromingen in zachte weefsels groot

heden die langs numerieke weg bepaald kunnen worden. 

4. De in de angelsaksische literatuur bekend staande term "tissue 

pressure" voor weefselspanning onder compressie is niet toereikend 

om de mechanische toestand van weefsel te karakteriseren. Daarom 

is het veel gebruikte criterium van 10 kPa als grens voor toelaat

bare "tissue pressure• niet zinvol bruikbaar. (Bed sore biomecha

nics, ed. Kenedi R.M., Cowden, J.M., Scales J.T., The MacMillan 

Press LTD., 1976, pag. 6, 11, 19) 

5. Het verdient aanbeveling om te onderzoeken of stroming van inter

stitieel vocht lokaal een verstoring van het fysiologisch even

wicht kan veroorzaken en als zodanig gevaarlijk kan zijn. 

6. Fundamenteel onderzoek naar de oorzaken van decubitus is van es

sentieel belang om tot een doorbraak te komen t.a.v. preventie van 

decubitus. Een dergelijke doorbraak is uiterst noodzakelijk. 

7. Het verdient aanbeveling dat onderzoekers op het gebied van vezel

versterkte kunststoffen en op het gebied van biologische materia

len veelvuldig met elkaar in contact treden. 

8. Als een tweede fase beroepsopleiding ten koste gaat van de assis

tent in opleiding impliceert dat een verdere afbraak van het on

derzoek en dus op langere termijn van het onderwijs aan hogescho

len en universiteiten. 
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Appendix A: Some aspects of continuum mechanics 

In this appendix a brief outline is given of some aspects of conti

nuum mechanics. The aspects treated deal with geometry, deformations 

and stresses. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with tensor 

calculus, otherwise he is referred to textbooks of: Green and Zerna 

(1968) and Fluegge (1972). 

Consider a continuum B with volume V and bounded by a surface A in a 

three-dimensional space. Each point of B is characterized by a unique 

parameter set <~ 1 , ~2 , ~ 3 }. The positionvector x of a point Pof Bis 

a vector from a fixed point in space O (the origin) to P. This vector 

depends on a state parameter t (in the present thesis t is the time) 

and the material parameters ~i. 

i x = f(~ , t) (A1) 

It is assumed, that for each t equation (A1) can be inverted: 

i f(h (x, t),t) = x (A2) 

The curve with ~j is constant for j f i, is called the ~i parametric 

curve in state t. 

The tangent vectors of the three parametric curves are mutually inde

pendent and constitute the local vector basis g.: 
~1 

ax 
(AJ) 

This basis is known as the covariant vector basis, pointed out by a 

lower index. Components of some tensor according to this basis are 

given upper indices. We will use summation convention, i.e. when an 

index occurs twice in a product term, this implies summation with 

respect to all its possible values, provided we deal with an upper 

and a lower index. 
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Because the covariant base vectors g. are mutually independent their 
.1 

triple product g is never equal to zero: 

g ~1 • ~2 * ~3 f 0 (A4) 

The reciprocal or contravariant base vectors can be defined as: 

l ~(~3 * ~1) (A5) 

The following identities hold: 

g. gj ö~ i = l (A6) • g . g 
.1 1 .1 

with ö? when i j r ö? 0 when i f j 1 1 

and l is the second order unit tensor. 

Let us consider two neighbouring points P and Q with material para

meters ~i and ~i + d~i. In state t the vector dx from P to Q is given 

by: 

dx x(ë + d~i, t) i t) - X(~ r 

ax 
= ~ d~i 

a~1 
g . 
• 1 

d~i (A7) 

When e is a unit vector directed from P to Q we are allowed to write: 

dx e ds e • e = ds l lxl 1 (AB) 

By means of (A7) this yields: 

(A9) 
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consider some property in state t defined by y m(x,t), where mis a 

differentiable function. 

The derivative of this function in the direction of e is defined by: 

m(x + eàs,t) - m(x,t) 

.Qmae "'= lim ----------
às+O às 

(A10) 

With y m(x(ti,t),t) = µ(ti,t) and (A9) we are able to derive: 

(A 11) 

v is called the gradient operator with: 

v (A12) 

This operator can also be applied on vector and tensor functions. 

Now let us assume that due to external interactions the continuum B 

changes from some state t 0 to some other state t. The state t 0 is 

called the reference state or reference configuration (fig. A1). 

All properties according to this reference state are given a lower 

index 0. It can be shown that the position vector x of a point P in 

the current state t can be written as a function of the position vec

tor ~O of the same point in the reference state t 0 : 

X = IP (~O' t) (A13) 
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state t 0 state t 

Fig. A1. 

In the same way as above the covariant base 20î' the contravariant 

base g~ and the gradient operator ~O can be defined in the reference 

configuration. 

Again consider the neighbouring points P and Q. 

For the difference vectors d~0 and dx we are allowed to write: 

d"i 2oi "' 

X( t:i + d"i, i dx <. "' tl - x(F: , tl 

By means of (A9) and (A14) equation (A15) leads to: 

dx = I • d~0 
i 

2ifo • d~o 

(A14) 

(A15) 

(A16) 
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l is called the deformation tensor of state t according to the refe

rence state. By means of (A12) it is obvious that: 

i 
~i~O 

dx 
i -~- c 

(go 1· l 
~ d~ 

(A17) 

It can be shown that l is a regular tensor and that det(l) is equal 

to the ratio J of the volume dV of some material element in state t 

and the volume dv0 of that element in the reference configuration at 

to= 

J = gy:_ = det(ll f O dV0 
(A18) 

The ratio Ja relating the areas dA and dA0 of a surface element is 

given by (Veldpaus et al., 1980): 

-c JI Il • ~0 11 (A19) 

where ~O is the outward unit normal on the surface element in the re

ference configuration. By means of the definitions of !o and ! it can 

be derived that: 

V = FC • V 
~O - (A20) 

It is common in geometrical non-linear theory to use the Green-La

grange strain tensor defined by: 

(A21) 

The advantage of this symmetrical tensor is that the strain of a ma

terial element which has in the reference state the direction :o can 

be defined by, 

e = :o ' !; ' :o (A22) 
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In this way the strain E of a line segment in direction ~O is comple

tely determined by the extension ratio À (= ds/ds0 ) of that segment: 

1 2 
E = Ï(À - 1) (A23) 

The position of a material point in the reference state t 0 is given 

by ~0 (F,i) ~= ~(F,i, t 0 ). The position of the same point in state t is 

given by: ~(F,i 1 t) = ~0 (F,i) + ~(F,i, t), where ~(F,i, t) is the dis-

placement vector of this point. The velocity vector i v(F, , t) of this 

point is defined by: 

x(F,i,t + t..t) - X(F,i 1 t) 
i t) lim v(F, , 

t.t t.t-+0 

u(F,i,t + t.t) - u(F,i 1 t) 

lim t.t (A24) 
t.t-+0 

By definition we call the limit in (A24) the material (time) deriva

tive, given by D/Dt or so: 

Dx Du 

Dt 
• • x - Dt - u (A25) 

The definitions given in (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) area result of the 

application of the chain rule. 

For the material derivative of a line segment dx we can write: 

dv 

d~ v(F,i + dF,i, tl - v(F,i, t) =--=-:- dF.i 
dF,l 

Using (A9) and (A12) yields: 

av 
d~ = dx • qi - cv vlc • dx 

3F,i 

(A26) 

(A27) 
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When takinq the time derivative of (A16) and by means of (A27) it is 

found that: 

J = (V v)C • f = 1 • I (A28) 

The tensor 1 can be devided in a symmetrical part ~ and an anti-sym

metrical part .Q.: 

(A29) 

On a small surface element 6A, containing the point with position 

vector x in state t, with unit normal n a stress vector t can be de-

fined as: 

t(x, t) 

6K 

lim 6A 
6!-+0 

where 6K is the load vector acting on the surface element. 

(A30) 

It can be shown, that a transformation Q(x,t) exists which relates 

the stress vector t to the normal n of the surface element by: 

(A31) 

The tensor Q is associated with the state t and is known as the cau

chy stress tensor. For mathematical convenience it is sometimes use

ful to use stress tensors associated with the reference configura

tion. We have used both the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor I, 
defined by: 

-1 I=Jf •Q 

and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor ~. defined by: 

(A32) 
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-1 -c 
.s. = J r • 2. r (A33) 

The first tensor has the advantage that it is easy to interpret. The 

stress vector !o = I • ~O' multiplied by the original surface dA0 

equals the force vector acting on dA. Disadvantage of I is that it is 

non-symmetrical. 

The advantage of .S. is its symmetry, but it is hard to give a physical 

interpretation of the tensor. 
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Appendix B: Elab9ration of tangent modulus 1atrix 

In this appendix we will derive the submatrices occurrinq in the 

equations (4.2.23) startinq from (4.2.17) and (4.2.19). 

Let us consider the first term in the left-hand side of equation 

(4.2.17). We can write: 

(81) 

If we use the fact that ~ is sy1111etric, we are allowed to write: 

(82) 

We make use of isoparametric eleaents, so we use the same shape

function for the displace1ents as well as for the position vectors. 

Analoqous to (4.2.20) we can write for the position vectors: 

for l we write: 

u • x 

(83) 

(84) 

Substitution of (4.2.21), (4.2.22) and (84) into (82) yields: 

(BS) 
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with: 

~ = ~O + ~ this leads to 

{I ("ale • 9 . [M ("y)C • ul + u6 • n6 ~- + V ~ -Or • = K K 

0 

(86) 

Gap is known as the geometrie stiffness matrix and EaP is called the rs rs 
elastic stiffness matrix. 

The second term on the left-hand side of (4.2.17) becomes: 

<!o ~)c dVO = ~ î : <!o ~) • t dVO = 

0 

I~: is called the initia! stiffness matrix. 

(87) 

The third term on the left-hand side of (4.2.17) can be written as: 

(88) 

For the elaboration of the fourth term on the left-hand side of 

(4.2.17) we make use of: 

l = JCv • ~> = JCI-c • !o • ~l = JCl-c !o ~l 
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Then we are able to write: 

(Voh))dVO = -I p J{l-c 
~ ~ v 

:= Npa ~s 
rs a 

0 

(89) 

For the elaboration of the fifth term on the left-hand side of 
(4.2.17) we make use of: 

So we can write: 

(vo hJJdvo = I P J{l-1 • t • l-1 
~ ~ v 

0 

All other terms in (4.2.17) can be derived in a similar very 
straiqhtforward way. 

(810) 
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Appendix C: Derivation of the local form of the first axiom of 

ther!lOdvnamics 

In this appendix a derivation will be given of the local form of 

the energy balance (Bowen, 1976). Averaging siqns will be omitted. 

Because in formula (3.6.1) Ris an arbitrary volume we are allowed to 

write after applying Gauss' theorem: 

.a_ a a 1 a a 
3t[Q (U + 2~ • v )] 

(C1) 

Carrying out the dif ferentiation on the left-hand side and rearran

ging of terms yields: 

(ua + 1 a a ~ a a + na V a a 
2~ • ~ >Cat + !e • v w • v - c J + 

(C2) 

With (3.4.4) this becoaes: 

(C3) 

After aakinq use of: 
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and 

we may replace (C3) by: 

a D(a)Ua _ C : V va _ V • Qa + fta ra + a 
0 Dt - Q w t 

D(a)va 

_ va( 0a --~- _ v • Q _ 0a qa _ "al 
~ Dt 

(C4) 

With (3.5.15) and the continuity equation this leads to: 

a n!alna - C 
~ Ta - V • Qa + fta ra + ta 0 Dt - SI. ""- w (C5) 



Nawoord 

Zoals elke andere hedendaagse promovendus ben ook ik door een groot 

aantal mensen geholpen om dit werk te voltooien. 

Mijn dagelijkse begeleider Henk Grootenboer heeft veel invloed gehad 
op de gedachtenvorminq rond dit project en heeft mij geholpen mijn 

gebrekkige aanvangskennis van continuumsmechanica en numerieke me

thode aan te vullen. Zijn humor en optimistische houding zijn een 

enorme stimulans geweest. 

Mijn promotor Dick van Campen heeft via inhoudelijke discussies en 

een nauwgezette correctie van het proefschrift veel invloed qehad op 

het eindresultaat. Zijn aan mij geschonken vertrouwen heeft mij een 

aantal keren een extra duwtje qegeven, waardoor ik over een aantal 

"dode" punten heenkwam. 

De bijdrage van Prof. de Jongh in inhoudelijke discussies, bij expe
rimenteel werk, als gastheer en bij de correctie van het proefschrift 

is van groot belang geweest. 

Prof. Eisma, hoewel veelal op de achtergrond, was mede initiator van 

dit onderzoek. Zijn positieve houding als medicus t.o.v. biomedische 

techniek verdient navolging. 

Een van de belangrijkste helpers bij mijn onderzoek was Laurens de 

Boer. Hij heeft een groot aantal experimenten zelfstandig of met mij 

samen uitgevoerd, ook al betekende dit overwerken tot middernacht. 

Daarbij heeft hij veel verbeteringen aan de opstellingen voorgesteld 

en verwezenlijkt. In dit verband moeten ook Hennie Roetgerink en Wil

lie Olthof worden genoemd, omdat zij nauwgezet en snel op mijn vage 

aanwijzingen tot concrete onderdelen voor opstellingen kwamen. Mijn 

colleqa's Ray Kluapert, Peter van der Hoogt, Frans Klever, Jacques 

Huyghe en lange tijd mijn kamergenoot Gerard Pragt hebben mij een 

fantastische tijd bezorqd. Hun inbrenq bij discussies in werkbespre
kingen en bij de koffie was zeer waardevol. 

Klaas Bel en Luc Vos hebben bij de dierproeven een belangrijke bij

drage geleverd. Verder wil ik noemen Pieter Timmerman, Paul van der 

Veen, Gerard Schut alsmede Dr. Ribbe en Dr. Stuit van verpleeqhuis 

Allstelhof in Allsterdaa. 

Naast bovengenoemde mensen heeft ook mijn nieuwe werkgever, de vak

qroep Fundamentele Werktuigbouwkunde van de Technische Hogeschool 



Eindhoven, een belangrijke rol gespeeld. Na mijn aanstelling in sep

teaber 1984 ben ik 4 maanden vrijgehouden van andere taken, teneinde 

in alle rust mijn proefschrift te kunnen afronden. Daarbij ben ik 

uitstekend geholpen door enkele van mijn nieuwe collega's. 

Toon Manders heeft zeer professioneel en erg nauwgezet het aerendeel 

van de figuren gemaakt en Leo Wouters heeft ze gefotografeerd. Els 

Scheepens heeft dit proefschrift snel en nauwgezet getypt. Raar 

vakmanschap dwingt bewondering af. 

Alle bovengenoemde mensen en zij die ik wellicht niet genoemd heb wil 

ik van harte bedanken voor hun bijdrage aan dit proefschrift. 

Verder wil ik Rannie bedanken, omdat zij zonder te weten waaraan ze 

begon met mij in 1980 naar Twente is verhuisd en vervolgens vorig 

jaar weer naar Eindhoven waardoor zij beide keren ander werk aoest 

zoeken. Tot slot bedank ik aijn moeder oadat ze aijn trouwste sup
porter is. 
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